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PREFACE 

In October, 1977, the Chairman of the Board of Correc

tions, Secretary Mario Obledo, requested that I coordinate 

an investigation into the scope and nature of prison gangs. 

The Secretary pointed to the need for compilation of objective 

information regarding the gangs, and stressed that I would have 

complete independence to determine the scope of the report, 

the research approach and the selection and direction of the 

investigative staff. Based on these ground rules, I accepted 

the undertaking. The report, therefore, reflects the research 

and conclusions of myself and staff. 

The fact that prison gangs have been the subject of in

tense discussion in political and media circles presented a 

serious obstacle in conducting the investigation. Key personnel 

in state and local agencies initially regarded the research 

effort with skepticism. The fact that this attitude was largely 

overcome and needed information obtained is attributable to 

the integrity and tenacity of staff. 

The report documents the existence of prison gangs and 

gang-controlled criminal activity in the community. As noted 

in the report, its content is derived from a variety of sources 

ranging from courtroom testimony and grand jury reports to 

intelligence data and personal interviews with former gang 

members. While the reliability of some of the data is open 

to question, in my opinion the cumulative weight of the evidence 

is conclusive. 
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While this report appears to be the most complete 

currently available on prison gang activities, its scope 

remains limited. Detailed research into the economic, social 

and cultural influences on gang evolution, and analysis of 

law enforcement, corrections, and community-oriellted prevention 

strategies were beyond the primary focus of this study. 

However~ the report contains sufficient data in these areas 

to strongly suggest that successful gang abatement strategies 

will require a coordinated effort between the economic, social 

a~tion and criminal justice sectors in the state. 

The stakes are high. Rising crime clearly threatens 

basic public safety and destroys the lives of criminals and 

victims alike. Crime poses an equal, if less visible, threat 

to democratic freedoms. As public fear and frustration rise, 

so does public willingness to curb the liberties guaranteed 

by the Bill of Rightso 

The fact that the phenomenon of prison gangs, like the 

overall phenomenon of crime, has no easy solutions does not 

reduce the necessity to face the issue squarely. On the con

trary, the more complex and difficult the problem, the greater 

is the urgenc;Y' to confront it • 

BRIAN KAHN, Supervisor 
County of Sonoma 
Member, Board of Corrections 
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FOREWolm 

In October 1977, the Secretary of the Health and Welfare 

Agency, Mario Obledo, announced in a press conference that he 

was requesting a study be done on prison gang activities, par

ticularly as they might relate to criminal behavior in the como. 

munity. At that time, Mr. Obledo voiced concern over the activ

ities of the Mexican Mafia, the Nuestra Familia, the Aryan 

Brotherhood, and the Black Guerilla Family. Brian Kahn, a mem

ber of the Board of Corrections and a supervisor from Sonoma 

County, was requested to coordinate the study. The Board of 

Corrections is authorized to study various aspects of crime 

under Section 6027 of the California Penal Code. 

A delay was experienced in the implementation of the study 

Ltntil staff could be obtained from within the Board of Correc

tions. Actual work on the project began in March 1978. At 

the time of the announced study, an in-depth review of gang

related activities was contemplated. However, in the interim 

between announcement of the project and the beginning of actual 

work, Board of Corrections staff reviewed the project and made 

a number of suggested changes regarding the scope and nature 

of the proposed study. The suggested modifications were re

viewed and approved. 

Prior to the study, much had been written on the issue of 

prison gang activity by an interested and wide-ranging media 

as well as various investigative agencies. An initial decision 

was to prepare a concise summary from this widely scattered 

material. 
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A second decision was to limit the scope and depth of 

the study to areas which could be made public. As with all 

similar inquiries, an effort to define and discuss criminal 

behavior would require that law enforcement intelligence 

agencies be contacted for information. From past experience, 

intelligence information has been found to be very sensitive; 

too broad a disclosure through public documentation could 

jeopardize the investigation and prosecution of criminal cases. 

Much intelligence information is derived from confidential in-

formants whose lives may be jeopardized if sensitive information 

is handled indiscreetly~ As an agency within the umbrella of 

the criminal justice system, staff felt a keen responsibility 

to protect not only the information but the work and people be

hind, it. For this reason it was decided to deal with inforra.a-

tion that was scattered in the public domain or which 

could be made public without risk to the criminal justice sys

tem .. 

With the scope of the study thus limited, there was. ,no 

need for a major expenditure of public funds. A comprehensive 

study that would serve as an aid to enforcement agencies should 

be done by those agencies. 

This document is being submitted to the Board of Correc

tions for review. It provides the most complete description 

currently available regardiLl:g the nat:ure and scope of prison 

gangs. It is believed that it will contribute to the public 

welfare through education of the public and will help to provide 

a base of support for the abatement of cr~inal gang activity. 
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INTF.ODUCTION 

Part I of this report includes a brief sketch of the nis

tory of each of the gangs being studied. 

Part II describes gang-ori.ginated criminal activity which 

has occurred in the community. Some detail will be given of 

the crimes committed in order that the reader may derive a 

better understanding of the manner in which gangs operate in 

the community. The types of crimes committed, in themselves, 

document the range of gang activity. 

Part III includes a description of how gangs are im

pacting local jails and selected out-of~state prisons. 

Part IV :provides a discusslon of several approaches 

being taken by the Department of Corrections and the Youth 

Authority in dealing with gangs. The Appendixes contain ex

hibits that further clarify the nature of the gangs and is 

worthy of the reader's review. 

The study demonstrates that criminal behavior is not re

stricted to ethnic or cultural groups. Indeed, the major cul

tural and etl111ic groups of the state are involved in organized 

and syndicated crim~ ... nel enterprise. It has long been recog

nized by (~orrectional workers that prisons reflect the atti

tudes and. pr.oblems of 1\ free society" and are not immune from 

the forces that shape the unimprisoned world. 

This study does not suggest a single, easy answer in deal

ing with the gangs. W1tiile it is clear that the various gangs 
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are lethal in their activities and require a consistent effort 

at abatement through a coordinated effort by all enforcement 

and correctional groups, it seems equally evident that the 

roots of the gangs reach back into the community. 

The California Youth Authority, in a paper describing a 

gang violence reduction :project, re:ported 17 gang-related 

d.eaths in the uninco:l:'porated area of East Los AngeJ es in 1975, 

and 22 in 1976. Two gangs have reportedly been in conflict for 

30 years. One gang, the White Fence gang, has existed for 50 

years. Governmental agencies are aware that many of the prison 

gang members were youth gang members and have cited, for example, 

the importance of Maravilla gang members in the formation of the 

l"Iexican Mafia. 

This document will show that the dangerousness of the 

groups cannot be underestimated. While some successes are being 

experienced in the apprehension and prosecution of gang members, 

enforcement pressure should be maintained to make our communities 

safer. However, it must be remembered that sending a gang member 

to prison is no ultimate solution. It merely transfers his 1e

thali ty from the streets to a prison, and in all probabilit~y, 

he will eventually be released again. 

It is apparent that mlother approach is needed that takes 

into account the problems of a community that breeds gang men

tality. Street gangs can be found in many American cities. 

While it is doubtful that they can be totally eliminated, per

haps their activities and function can be altered to make them 

less dangerous. 
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Staff has reviewed the design of one effort: an East 

Los Angeles project of the Youth Authority to abate gang vio

lence through community organization and involveme:a.t of youth gang 

members in positive activities. The project atte~9ts, through 

the use of an umbrella neighborhood agency, to increase inter

neighborhood communications and activity, reduce boredom and 

antisocial behavior through the introduction of positive ex

perience and involvement. Success of such a program also re

quires the existence of a range of social programs in an area 

that can support this effort. The concept seems useful and 

it is hoped that the project can demonstrate success. 

Staff does not subscribe to the position that prisons 

cause prison gangs, as has been suggested. It is true, how

ever, that the prison expeI'ience has been the catalyst or the 

common denominator in the formation of the specific gangs under 

study. It must be recognized that lockups are artificial set

tings that do not resemble the outside world. The rules by 

which people live are different and there are pressures on 

inmates and staff so foreign to the layman's experience as to 

prevent an accurate picture being conveyed through words. 

Prisons are dangerous places. It must be recognized that 

many prison facilities are structurally obsoleta and staffing 

patterns insufficient to assure a desirable level of physical 

protection for inmates. It is no coincidence that one of the 

most frequently cited reasons for the initial formation of the 

prison gangs was for protection against physical assault. It 
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is our experience that a prison administration is able to 

provide only superficial control and that the inmate popula

tion has a great deal to say in how effective any controls 

can be. The inmate body is also quite adept at learning how 

the system can be utilized for its own ends. Current correc

tional thinking calls for increasing staff/inmate interaction 

in order to enlist cooperation in maintaining a safe facility. 

The widely recognized inmate code remains a significant bar

rier to achievement of this end. Nevertheless, a prison ad

ministrator must attempt to maintain good communications with 

inmates and to seize all opportunities to reduce conditions 

which force prisoners to affiliate with gangs. 

Prison gangs, then, are not a single issue but a chain of 

interrelated problems and issues. Any successful effort at 

reducing gang activity will necessitate a variety of responses 

and will most certainly require cooperation and coordination 

by many levels of government • 
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CHAPTER I 

BRIEF HISTORY OF PRISON GANGS AND THEIR FORMATION 

Organized crime is not a new phenomenon but the players 

in this study and their origins are new. The purpose of or

ganizati.on is the same; it involves an association by crim

inal elements for purposes of committing crimes for profit. 

The scope of their activities centers around control of 

narcotics and dangerous drug traffic, extortion, ~rotection 

rackets and homicide, and in one instance, the promotion of 

revolution. 

The law enforcement and intelligence community estimates 

that 150 men and women have died in prisons and the streets 

of California in the three years beginning January 1, 1975, 

as the result of prison gang activity_ The participants in 

the killings include the groups known as the Aryan Brother

hood, the Black Guerilla Family, La NU6stra Familia, and the 

Mexican Mafia. Before discussing the nature and ac-:- Lvi v ,~t·;.) 

of these groups, it is necessary for the readt;;;c to \Wd.flT'stand 

the characteristics of the information upon which this report 

is based. 

Data Limitations 

Law enforcement groups concerned with the identification 

of crimes as being gang-related, fully recognize that their 

data has limitations. The job of describing gangs would be 

a simple one if all the data had been provided by persons un

involved in criminal activity, under oath, and with independent 
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corroboration. In reality, information is accepted from a 

variety of sources and may not be totally reliable. Agencies 

need and frequently receive information from informants • 

This information may be accurate or it may be incomplete, 

fragmented, or distorted. Written and photographic evidence 

may be seized that aid officials in learning about the mem

bership of an organization. For example, numerous contraband 

prison photographs have been confiscated in searches that show 

a num1;er of people gathered around a banner that reads tlNuestra 

.' Familia. II Some members may have tattoos that indicate member-

ship. Many individuals deny membership hut only associate 
.. ' . 

with a certain gang. This is not the ;':kind of clean, conclusive 

evidence that is preferred, but it is the nature of that which 

is available. Fortunately, corroborative information has been 

supplied by individuals w~o have admitted their affiliation to 

family members or law enforcement personnel. Many of them 

have provided significant insights into the nature of the gangs. 

The constitution of La Nuestra Familia prohibits members 

from admitting that there is such an organization. Similar 

policies, although unwritten, exist with the other groups. 

Law enforcement officers recognize that there is room for mis

identification and that they must be willing to re-evaluate 

their information • 

The terms in common usage when describing gang members 

are flsuspectedfl or "alleged." These' qualifiers reflect the 
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, 
uncertainty of the data. It also serves to provide a measure 

of protection for the agency involved. An agency investigator 

may be called to testify in court and questioned on the source 

of his information. It is a common strategy to use discovery 

motions and close questioning of law enforcement witnesses 

in an attempt to discover informants' names. Misidentifica-

tion could also serve as a basis for a defamation suit. 

Interestingly, there are limitations as to what data 

can be entered into computers for potential law enforcement 

use. Through the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA, 

P.L. 93-502, 5 U.S.Cs Sec. 552) data in the computers may 

become available to suspects by an application to the govern

ment. (See Appendix A for a further discussion on this issue. l ) 

Wherever possible, this report has used sworn courtroom 

testimonys There are, however, instances where thE.' information 

relied upon has not been of this standard. In these other 

instances, the circumstances surrounding the crimes committed 

provide strong evidence in support of staff's conclusions. 
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Aryan Brotherhood CAB) 

The Aryan Brotherhood is believed to have been formed 

in the late 1960's in San Quentin and Folsom. The gang seems 

to have its roots in an earlier group known as the "Bluebirds." 

Its function was to provide a measure of safety for wh~te in-

mates against assaults and to promote white racism within the 

prisons. 2 While some members come from the ranks of outlaw 

motorcycle clubs, it would not be correct to identify all out

law bikers as members of the Aryan Brotherhood. Its goals in

clude narcotics distribution and other criminal endeavors. 3 

A strong anti-authority theme is commonly demonstrated by the 

membership. 

1976 estimates of membership and sympathizer strength 

run between 275 and 500.4 It has been loosely associated with 

the Mexican Mafia in a variety of illegal activities such as 

narcotics distribution, bank robberies, and homicides. An 

early example of this alliance is evidence accepted by the 

California Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder in 1973. 

It detailed the killing of a Nuestra Familia member named 

Castillo (no first name given) who was wanted killed by the 

Mexican Mafia. The contract was filled by two Aryan Brother-

hood members approximately one hour after the victim was 

transferred to the California Institution for Men. 

The structure of the Aryan Brotherhood does not follow 

paramilitary lines. Leadership is granted to perS0ns with 
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strength and criminal ability. Gang status is achieved by 

election of the membership. The Aryan Brotherhood seems 

most active in the penal institutions rather than in the 

community. As will be shown, however, they do operate in 

the streets. 

While no constitution has been attributed to the Aryan 

Brotherhood, the following creed is al18ged to have been 

written for the group and was reported in the 1975 report 

to the Senate by the Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder. 5 

Creed of the Aryan Broth'.:')rhood 

flAn Aryan brother is without a care, 
Be walks where the weak and heartless 

won't dare, 
And if by chance he should stumble 

and lose control, 
His brothers will be there, to help 

reach his goal, 
For a worthy brother, no need is too 

great, 
He need not but ask, fulfillment's 

his fate. 

I1For an Aryan brother, death holds no 
fear, 

Vengeance will be hiS, tl~ough his 
brothers still here, 

For the brotherhood means just what 
it implies, 

A brother's a brother, till that 
brother dies, 

And if he is loyal, and never lost 
faith, 

In each brother's heart, will always be 
a place. 

"So a brother am I and always will be, 
Even after my life is taken from me, 
I'll lie down content, knowing I 

stood, 
Head held high, walking proud in the 

brotherhood. " 
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Black Guerilla Family (BGF) 

Government sources have identified the Black Guerilla 

Family as having been formed in the late 1960's and early 

1970's. It is viewed as being the prison counterpart of the 

Black Liberation Army, found in the community.6 State in

vestigators have described the original goals as including 

cultural unity, group protection and the promotion of armed 

revolution. 7 In general, its members are Black, but ex-gang 

members from other groups report some non-Black membership. 

Prison activities have included traffic of drugs among Black 

inmates, revolutionary training, and attackE on white pris-

oners and prison guards. 

The Black Guerilla Family is loosely allied with the 

Nuestra Familia in its conflict with the Mexican Mafia and 

its ally, the Aryan Brotherhoo~.8 

The Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder, in its 

1975 report to the Senate, reported its findings on the 

Black Guerilla Family. It reported the existence of a 

paramilitary structure to guide the organization's activity, 

"Eaeh prison has an organization which 
is directed by Holliday through a central 
committee and five generals. Assignments 
are carried out by lieutenants and soldiers 
for their unit captain."9 

"In addition to the regular group dis
C1Issions on Marxist political theory, re
cruitment programs include training in 
physical combat and the ideological dogma 
which is intended to convince the new member 
to commit himself by a death oath to the 
Family: 
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'IF EVER I SHOULD BREAK MY STRIDE, 
OR FALTER AT ~1 COMRADE'S SIDE, 
THIS OATH WILL KILL MEL 

I IF EVER MY WORD SHOULD BE UNTRUE, 
SHOULD I BE SLOW TO MAKE A STAND, 
OR SHOW FEAR BEFORE THE HANG1'1AN, 
THIS OATH WILL KIIJL ME 1 

'SHOULD I MISUSE THE PEOPLE'S TRUST, 
SHOULD I SUBMIT EVER TO GREED OR LUST, 
THIS OATH WILL KILL MEL 

'SHOULD I GROW LAX IN DISCIPLINE 
IN TIME OF STRIFE, REFUSE MY HAND, 
THIS OATH WILL SURELY KILL T1Ellll,10 

11 



La Nuestra Familia eN.F.) 

La Nuestra Familia originated in California prisons 

as a defensive reaction to activities of the Mexican Mafia. 

Some sources indicate it started in Soledad in 1967; others, 

in San Quentin in 1968. There is essential agreement that 

it was formed to offer protection to Mexican-American inmates 

who are being pressured by the Mexican Mafia for such things 

as canteen items and homosexual acts. ll Its members have 

tended to come from the rural areas. and have often been re-

ferred to as IIfarmers" by the Mexican Mafia. Its rural her-

itage is no longer completely true as the organization does 

have members now from metropolitan areas. This group is in 

a state of open conflict with the Mexican Mafiao 

The organization is cited as a "Blood in - Blood out" 

group and carries a lifetime obligation. Persons who fail 

to meet gang obligations may be marked for death. The pres-

ent count of persons on Nuestra Familia "hit" lists stands 

at 230 according to state law. enforcement officials. An 

oath, taken by new members, is as follows: 

IIIf I go forward, follow me. 
If I hesitate, push me. 
If they kill me, avenge me. 
If I am a traitor, kill me." 

With the passage of time, the organization came to 

re,cog:q.ize the profi tabili ty of controlling narcotics in 

prison and set about to establish the necessary organization 
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and power base to provide the mechanism of control. The 
,-' 

group has allied itself with the Black Guerilla Family. 

La Nuestra Familia is unique among the groups in that 

it has committed to writing its organizational structure 

and bylaws, as well as a manual of operations. It requires 

that members be schooled in its structure and rules, and 

take written proficiency examinations. It also utilizes 

lengthy "hit" lists of enemies to be killed, including per

sons who have attempted to disassociate themselves from the 

gang, often called "hermi-cs. tt 

The Nuestra Familia's practice of written procedures 

has allowed law enforcement agencies to gather a significant 

body of information for analysis. It also documents the 

gang's existence and the scope of its activities. 

Attached as Appendix B is its Constitu.tion, entitled 

"Supreme Power Structure of La Nuestra Familia." There are 

a number of critical sections that deserve special note as 

they further link crime in the community to the gang: 

"Article II: Revised by-laws and objectives 
de la Nuestra Familia 

"Section I: The primary purpose or goals 
will be for the betterment of its members 
and the building up of the organization on 
the outside into a strong and self supporting 
familia. (Emphasis added) 

"Section II: 1-~11 members will work solely 
for that objective and put all personal goals 
and feeling aside until said fulfillment is 
accomplished. 
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"Section III: A familiano will not be 
released from his obligations towards the 
organization because he is released from 
prison. But will be expected to work twice 
as hard to see that a familia is established 
and work in hand with the organization already 
established behind the wallIs (prison) ••• 

"Section IV: A familiano will remain a 
familiano member until death or otherwise 
discharged from the organization, he will 
always be subject to put the interest of 
the organization first and always above 
everything else in prison or out. 

l1S ection V: An automatic It death!! 
sentence will be put on a familiano that 
turns traitor, coward or deserter. Under 
no other circumstance will a brother familiano 
be responsible for spilling the blood of a 
brother familiano, to do so will be consid
ered an act of treason." 

The organizational structure of La Nuestra Familia is 

along paramilitary lines. The leader, or Nuestra General, 

commands some ten captains (not all pOSitions may be filled) 

each ranked within that command group and in charge of a 

regiment. The captains! power and authority vary depending 

on whether or not the organization is tI at war. !I The lieuten-

ants are responsible for the acquisition of weapons, providing 

for indoctrination and maintenance of records, including Ithitlt 

lists. The soldiers occupy the bottom rung of the regimental 

hierarchy and are organized into squads depending on their 

reliability_ There is provision for payment of squad mem-

bers for such duties as drug dealing or pimping of women. 
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There is one final section under Article VI that de-

serves special comment. 

"Section VII: As of now that standard 
answer for a familiano when he is asked by 
any county, state or Federal Authoritys if 
(he) is or if (there) is any organization 
knowen to exist in the pintas the answer 
is ~ .. " (sic) 

From this section it can be seen that members are ex-

pec d to deny the existence of the organization. This is 

intended to reduce negative public opinion a.nd effect 

law enforcement response. This policy is consistent 

with that of the Mexican Mafia. 

Appendix C, entitled "Subdivision of Constitution, 

Adaption for Street Use Only" provides the guidelines for 

gang activity in the community. This document establishes 

the organization in the community and sets forth the struc-

ture of the regiments, an organization chart in narrative 

form, a regimental bank, and describes the main bank of the 

gang. Special note is made of Article I, Section IV 

stating: 

"Familia soldados at first will be ex
pected to make sacrifices in so far as when 
he commits an illegal ventL~e all the profits 
will go into the familia bank, this should be 
until the bank is strong enough to buy into 
it's first business. Once this is accomplished 
the soldados can either be paid on a commission 
basis or by pay scale, the discration will be 
on the familia (It), until step (3) is in effect." 

15 
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Article I, Section V states that gang members will 

refrain from drug use and requires that no IIpersonal venture" 

will be undertaken without authorization of a superior officer. 

Thus, all crime is gang originated or sanctioned. 

A later section of this report deals with documentation 

of NoF. gang activity on the streets and concerns itself with 

the issue of drug use within the Stockton gang members. 
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The Mexican Mafia 

Of the groups examined in this briefing document, the 

Mexican Mafia, or ENE as it is called, is the oldest. Avail

able data indicates that it was formed in 1957 in the Califor-

nia prison system at the Deuel Vocational Institution. In 

its early years, according to one law enforcement source, the 

members tt were more or less hoodlum-type inmates who special

ized in prison pastimes of hijacking canteen from other in

mates, collection of loans, dealing in drugs within the in

stitution.,,12 Additionally, a m.easure of protection was 

afforded to the membership.13 (Note: Canteen refers to 

some personal and luxury items that may be purchased through 

a ducat system from the prison store.) 

A significant, but lit-tle recognized, aspect of the 

EME is that many of the members came to prison with a tradi

tion of gang membership from the streets. The barrios of 

East Los Angeles, particularly the Maravilla area, were a 

major contributor to the Mexican Mafia. These youth gang 

members came together in prison and created the Mexican 

Mafia. 

A 1976 Attorney General's report covering gang activity, 

no longer confidential, reported that: 

"After its initial growth in the prison 
systems, the Mexican Mafia began to conduct 
organized criminal activities outside of the 
institutions. This situation has seriously 
escalated in the last year. 
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"For exe.mple, in 1976 there have been 
eight killings in Los Angeles County alone 
attributed to the Mexican Mafia. Narcotics, 
assault, and parole violation arrests 
of Eexican Mafia members in Los Angeles 
County have numbered in the hundreds. 
Inside the institutions this group at
tempts to dominate such criminal activity 
as narcotics distribution, "protection and 

bl ' " gam lng ••.•. 

Estimated membership is 150 to 200 hard-core members 

and some 1, 000 associat~:sand sympathizers .14 

The Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder, chaired by 

Senator Dennis Carpenter, submitted a report to the Senate 

on March 31, 1975. A number of its findings are significant; 

selected quotations follow: 

"The Mafia is interested in monetary gains 
derived from loan sharking and the protection 
rackets; however, its primary interest is to 
secure complete cQntrol of the narcotics traf
fic within the prisons an~ on the streets of 
Southern California ••••• l 

lIThe Mafia l s outside operations are pre
dominantly narcotics, robbery and murder. 
Barrio residents and illegal immigrants are 
usually the victims of the drug dealers, 
who are at war vITi th each other to take over 
territories. Part of "che profits is believed 
to go into a central coffer which is used to 
support the international narcotics business, 
pay legal fees, and buy weapons. 16 

The report continues: 

l1Testimony from tIle hearings describes 
attempts the Mafia has made to infiltrate a 
number of community organizations and health 
groups with the aim of siphoning off federal 
and state funds to support the narcotics 
operations. Dan Vasquez, a special agent 
for the Department of Corrections, testified: 
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MR. VASQUEZ: 'The Mexican Mafia organi
zation and its potential first came to our 
attention in 1971 when I was participating 
in a federally funded project that was assigned 
to a university. We had a parole unit attached 
to it and we were going to be looking at new 
ways, innovative ways of supervising alcoholic 
and drug recidivists and trying to get more 
mileage out of them in the community and hope
fully making them agents of change through 
some college courses and organizing and set
ting them up in jobs, in self-help groups in 
the community. 

'The Mafia very effectively infiltrated 
our program and almost took it over.' 

CHAIRMAN CARPENTER: 'The Mexican Mafia 
infiltrated your government rehabilitation 
or change program, and nearly took it over?' 

MR. VASQUEZ: 'That's correct.' 

CHAIRMAN CARPENTER: 'For what reason?' 

MR. VASQUEZ: 'Well, for a variety of 
reasons. At that time the Mafia was experi
menting in political ventures and this pro
gram--I believe, in analyzing it, that they 
felt it was a ready-made program. It had 
money available. It had contacts with com
munity members and community organizations. 
It had political contacts to receive funding 
from the National Institute of Mental Health. 
So I think it was a very vital program that 
they saw as very lucrative. 

CHAIRMAN CARPENTER: 'At what point does 
it determine that this takeover was intended 
or involved?' 

MR. VASQUEZ: 'You mean when did we find 
out it was happening?' 

CHAIRMAN CARPENTER: lYe s • ' 

MR. VASQUEZ: 'I think it took us about 
four months after the beginning of th~ program 
to notice that there was something gOlng on. 

I~ When we first started having contact with the 
Mafia members, we weren't aware that they were 
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an organized prison group. We looked at 
and interpreted their militancy as sort 
of prevailing. The attitude in that period 
was the social movement type of attitude. 
So that's what we thought they were kind 
of involved in. 

'It soon became apparent that they were 
using that more or less "front" to further 
their activities, their self on to the com
munities, and a lot of your communities in 
particular 0 ' 

The report continues: 

"Al though IJa Eme first moved into the 
streets in 1967, it has been only in the 
last few years that efforts have been made 
to set up an international drug business. 
In addition to Harry Buckly's organization 
in Northern Mexico, the gang has an extensive 
contact chain in South America. Cocaine comes 
in from Peru, is received in Guadalajara, 
transported to Matzalan or Caliacon, and then 
taken to Magtalena for shipment to the United 
States.17 

The Attorney General's report to the Legislature cover-

ing the year 1976 stated: 

"The most significant increase in this 
gang's activity has been in its improved 
organization outside of the prisonsa Among 
these improvements are: established new 
operational areas in the state, a more ef
fective communications system, and emphasis 
on financially regarding crimes such as bank 
robbery and narcotics trafficking."lS 

Following the parameters of the study, a number of 

criminal cases were followed through the courts to obtain in

formation that would validate previously reported gang activity_ 

It is believed that the cases discussed in a following section 
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of this report are consistent with the goals and methods 

detailed by the Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder and 

the California Attorney General. 
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CHAPTER II 

GANG ACTIVITY IN CALIFORNIA CITIES 

Developing information on organized criminal groups 

re~uires the analysis of a wide variety of sources, including 

intelligence data. While some of this data never appears in 

a court of law, an objective researcher must be willing to 

make logical deductions. For example, it often occurs that 

law enforcement is aware of the details of the commission 

of a crime but is unable to act upon that knowledge. In

formation from frightened persons who will not testify ex

plains much but cannot be used in court. 

In this report, staff focused on those facts that were 

public or could be made public. In some instances, even 

though witnesses gave information under oath in a public 

trial, local prosecutors asked that those names be withheld. 

Where this re~uest was made, it was honored. 

On visits to Monterey, Fresno, Kern, and Los Angeles 

Counties, we found SUbstantial numbers of gang members in 

custody awaiting trial on major felony matters. On the 

basis of limited observation, it seems probable that the 

state prisons will experience an increase in the number of 

gang members being recommitted.. It is possible that the 

state prisons will experience a corresponding increase in 

the number of gang problems within the walls. 
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Recruitment of Youth 

There is strong evidence of recruiting of gang members 

among youthful populations both on the streets and in juvenile 

detention facilities. 

In attempting to look at the issue of recruitment, 

staff reviewed a lengthy report entitled, Juvenile Gang 

Warfare, a November 1975 product of the Senate Select 

Committee on Children and Youth$ Included in the appendixes 

are data which support the conclusion that young people be-

come oriented toward gang activity while preteens, learn 

gang values while in the streets, and are ripe for recruit-

ment when they are in the youth Authority or state prison. 

One cautionary note is needed: much of the data was de-

veloped in the state population center, Los Angeles. Ob-

viously, the problem is common to many American cities. 

In 1975, Los Angeles City Councilman Arthur Snyder 

spoke of his juvenile gang experience and offered useful 

insights. 

liMy own conclusion from my own experience 
in it is that you simply are not going to 
eliminate the gangs. You can break up an exis
ting gang; you can put the leaders of a gang 
in jail; but at the end of it, the gang-will 
come back because the gang is the expression 
of a need in the community. It's not like 
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the Capone gang or something. It's a 
group of young people -- young men and 
now more and more young women -- gathered 
together for originally social purposes 
or in a -- in a defensive mechanism in 
which those individuals attempt to express 
their individuality and their frustration 
at society' by joining together in a group 
in which they can share experiences."l 

In that same report, supporting observations were 

given by Miguel Duran, Program Chief, County of Los Angeles, 

Department of Community Services, Youth Services Division. 

He testified: 

"In some areas of Los Angeles, a young
ster doesn't seem to have an alternative but 
to belong to the gang in that neighborhood. 
He is born into it like his brothers and 
sisters before him and their parents before 
them ••• 

"The barrios, the ghetto, demand their 
loyalty, and they give it. What else is 
there? Who gives a damn about you? Your 
parents and your teachers, the police, 
society--what the hell is that? Only my 
cli ue cares.whether I live or die. When 
I'm with my homebots, I am somebod} Appen
dix D, p. C-2). II Emphasis added. 

(Refer to Appendix D and E for additional comments 

and perspectives by Mr. Duran and Charles Pineda, Jr., the 

latter a member of the staff of the California Youth Authority 

working in the East Los Angeles area.) 

The evidence suggests that the prison gangs are spread-

ing and are turning to street gangs as a source of new members. 

In the California Youth Authority, particularly at Preston and 
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at the YTS near Chino, there is evidence of affiliation 

with the gangs. A spokesman with the Youth Authority's Law 

Enforcement Communications Team reports finding copies of 

gang literature in Youth Authority institutions. Letters 

where the authors claim gang affiliation have also been 

found. Tex Martin Hernandez, later convicted of the first 

degree murder'of Steven Revelez in the Ventura County Jail, 

maintained contact with an important member of La Nuestra 

Familia prior to his release from a youth Authority facility. 

A confiscated note from a parolee In the Salinas area spoke 

to the use of youth in criminal behavior. I~ Fresno, a 

sixteen year old was used to carry out a gang hit and other 

youths seriously assaulted a witness. In Chino, a local 

group known as the Sinners has become closely associated 

with La Nuestra Familia and on an on ramp of the Pomona Free

way near Monterey Park is spray-can graffiti that reads "Chica 

Er1E1I or little Mexican Mafia. These examples indicate the 

seriousness of a problem which requires further analysis and 

action. 
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Aryan Brotherhood 

Research of the origins of the Aryan Brotherhood has 

indicated that it was racist in pur])ose. One important 

ex-gang member who discussed his perceptions of the group 

with staff indicated this was only partly true. He stated 

that while there were flout-and-out racists" who were in the 

group, many persons, including himself, used this as a . 
"front. II His reasons for joining were for the profits of 

illegal encieavor and to make himself as comfortable as 

possible while in custody. It was his belief that other 

gangs also operated using Ilfronts lt and that they were pow-

er and money oriented. 

Our inquiry did not demonstrate that crimes are be-

ing committed for the sal{e of the organization, with a por-

tion of the proceeds going to a barrY or other central fund-

ing source. Instead, there is an apparent close association 

and affiliation of persons who are members of the Aryan 

Brotherhood, Aryan Brotherhood sympathizers, and white 

supremacists. These individuals commit serious crimes on 

a major scale. 

A representative of the Department of Corrections 

Special Services Unit indicates that there has been heavy 

Aryan Brotherhood activity in the south, particularly in 
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the Long Beach, Orange County, Paramount, Bellflower areas. 

He reports involvement in thirty-five arrests since January 1, 

1978. a The scope of involvement by the Aryan Brotherhood 

includes bank robberies, residential robberies where victims 

are assaulted, narcotics offenses, and possession of weapons 

and explosives, and very possibly, contract murder. The 

finding of quantities of weapons at the point of arrest is 

a remarkable characteristic with the Aryan Brotherhood. This 

same level of activity does not seem to be prevalent in the 

northern part of California due to a lack of members. 

a. While there are members or sympathizers who are not parolees, 
many persons in the Aryan Brotherhood are under active supervi
sion. One concern expressed by law enforcement was the possibil
ity that gang members may be released on bail to commit further 
crimes. Under the Determinate Sentence Law, a parole hold pre
venting bail is limited to six months, the maximum period of 
time a parolee may be held as a parole violator when there is no 
new conviction and re-committment. When the six month period 
expires, the parole agent must remove the parole detainer and the 
person becomes eligible for bail. The concern being expressed is 
that through a series of deliberate maneuvers to avoid trial, the 
gang member will exhaust the six month time period, bail from 
custody and abscond. While it remains to be seen whether this 
concern will be realized, it is evident that delays are occurring 
through such techniques as requesting continuances or firing one's 
attorney. It is felt that there should be follow-up in this area 
Lo see if it requires remedy. Options that might be considered 
include a change in the time period for holding a pru'?ole violator, 
using a higher bail schedule for certain categories of offenders 
or offenses, or through a speedy trial policy as now exists with 
some major violator units in the District Attorney's offices. 

The best known example of a bail skip at this time is "Champ" 
Reynoso, alleged member of the Mexican Mafia, who defaulted on 
$100,000 bail prior to sentencing, following his conviction in 
Federal Court for bank robbery. 
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As with other gangs, there are many members in custody 

awaiting trial. There are also cases that have been adjudicated 

which demonstrate Aryan Brotherhood crimes and associations. 

On November 25, 1977, David Owens and an associate robbed 

the Bank of America in Agoura of approximately $9,000. Owens 

has admitted to law enforcement that he is a member of the 

Aryan Brotherhood. Photographs taken at the time of the 

robbery clearly showed Owens and the second suspect, Robert 

ilNew York" Crane. Owens was arrested on January 11, 1978, 

at which time $3,844 was seized. He was found guilty by 

jury trial and on March 13, 1978, was sentenced to a federal 

prison for bank robbery and use of a dangerous weapon. 

Owen's suspected crime partner, Crane, has not been ad

judicated on this case. He is presently in custody in the 

Orange County Jail where he is being held for a number of 

robberies and a homicide. Crane is believed to be a powerful 

member of the Aryan Brotherhood whose jail visitors and street 

associations include a number of Aryan Brotherhood members 

and sympathizers. Authorities are also looking at a possible 

connection between Crane and the killing of another Aryan 

Brotherhood member, Kenneth "Hog Jaw" Cochran, in Orange County 

on December 2, 1977. 

On October 18, 1977, at 10:30 p.m. on the campus of El 

Camino Community College, two campus security officers approached 

a van to investigate suspicious activity and an apparent dif

ference in the license plates mounted on the vehicle. Joseph 
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tlLittle Joe1l O'Rourke, a parolee, exited and held the officers 

at gun point. The officer turned O'Rourke's gun aside and 

after positioning himself behind a barrier, exchanged shots 

with O'Rourke who was wounded. On March 31, 1978, after a 

plea of guilty, O'Rourke was sentenced to seven years in state 

prison. His crime partner, an Aryan Brotherhood sympathizer, 

received a lesser sentence. 

The interesting factor in this case was the recovery of 

a weapon equipped with a silencer. A weapon so equipped is 

not the usual weapon to be used in an open robbery. Its use 

is consistent with another use such as a homicide where silence 

is desired. No crime could be linked to the gun, but law 

enforcement officers remain concerned. 

Aryan Brotherhood members have also committed crimes in 

association with their ally, the Mexican Mafia. (Refer to 

the section covering the 11exican Mafia street operations re

garding a robbery of Lloyds Bank in Fresno where over $100,000 

was taken.) 

There is ample intelligence data that is not within the 

scope of this document that points to continuous association 

by Aryan Brotherhood members on the streetsu Our inquiry dis

covered no evidence of crimes being committed to underwrite 

the activities of the group where there was a central bank. 

It is felt that Aryan Brotherhood membership, in effect, 

tlguarantees" the reliability of another member in the carr.ying 
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out of a criminal enterprise in the community. Finally, it 

was the opinion of most law enforcement officials interviewed 

that there were II strong" men wi thin a prison or community 

who organized and executed crimes but that there was no single, 

cohesive command structure for the Aryan Brotherhood. 

Updating the 1976 estimate of membership repoI.'t:'3d in 

Chapter I, one state law enforcement administrator believes 

todayls membership to range from 200 to 300. These figures 

include associates and sympathizers from renegade motorcycle 

clubs who share a common philosophy with the Aryan Brotherhood. 

This source also expressed the belief that the Aryan Brother

hood is II totally disorganized" at the present time and is with

out effective leadership. The large number of recent arrests 

in southern California reportedly account for this condition. 

This condition is not expected to be permanent as there are 

indications that a reorganizational effort is underway. 
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Black Guerilla Family 

Of the four groups examined, the Black Guerilla Family 

evidenced the least amount of verifiable criminal conduct in 

the commuDity. Crimes are occurring but it is less clear 

that it is due to the activity of the organization than to 

members that used the organization as a "front" while in 

prison and resumed individually motivated criminal behavior 

upon release. This conclusion should be regarded as tentative 

as there were fewer leads to follow relating to the BGF and, 

therefore, less research accomplished. 

Law enforcement sources indicate that the group is active, 

particularly in prison, and offer various interpretations as 

to what is occurring in the community. There is currently 

some feeling that there is conflict in the organization stem-

ming from a resentment over the resumption of ordinary criminal 

behavior by members when released, to the detriment of revolu

tionary goals. There is a consensus that a desire for revolu

tion remains, with various reasons being offered for a lack of 

activity. The reasons include a lack of leadership in the com

munity, the "times" not being right for a proactive action posture, 

and the lack of resources. Some criminal conduct is viewed as 

a means of obtaining the resources for action. 

No gang members were interviewed for purposes of this study. 

One prospective witness declined for fear of his safety and in

dicated that to meet at all would confirm the existence of the 

group and jeopardize him. 
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In looking at criminal cases, staff encountered a 

problem co~fronted in gang-related prosecutions. In actual 

trials, identifying a crime as gang related tended to divert 

the jury's focus from the actual crime to the question of gang 

affiliation. This distractor is viewed by many prosecutors 

as being counterproductive and is therefore avoided. This 

approach may have helped the prosecutors get convictions 

but it made staff's job of documenting gang involvement more 

difficult. 

A number of cases have occurred, however, that do de-

scribe some of the gang members' and associates' conduct. 

Our conclusions are established more from circumstances than 

from direct testim9ny. 

On January 4, 1977, the University of California Police 

Department was advised of the discovery of a body found in 

a remote area of the campus. The victim, Ira Cornelius, had 

been stabbed, strangled, and rolled down a hill. 

Cornelius had been placed at the Rupert Crittenden Center 

in Oakland by the Department of Corrections. Earlier, Cornelius 

had been transferred from one of that agency's prisons to another 

and had been found to be in possession of a number of knives. 

Investigation of that incident showed that the Black Guerilla 

Family had forced him to smuggle the knives for them believing 

that search procedures were relaxed for inmates in transfer 

status. 

~lile in Crittenden Center, Cornelius became involved 

with Sidney Byers and Robert Perry, both believed to be BGF 
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members. Reportedly, these defendants were selling heroin 

on the streets and Cornelius became involved with them. Word 

of Cornelius' statements to Corrections' officials regarding 

the knife smuggling incident got to Byers and Perry, so 

Cornelius was killed. The fact of the murder being a BGF 

retaliatory "hit" was testified to in the court process. 

Both defendants were convicted and received sentences. 

VJhile narcotics were indirectly involved in the Cornelius 

case, they were directly involved in a double homicide that 

occurred on November 1, 1975, in the Los Angeles area. On 

that date, a number of armed men went into an apartment and 

took four persons hostage in what has been characterized as 

a "drug rip-off." After binding the victims, all were shot. 

Two persons died as a result of the shooting. Subsequently 

arrested were Michael "Pygmy" Cowans and James "Doell Holliday. 

James IIDoc ll Holliday is believed to be a leader of the 

Black Guerilla Family. This has been testified to by law 

enforcement persons and ex-gang members before the California 

State Senate Subcommittee on Civil Disorder, chaired by Senator 

Dennis E. Carpenter, and the House of Representatives Committee 

on Internal Security. Cowans is identified in Department of 

Corrections' records as an associate or sympathizer. 

Charges against Holliday were subsequently dismissed, 

but Cowans was convicted of two counts of murder, assault with 

intent to commit murder, and robbery with use of a weapon. The 

trial was lengthy, lasting approximately l~ years. It is 
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reported that a numoer of pretrial motions were entered on 

the issue of this oeing related to the Black Guerilla Family 

out that the case was ultimately prosecuted without gang 

affiliation as an issue or oeing demonstrated in court. 

One interesting aspect of this case is that on 11ay 14-, 

1976, while in custody, Holliday, Gowans, and an alleged 

member of the Aryan Brotherhood, Fred Mendrin, oecame involved 

in a fight that left all parties wounded by a jail-made knife. 

Authorities believe that Mendrin attacked Holliday, with Cowans 

coming to the rescue. There was no prosecution as none of the 

participants wished to testify. Cowans is in a California 

prison; he is a regular associate of BGF members. 

There is some current recruiting of new members according to 

representatives of various enforcement agencies. The Youth 

Authority indicates that they have BGF members and associates 

in their older ward institutions but that the numbers are 

small and no major problems are being identified. Specifically 

identified as a source of members from the community is a 

Black street gang from Los Angeles known as the Crips. Mem

bers are known to have come from one specific branch of that 

street gang known as the Pirus. As of this writing, however, 

no further details are available. 

As indicated in an opening paragraph, our data OD. the 

BGF is incomplete. While it is evident that members and associ

ates are involved in narcotics activity, particularly within 
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the Black community, it is less clear how this relates to 

a revolutionary goal or any direction by the grou~. 
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La Nuestra Familia 

La Nuestra Familia has established bases of power in 

the rural areas of California. Like the other gangs it has 

made the transition from the prisons back to the communi.ty. 

It has areas of strength in the large central valleys from 

Sacramento to Bakersfield, the coastal valleys from Hayward 

to Oxnard, and inland areas from Pomona and Chino to Riverside 

and San Bernardino. Members will also be found in the urban 

areas such as Los Angeles, the stronghold of the Mexican Mafia. 

Ex-gang members have described regimental activity in Sacra

mento, Stockton, Oakland, BaJ.:cersfield, Redlands, and San Diego. 

Normally, a captain will rurl a regiment but this may be 

delegated to a lieutenant if there is no captain in residence. 

Ex·-gang sources also described a dividing of the regiments 

into squads using a classification system of members by a re

liability measure. This system was reportedly developed in 

the San Jose area after law enforcement made deep inroads into 

the local regiment. The interest is in limiting what is known 

by soldiers to reduce damage that may be done by defectors who 

talk to the police. 

La Nuestra Familia is unique in that it has committed 

much of its structure and organization to paper. Law en

forcement all around the state has been able to locate 

copies of information about the group, and, in fact, there 

does not seem to be any real effort to hide the material. 

Our review of cases, testimony, and statements given by per

sons enmeshed with the group have validated the documents. The 
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evidence is conclusive that the group is involved in nar

cotics trafficking, ro-bberies, extortion and homicide around 

the state. While it has not yet reached the level of effec-

tiveness associated with syndicated crime such as the Sicilian 

Mafia, it is attempting to do so. One interesting phenomenon 

has occurred in the N.F.'s attempt to purge itself of weak 

members and traitors: it has forced the defectors into a rel-

atively new group called the "New Family" for purposes of pro

tection. There are reports from responsible sources that some 

of the members have become tired of the killing, thus adding 

to the number of defectors. In a number of instances, officers 

have testified against soldiers who have carried out their in

structions. The soldiers are no longer able to assume that 

they will be protected by the organization. 

The interception of notes from gang leaders has been a 

useful source of information on gang activity. On November 2, 

1977, Salinas parole staff found two notes that contribute to 

a description of the Nuestra Familia's activity in their area. 

~\he note is retyped below from the original; staff has deleted 

portions that may compromise persons or investigative leads. 

The note is believed to have originated at Soledad Prison and 

issued by the first captain. 

Page 1 IIAll soldados that were assign 
to Hayward, should by back in Hayward no late 
than Sunday or be considered traitors. 

IIWhy haven't Bumpers made payments on his 
300 dollars disciplinary fine? 

llHave Stockton go after traitor (deleted) 
or (deleted)?1f 
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Page II - tlWho authorize the soldados to 
leave Hayward. If no one put all on discipline 
and fines. 

llyou are to go personally to Hayward and 
Stockton to see what is going on, report back 
by Monday. 

"Also make sure that Hayward rents a house 
and get's me the Hayward paper. It 

Page III - IIBumpers is to go after traitor 
(deleted) Fremont. 

IIIf the regiment in Hayward has enough nar
cotics, get some to sell in Salinas. 

II Leave (deleted) in charge of Hayward, with 
(deleted) 2nd in co~~and. 

liAs I told you I want things straighten out 
and the regiments making money by Monday •••• Q II 

Page IV - !lThis Sunday bring the Oarna1es 
in Stockton to Salinas. Whenever you know that 
my runners are coming to town for a report I 
donlt want to hear that you are keeping them 
waiting. I want you to be on time for those 
appointment, they got better things to do than 
be waiting. II 

A second note found in the pocket of Sammy Venegas, 

reputed captain of the Fresno regiment, who was present at 

the November 2, 1977 search, was, in part, in the same hand

writing as the first note and read as follows: 

Side 1 - !lRemember the extortion theory 
I used to run down about the little neighborhood 
store. Find your young sympathizers and put 
them in to work. Gilroy will be a good place 
to start. !I 

Side 1 was in the h8~dwriting of the person who wrote 

the first note. Side 2 was in an unidentified person's writing. 
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Ilposs. 2 girls from Fresno 
Pay schedule on pros. 
Ours 1/3 bank 1/3 girl 
1/3 left over l~~ to Lt. 
Split rest to squad involved 
Extortion same as for a job. 
No coke or angel dust 
Acid only if situations right. 
School on P.O. regularly 
(deleted) 
Ole ladies get away 
from rucas that work 
streets or use. Don't 
put selfs in those pos. 'I 

The data in the first note verifies information re-

garding gang structure and dispersal of strength. The use of 

fines as a disciplinary tool is discussed. The distribution 

of narcotics is controlled to some degree by higher authority 

according to the note, which suggests a more sophisticated 

level of criminal conspiracy than might exist if all were 

controlled at the local level. 

The second note verifies that extortio~ of businesses as 

a gang goal and extends to the shakedown of prostitutes. Note 

that the shakedown of prostitutes is occurring in the Fresno 

area. In this connection, there is a scheme for disbursal 

of extorted funds which includes a ~ortion for the central 

bank. Finally, the indoctrination of members through an 

lIin-servicelt training plan is verified. 

Board staff contacted law enforcement sources in the 

Fresno area which has been and continues to be a focal point 

for gang activity. While all gangs are represented in Fresno's 



local statistics, it is clear that the Nuestra Familia has 

accounted for most of the deaths. 

A local analysis of homicides attributed to the various 

gangs is depicted below. The data is not based on convictions 

but includes data based on intelligence information • 

1975 
1976 
1977 

NF 

o 
5 

12 

ENE 

o 
1 
3 

BGF 

1 
o 
o 

.AJ3 

o 
o 
2 

Gang activity over the past two years in Fresno is 

epidemic. The following cases illustrate the scope of activity, 

particularly involving the Nuestra Familia. 

On December 24, 1977, Luis Gonzalez and Tina Arevalo 

were found shot and dumped in rural Fresno. To date, the case 

is unsolved but informants advise that Tina Arevalo was being 

extorted $20 per day for weekdays and $30 per day on weekends 

as protection from earnings as a prostitute. It was reported 

that prior to her death SD8 had complained to the police about 

Nuestra Fami.lia pressure but she declined to prosecute. 

In a similar incident, Frances Castillo, a known street 

prostitute, was killed by five shots to the head on December 24, 

1977. Staff talked to a detective who had met with the 

victim two days prior to her being killed at which time she 

complained about Nuestra Farnilia pressure for protection pay

ments. At the time of this writing there is a suspect in 

custody who has given a statement. He reports that the Nuestra 
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Familia ordered him to carry out the hit as she was behind 

in her protection payments. lIe claims to have been present 

when other N.F. members talked of killing Tina Arvalo and Luis 

Gonzalez.. Based on other information provided by this witness, 

police obtained search warrants and located weapons and Hhit 

lists." According to the Fresno detective, information W8.S 

also received on approximately ten robberies perpetrated by 

N.F. members. This particular case also demonstrates the use 

of women to mask gang activities. The houses searched were 

in the names of women associates. Many of the gang members 

are under parole supervision. As parolees, their residences 

and persons may be searched at any time by the parole agent 

an~ law enforcement officers. By acquiring residences under 

a woman's name who was not on parole, a parole search would be 

prevented. 

It is clear that the gangs use force and fear in their 

attempts to silence vii tnesses.. A significant number of gang 

killings have occurred in the presence of witnesses. The 

gangs hope that fear of them will silence prospective testi

mony .. 

On March 16, 1977, Eugenia Iniguez and her brother were 

attacked by five or six young men and sustained multiple stab 

wounds. The victims, while seriously hurt, survived the 

incident. Prior to the attack, Miss Iniguez had given testi

mony at thE.. preliminary hearing of Frank Villagrana, a Nuestra 
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Familia member who participated in the killing of Daniel 

Duran. As a result of her testimony, she was placed on the 

N.F. hit list. She later stated that she was stabbed because 

of her testimony. 

In t~e Duran case, Villagrana and a sixteen-year old 

juvenile were being prosecuted for the gunshot slaying of 

Daniel Duran on November 10, 1976. Both Vallagrana and the 

juvenile pled guilty to negotiated charges and were sentenced 

to prison. Villagrana admitted to ~iving the car after the 

juvenile killed Duran. It was noted that at the time of the 

arrest of the men in the Duran killing that four handguns, 

drugs, and Nuestra Familia literature were discovered. The 

juvenile, a Youth Authority parolee, is believed to be a mem

ber of a Fresno street gang. 

Villagrana is no stranger to crime. At the time of ad

judication, in return for a guilty plea, five prior felony 

convictions bej.ng alleged were struck. He admitted to proba

tion violations in cases involving escape and grand theft, and 

a charge of ex-felon in possession of a firearm was also dis

missed. This case further illustrates the use of juveniles 

in gang-related activity. 

Another 18-year old suspect has admitted participation in 

the assault on Iniguez, as well as involvement in at least ten 

different robberies in the area. He indicates that he received 

Nuestra Familia assistance in carrying out his criminal enter

prises. 
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The utilization of a IS-year old in the killing and 

other juveniles on the Iniguez assault confirms the use of 

juveniles to further gang interests. The N.F. believes that 

juveniles can be profitably used with less risk to themselves. 

Youngsters, anxious to be accepted as associates and then members, 

becol!le willing tools. They are, in street jargon, II want-to-be IS. II 

As was shown in a San Jose case in March 1978, fear of 

the gang retaliation extends not only to prospective witnesses 

but to jurors. In a prosecution of defendants Arthur Beltran 

and Phillip Lopez, a defense attorney successfully moved for 

a mistrial after a potential jurist expressed fear for his 

safety because of the gangs within hearing of other jurors 

and potential jurors. 

Monterey County has also been a center of N.F. activity. 

The District Attorneyls ~ffice handles prosecution of cases 

occurring on the streets and also cases arising in nearby 

Soledad prison. As there are a number of extremely important 

cases currently being ~djudicated in the superior courts there, 

a r0quest to show restraint in describing crimes in that county 

is being honored. 

Cases undergoing trail inc1ude witnesses who have testi

fied in prior criminal cases. A discussion of those earlier 

cases might disturb the present effort at prosecution. There

fore~ the following cases are offered as examples of gang be

havior in that county. 
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Rafael Ernesto Gabriel was convicted of first degree 

murder for the stabbing death of Alejandro Moreno. Art 

Beltran and Richard Din Castro were convicted of accessory 

after the.fact to murder. Moreno was murdered by Gabriel 

because he was a member of the Mexican Mafia. The evidence 

showed that the defendants belonged to Nuestra Familia, which 

kept lists of all known Mexican Mafia members for the purpose 

of executing them on sight. The convictions occurred in 

December of 1977, and all three were sentenced to prison in 

January 1978. 

Tony Frank Mendoza, Miguel Castillo and Art Beltran 

were convicted of the attempted murder of Austreberto Albarran 

in January 1978, and sentenced to prison in February 1978. 

This was an attempt by the Nuestra Familia to shoot a fellow 

member for violating a gang rule against using heroin and 

possibly also for not turning the proceeds from robberies 

over to the gang. This was one of several ~~own internal 

discipline cases in whic~ the gang attempts to make an ex

ample of a recalcitrant member. 

The Stockton area has also experienced problems with 

La Nuestra Familia. Gang members in this area are subject 

to instructions from the San Jose regiment. Information on 

the gang's activity in this area became known in a trial sub

sequent to the murder of Jerry Miranda Blanco on December 18, 

1976. 

According to information developed in the case, the Stock

ton Nuestra Familia was having difficulty organizing itself 
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because of heroin use withir. the ranks. Use by members is a 

violation of the group's constitution. According to testimony 

given by defecting gang members, the alleged N.F. captain from 

San Jose, Art Beltran, came to Stockton to discipline the local 

group for failing to commit crimes and forward a share of the 

proceeds to the bank. Beltran was alleged to have selected 

Blanco to be killed as an example to the local soldados after 

Blanco balked at committing robberies for the organization. 

One witness, James "Jesse James" Cozad, testified that 

he had been ordered by the gang to go out on parole to the 

Stockton area and organize the group. A second witness, John 

Joe "Mousey" Hernandez, testified that Art Beltran had him call 

up two soldiers from Gilroy to San Jose where they were told 

to kill Blanco. Cozad and one of the soldiers arranged to pick 

up Blanco. They then drove to the site of the murder, Blanco's 

residence. While in the home, Blanco was stabbed in the chest 

and shot in the head. The body was placed in the trunk of 

Blanco's car and the vehicle abandoned in a rural area. 

Cozad was taken into custody approximately 10 days later 

by his parole agent. In contacting Cozad, he determined Cozad 

was under the influence of heroin and he was arrested. Drug 

use in the N.F. is a basis for death. Knowing this, Cozad 

decided to prov~de information to authorities. He subsequently 

led officers to the murder weapons and testified in court~ He 

remains in protective custody for his part in the offense. 
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One other facet in this case was an attempt to kill 

Cozad's mother in an attempted retaliation for his coopera

tion with law enforcement. This further reinforces the jeopardy 

that gang membership entails and their attempt to control mem

bers and prospective witnesses through fear and intimidation. 

On January 3, 1976, George tlGatofi Tenorio, was shot and 

killed in Santa Clara, the victim of a reported contract kill

ing. Tenorio was visiting friends when he was contacted by 

two men. Shortly after stepping outside with the men, shots 

were heard and Tenorio was found in a pool of blood. Subse

quently arrested were Daniel flSmileyfi Ramos, Jr., and Jose 

"Crow" De La Luz Cobos. 

The suspects were successfully convicted with the aid 

of testimony given by the regiment's captain and lieutenant. 

The testimony also spoke of the connection between the streets 

and prison in that the capte..in, Felipe "Bruiser ll Rios, testi

fied to having received a lIhit" order from the organization's 

first captain, llDeath Rowll Joe Gonzales. Gonzales is presently 

undergoing trial in Monterey County for prison-ordered "hits." 

Felipe Rios and Renaldo I'lorales were both granted immunity 

and were afforded protection under a federal program to pro

tect witnesses. 

Rios testified to receiving the Ilhit" order frOID. Gonzales 

and relaying it to Morales who, in turn, relayed the order to 

the defendants. It was alleged that the hit was in retaliation 
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for Tenorio's having cooperated with law enforcement on other 

matters. According to published accounts, Tenorio learned 

that a contract had been put out for his life. He contacted 

the police and arrangements were undertaken to get him out of 

the country. He was killed a few days before the plan could 

be implemented. 

During the trial, Morales testified to his recruitment 

at Deuel Vocational Institution (Tracy), the method by which 

a "hit" order is transmitted, and the use of "runners" or 

peripheral persons who visit jails and prisono in order to 

receive and pass on information between leaders and subordinates. 

An interesting statement made by this witness is that re

taliatory attempts had been made on members of his family as 

a result of his testimony. This correlates with the Cozad case 

and the recent discovery that gang "hit lists" now routinely 

contain the names and addresses of family meml)ers. 

A non-gang affiliated witness testified concerning her fear 

over the incident and indicated that she would not have testi

fied had she known it was a Nuestra Familia killing. This 

again points to the element of fear involved in these cases 

which has made prosecution very difficult. 

There are other instances where there are documented, overt 

acts against witnesses that come forward to testify. Because 

many gang killings and assaults take place in the presence of 

witnesses, this problem is a very significant one. 
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It was mentioned earlier that not all prosecutors wished 

to introduce the matter of gang affiliation as a factor in 

the crime because of concern that it would be a distractor. 

In the Tenorio matter, this was not the case. To augment 

testimony given by gang members, the prosecutor brought in 

testimony from a state correctional officer who reported de-

fendant Cobos' admission to him that he was a member of La 

Nuestra Familia. Cobos also carries a N.F. tattoo on the in-

side of his arm. 

In mid-October 1976, the trial concluded wiLl! Cobos and 

Ramos being convicted of murder and conspiracy. They each re-

ceived life sentences~ The Tenorio case has given authorities 

a good look into the operations of La Nuestra Familia. It 

was well documented and involved virtually all levels and 

structures of the organization. 

The gangs' activities are not restricted to their area 

of residence. In the Blanco killing, killers from Gilroy 

were used. Local authorities in Bakersfield, OXllard-Ventura, 

Fresno, and Salinas-San Jose frequently find gang members from 

the other areas in their communities. This mobility mru{es so-

lution of a crime more difficult and underscores the need for 

agencies to work together. (See footnote.) 

Footnote: 

The conditions of parole for adult felons formerly re
quired the parole agent's permission to leave his county of 
residence; the present conditions do not require such approval. 
While this formality did not stop travel by a person intent on 
criminal behavior, it did serve as an investigative aid by allow
ing the detention of a parolee for investigation. Application of 
such a condition could well serve as a useful tool in controlling 
gang activity. 
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On November 1, 1977, four individuals with N.F. gang affil

iations robbed customers and a proprietor in a market in Delhi. 

Losses included over $5,000 and a handgun. On November 2, 1977, 

four men and two women were apprehended in a Hayward motel. 

Various weapons, including the one taken in the Delhi rob-

bery, were recovered. In addition to the Delhi robbery, there 

were outstanding robbery charges in Merced and Madera. Home 

residences of the suspects included Bakersfield and Salinas. 

Obviously, not all cases are solved and end in a success

ful prosecution. As indicated in the Foreword, events occur 

and are evaluated as being gang related without positive proof. 

The following incident in Southern California illustrates 

this. 

Salome C. Yglesias was paroled on July 21, 1977. Just 

prior to his release from prison, prison authorities learned 

that Yglesias was a member of the Nuestra Familia and was be

lieved to hold the rank of captain. He left his residence on 

December 26, 1977, in the company of two individuals. His 

body was found in an orange grove in the City of Riverside the 

following day_ As of this writing there has been no prosecu

tion. 

The investigation following the discovery of Yglesias' 

body has revealed information that Yglesias WB.S killed for 

failing to comply with Nuestra Familia instructions" Yglesias 

shared his problem with family members and, in turn, the infor

mation was given to the law enforcement and the parole agent. 
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According to the information source, Yglesias was told to 

relocate in Fresno to aid the gang in problems being encountered 

there but had refused to go _ A primary suspect in this case, 

a self-admitted Nuestra Familia member and a 1!homeboyl1 to the 

deceased, contacted him with the request that he come to 

Fresno. Yglesias refused again. Yglesias received personal 

and telephone contacts where the request was made that he go 

to Fresno. He was also asked to participate in some "hits" 

of local gang members but refused, saying that they should be 

left alone as they did not wish to maintain their affiliation~ 

On December 26, 1977, he left his residence with his associates, 

the last known persons to see him alive. There is no testimony 

to prove that this was a gang killing yet informants indicate 

that this was the case. On review of the circumstances and 

based on experience with other cases, it cannot be ruled out. 

The length to which the group will strike out at defectors 

is illustrated by a shootout in Bakersfield on May 27, 1977, 

for which there have been no successful prosecutions. On'this 

date, two cars containing at least six persons stopped' at' 
, ! 

two nearby houses on Henley Street in Bakersfield. One of the 

residents was a N.F. defector and a founder of the ItNew Family" 

a group of N.F. defectors. Assailants entered the houses and 

killed a non-gang affiliated person, Refugio Martinez, and 

wOUllded two persons at the second house. Minutes after the 

killing, the assailants entered their vehicles and drove to 
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another Bakersfield address, home of the intended victim's 

brother, and fired their weapons into the house. Three persons 

were in the home and two were wounded; the third person re

turned fire with a shotgun. and hit David Morris in the chest. 

Morris was deceased on arrival at the hospital. It is believed 

that he was a lieutenant in La Nuestra Familia. 

Sheriff and police units then went to a local apartment 

where David Morris was thought to reside. Five persons were 

contacted in the home including the captain from Fresno and 

two others believed to be gang members. Among items found 

were a revolver and ammunition, a sawed-off section of a 

shotgun barrel, and a hype kit. A shotgun was found in a 

garbage can after a witness reported its being placed there, 

and an automobile with bullet holes and blood stains was 

located near the area. There was no prosecution in this 

case for lack of testimony~ One of the individuals contacted 

at Morris' apartment was again arrested on November 2, 1977, 

in Hayward ~Ulder circumstances discussed in earlier paragraphs. 

Space is the only limitation to further documentation on 

La Nuestra Familia. Due to this gang's highly structured or

ganization and dOCllmented involvement in narcotics traffic and 

violent crime, we believe that the gang's activity represents 

a SUbstantial threat to the community. A key trial is occur

riY"!.g in Monterey County at the time of this writing which may 

demonstrate how controls can be exercised from within the 
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prison walls. 

Robert So sa and "Death Row" Joe Gonzales are accused 

of directing the execution of four persons from inside their 

cells at two different state prisons. It is believed that 

these men represent the top two leadership positions in the 

gang. 
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The Mexican Mafia 

Developing usable data on the Mexican Mafia was a more 

difficult task than that of documenting La Nuestra Familia. 

This is partly a result of the sophistication of that group, 

as well as staff time and cooperation of local enforcement. 

The Mexican Mafia does not commit their intentions to paper, 

but they do seem to be involved in crime at a more profes

sional level than the other gangs. The ENE is the oldest of 

the groups studied. 

There remain at the time of this writing unanswered 

questions regarding their involvement with the traditional 

elements of organized crime in narcotics activity, inter

national involvement in narcotics trafficking, and penetra

tion of social programs and their budgets. There are strong 

indications of a bail bond company having worked cooperatively 

with the Mexican Mafia in the Los Angeles area, and the past 

use of a state computer terminal to gain access to residence 

and automobile registration information on persons in whom 

the gang had an interest. Investigations have occurred in 

these areas in the past or are of current interest but details 

are unavailable and would not be appropriate inclusion in this 

study. Staff briefly discussed these latter two instances 

with a gang defector. He verified these occurrences and 

pointed out that family members and girlfriends were able to 

provide needed information and assistance through their employ

ment. 
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The issues are raised to suggest that there is a difference 

in the scope and operational ability of the Mexican Mafia 

and La Nuestra Familia. The overall interest in illegal 

activity and narcotics remains comparable and cases do exist 

that demonstrate the gang's activity in the community. 

East Los Angeles has been identified as the strong point 

of the Mexican Mafia. This undoubtedly reflects the origins 

of the founders. As one law enforcement officer indicated, 

however, it is not possible to label an area of a community as 

being gang controlled just because gans members live there; 

the gangs carryon their criminal enterprise throughout the 

state. 

The present alleged leader, identified as Joseph Morgan, is 

pr8sently in custody. On April 28, 1978, Morgan pled guilty-

to two felony charges of receiving weapons through the mail. 

On May 15, 1978, he was sentenced to five years in federal 

prison. 

A police informant, Eddie "Sailor Boy" Gonzales, is 

presently testifying in a number of cases involving the Mexican 

Mafia in the state. His statements have been given coverage 

in the newspapers. In addition to confirming the street gang 

origins of the group, he has attributed to Joe Morgan the leader

ship that brought the group together. He is also credited with 

having moved the gang's activities out into the community. 

Eddie Gonzales' testimony has been a significant source 

of data on recent gang practices" He is a self-admitted "hit 
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man" with a number of kills to his credit. The press has 

reported his admissions and his knowledge that there is a 

contract on his life for breaking the code of silence imposed 

by the Mexican Mafia on its members; Gonzales gave testimony 

to a Los Angeles Grand Jury in the spring of 1977 that he was 

present when the group voted to kill Bruno Chavez for wanting 

to leave the gang. 

Eddie Gonzales has also talked with law enforcement of

ficials about the Mexican Mafia's involvement in the disr.r-i

bution of narcotics. Gonzales has stated that ten to twelve 

pounds of uncut heroin arrive weekly for cutting and distri

bution around the state. Gonzales claims that the organization 

handles some $10 million per year in its drug. operation. 

Bank robberies have occupied a position of importance 

within the scope of the Mexican Mafia's interests. The follow

ing cases illustrate this. 

On Octo"ber 17, 1977, Marcello Baeza, Donald Galoz, Richard 

Hernandez, and Charles Mendoza robbed the California First 

National Bank in Hawthorne, California, of $10,218. Officers 

on the scene shot and killed Richard Hernandez who had fired 

on the officers and was attempting to flee. The interesting 

aspect of this case is that at the time of the robbery, Galoz 

and Mendoza were under visual observation and surveillance by 

officers of the Los Angeles Police Department assigned to follow 

suspected prison gang members. Department of Corrections records 
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had identified Galoz as a member and Mendoza as a suspected 

member. They watched these individuo' s, accompanied by 

others on the scene in a second car, enter the ballico Back

up officers were called and the grou'p was confronted as they 

left thp, bank. 

Galoz had denied membership in the Hexican Mafia. 

Staff contacted officials of the federal institution at McNeil 

Island in Washington and learned that Galoz is in residence 

and association with other members of the Mexican Mafia. That 

institution has recently experienced gang-related killings 

'tjhat were under investigation at the time of this writing. 

Fresno was also the site of a number of major bank rob

beries in mid-1976. One robbery on June 8, 1976, of L=-Jyds 

Ballic of California is especially significant in that it in

volved a cooperative effort of the Mexican Mafia and the Aryan 

Brotherhood. In that incident, Martin Vargas and Daniel Cavan

augh entered Lloyds Bank in plain clothes and identified them

selves as security officers. After gaining access to the vault 

a:r'6a, they obtained $111,500 and made good their escape. Con

victions were eventually obtained, but the money has not been 

recovered. Martin Vargas, identified as a ME'xican Mafia mem

ber, was sent to Leavenworth; Daniel Cavanaugh, Aryan Brother

hood, was imprisoned in Atlanta; and Barry Mills, Aryan Brother

hood, was sent to McNeil Island. 

Vargas was arrested on June 28, 1976, 20 days after the 

Lloyds robbery. He and Victor Murillo, also a California 
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parolee, had dressed themselves in security guard uniforms 

and attempted to rob the main branch of Bank of America in 

Fresno. Police were notified by employees who had become 

suspiciouse When police arrived, the subjects had managed 

to accumulate $186,000. They were taken into custody without 

incident. 

In follow-up investigation, it was learned that since 

April, 1976, Vargas had purchased approximately $2,000 worth 

of firearms from a local store. Included in these purchases 

were two 9MM pistols, two semi-automatic rifles, one AR-15 

semi-automatic rifle, and one .357 caliber magnum revolver. 

A third bank robbery on August 25, 1977, achieved special 

B.ttention when it led Los Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis to 

"declare war on the Mexican Mafia." On this date, Adolph 

II Champ" Reynoso , with two others, robbed the Bank of America 

in the San Fernando Valley of $39,000. At that time, the Los 

Angeles Police Department believed Reynoso to be one of the 

top five persons with the Mexican Mafia in the Los Angeles 

area. He was arrested on September 7, 1977, and through a 

bail bondsman posted $100,000 bail. He made all court appear

ances until being found guilty in United States District Court. 

Reynoso absented bail prior to sentencing and he is not now 

in custody_ 

I,ike La Nuestra Familia, the Mexican Mafia will kill 

persons who belong to rival gangs. On June 26, 1976, Walter 

Hallman, Sr., was found stabbed to death in the San Diego 
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County Jail. Augustine Rivera, in custody on robbery and 

burglary charges, was subsequently charged with voluntary 

manslaughter. He was convicted by jury of this offense on 

January 14, 1977. At the trial, a former trusty testified 

to seeing the knife passed to Rivera. This same inmate re

counted Rivera's statement to him that he was a member of the 

Mexican Mafia. At Rivera's sentencing, the issue of Hallman's 

affiliation with the .Black Guerilla Family was discussed as 

a possible extenuating circumstance. The judge commented on 

Rivera's having IIspun his own web ll in regard to Mexican Mafia 

affiliation and sentenced him to prison. 

A case of importance is presently being tried in Sacramento 

County. The victim, Ellen Delia, is alleged to have been killed 

to prevent her from giving testimony to state officials about 

Mexican Mafia infiltration of Project Get Going, an East Los 

.Angeles drug program. Four men, including her husband, Michael 

Delia, have been charged. Eddie Gonzales, professed gang mem

ber, has turned state's evidence and is testifying in the case. 

~\he case is unresolved at this point ft The murder weapon and 

another piece of evidence have been excluded from evidence 

through application of the much discussed "Exclusionary RUle. 1I 

The question as to the extent of Nexican Mafia infiltra

tion of social programs is not answered in this study. In 

March 1977, Secretary of the Health and Welfare Agency, Mario 

Obledo, requested an audit of selecte~ East Los Angeles drug 

programs. Under examination were Get Going, Campus Community 
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Involvement Center (Ayudate), Narcotics Prevention Associ-

ation, Inco, and Victory Outreach. An audit team consisting 

of persons from the Department of Benefit Payments, Department 

of Justice, County of Los Angeles, and the City of Los Angeles 

was organized. A report was issued in May 1977 as a result 

of the audit team1s work. The scope of the report went beyond 

that of Mexican Mafia penetration and covered such areas as 

conflicts of interest, kick-backs, non-existent clients, double 

billings, and client abuse. A number of disturbing discoveries 

were made and the findings of this group were forwarded to 

the Department of Justice for follow-up in Phase. II of the in-

vestigation. Included in those recommendations was a recommenda-

tion for follow-up on Mexican Mafia involvement based on infor-

mation received from confidential sources. 

There is no closure on this investigati'on to date. It is 

believed that Phase II was completed in late October 1977, but 

that the findings have not been made public and remain in the 

hands of the Attorney General. An interim report, identified 

in an earlier chapter, was released in May 1978, and spoke to , 

some of the issues. The report indicated: 

IIInformation developed by a Department of 
Justice follow-up to the East Los Angeles drug 
program audit indicates at least five Mexican 
Mafia figures were connected in various ways with 
the Get Going project. Probable irregularities 
and illegal conduct in the administration of 
the Get Going program have been identified both 
by the earlier Department of Justice investiga
tion and the SI~F inquiry. Probable illegal 
conduct includes solicitation of payment for 
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nonexistent services and misappropriation 
of funds due employees. We also note that 
Michael Delia Jr., the former director of 
the program, is currently charged in Sacra
mento County with the murder of his wife, 
Ellen Delia, who was as~ociated with him in 
the Get Going project. 1I 

In mid-May 1978, an ex-Mexican Mafia member was con

tacted and interviewed by staff. One area of discussion 

concerned his knowledge of gang penet:t'ation of social programs. 

He corroborated, thrDugh his gang connections, the penetration in 

1971 of Project SPAN at Cal Poly-Pomona, and a second educationally 

oriented project called COPA. 

He described how the elected leader of a community group 

coalition was forced out of his position by intimidation in 

favor of the gang's nominee for office. He also spoke of 

manipulation of legitimate community programs through an 

appeal to cultural solidarity_ Once having gained a key po-

sition, it becomes an easy matter to subvert an agency's bud-

get. As an example, he reported that it was a simple matter 

to hire persons, terminate them verbally a few weeks later, 

but continue them as employees on paper. Seemingly legitimate 

checks could then be cashed by gang members. 

Like La Nuestra Familia, the Mexican Mafia will a].So kill 

members who do not follow instructions. The following case 

illustrates this. 

On February 1, 1977, Gilbert Roybal was killed at his 

Fresno home. Four suspected Mexican Mafia members have been 

arrested and are facing ch~ges. One of the four suspects is 
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undergoing trial for the killing of Ellen Delia in Sacramento. 

A gang-related witness who is testifying in the Roybal killing 

is presently being assisted through the Federal Witness Pro

tection Program. The witness, whose testimony has been pub

lished in the newspapers, testified that Roybal was killed 

for failing to share the proceeds of a sale of amphetamines. 

The testimony provides some additional insight on the scope 

of Mafia operations and their expectations. The witness also 

provided a basis for the arrest of Michael Delia for the murder 

of Robert Lewis and Ysidio Trujielo in Southern California. 

A question of the Mexican Mafia's ability to compel 

others to commit crimes has been raised as the result of a 

market robbery which occurred in Riverside on February 25, 

1978. In this matter, a suspect was taken into custody follow

ing an armed robbery of an Alpha Beta store. The suspect, 

who bore the tattoos lIN.F." 8..:..">J.d "San Jose," is believed 

to be a Nuestra Familia defector. He further indicated that 

he had been beaten and forced to commit robberies for the 

Mexican Mafia. According to a law enforcement official, there 

are warrants from six other jurisdictions alleging robbery. 

Street information indicates that, in fact, the Mexican Mafia 

is using gang defectors to commit crimes. In return, the 

Mexican Mafia offers a measure of protection and a supply of 

narcotics for their own use. 

As with La Nuestra Familia, some questions have been 

answered concerning the Mexican Mafia and its operations. 
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Additional questions may be answered by the end of 1978 when 

important trials have been completed. It is evident that the 

Mexican Mafia is a major threat to California and that continu

ing efforts will be needed to deal with this organization. 

It is also evident that its influence has spread beyond California. 

Some preliminary corroborative data has been collected and is 

included in a later section of this report. 
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FOOTNOTES 

IIlJuvenile Gang Warfare," Senate Select Committee on 
Children and Youth, 1975, (Senator George N. Zenovich, Chair
man), p. 6. 

2 "Interim Report of California Department of Justice 
Special Investigative Task Force," State of California, Depart
ment of Justice, May 1978, p. 4. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EFFECTS BY GANGS ON LOCAL AND OUT-OF-STATE FACILITIES 

Early in the study, a decision was made to assess whether 

the gangs have affected local and out-of-state detention facilities. 

It was known that California gang members were leaving the state 

for a variety of reasons including (1) commitment to federal 

prisons for federal crimes; (2) transfers to other states for 

protective custody situations; and, (3) those who left the state 

for their own reasons and were committed to prison for crimes 

elsewhere. 

Seventeen inquiries were sent to selected counties regarding 

the presence of gang members in their facilities and any resultant 

problems. Most counties queried indicated that they were exper

iencing an influx of gang members and that problems were being 

encountered. In general, administrators identified the major 

management problems as identification and separation. 

A common belief is that all gang members have tattoos, thus 

making identification clear and conclusive. This is not true and 

there is evidence that gang members are now avoiding such tattoos 

to mru<e identification by enemies or police more difficult. Most 

facilities make inquiry on gang affiliation a part of the intake 

process; some facilities utilize a written classification scheme 

that fills a variety of needs. 

What commonly results when a new inmate is asked about gang 

affiliation is not an admission of one's own affiliation. However, 

a statement is given that the individual "can't make it" with the 

Mexican Mafia or Nuestra Familia group, but he will be able to 

get along in a given cell area that houses rival gang members. 
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This may be regarded as an admission by implication and it 

does meet the gang member's obligation for silence. Identifi

cation is extremely critical as misidentification can lead to 

a dangerous cell assignment. Many have specific cell areas set 

aside in the facility for the gangs. 

In the most recent legislative report by the Board of 

Corrections, it was reported that 42% of California facilities 

were overcrowded. This problem is exacerbated by the gang problem. 

Most California facilities have multiple cells rather than single 

cells. Multiple cells, only partly utilized by one of the gangs, 

may not be filled by other persons.. Much needed cell space is 

effectively removed from full utilization. A better solution is 

to use single cells, but single celling is not available in 

sufficient numbers to meet all needs. Segregation of gang members 

and utilization of space then, is the second problem. 

Monterey County opened a new county jail in late 1977. They 

have been housing nearly two dozen gang members who were awaiting 

trial. The Monterey County Sheriff has reported widespread 

damage to the new facility by gang members. He reports that the 

men function as a paramilitary unit, schooling and exercising 

together and cooperating in destruction of the jail's facilities. 

A portion of one wall was seriously damaged with one man gaining 

access to a dayroom. Plumbing and electrical fixtures have been 

damaged. 

Ventura County has a high Nuestra Familia count west of 

Highway lOl,and Mexican Mafia population in the Colonia area of 

Oxnard. That sheriff's department reported: 
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"We have been able to identify the one homicide 
that occurred in our main jail as a Nuestra Familia 
hit. Extortion of food, sex, and canteen has not 
been positively identified as gang related although 
it does occur on a regular basis. Some assaults 
have been related to gang activity, although generally, 
assaults are the results of an individual being ident
ified as an informant. II 

In the homicide in the Ventura County Jail, staff identified 

the victim as Steve Revelez. The District AttornEY who processed 

the case utilized the theory that this was the execution of a 

II hcrmi til or Nuestra Familia defector. Revelez I name was found 

on a "hit" list found after the killing. Through testimony of a 

girlfriend and a jail inmate, they did demonstrate that he was a 

"hermit". One interesting feature of this case is that Revelez was 

apparently identified by newly arrived N.F. gang members who were 

inquiring into who was in custody. A confiscated document used 

in N.F. "schooling" sets forth a standard procedure to identify 

w.ho is in your housing area as part of making the area secure and 

in organizing that area. 

Lawrence Saldivar and Tex Martin Hernandez were convicted of 

the crime. It was testified to that Saldivar once taught a class 

to gang members in prison on how to make and use prison-made 

weapons. Saldivar was believed to be the second captain in the N.F. 

His co-defendent, Hernandez, was a Youth Authority parolee who was 

inducted while a juvenile. While in a Youth Authority facility, 

it was determined that he had misused institutional facilities to 

make up cards that contained the N.F. oath. One of his institu

tional correspondents was Art Beltran, suspected leader of the 

San Jose regiment. 
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The San Diego County Jail has experienced one homicide 

attributed to the Mexican Mafia. The circumstances were 

reported in an earlier section. Augustine Riviera was convicted 

in that case. That facility reports no major ongoing problems, 

due probably, to the limited numbers recieved. Fresno County 

indicates they have a cell with a capacity of 22 for gang members. 

They repcrt that it is usually fully utilized. 

"There have been incidents of stabbings in the 
j aiJ.:"'oetWt:::n.:Hllli81ll'u8.L'B of' 'diff'e'J:Bnt'" gangs , also 
pressuring for commissary, trusty pay, extra food. 
There has been at least one incident of pressuring 
for sex • • . ." 

"Even though the gang members constitute a small 
percentage of the jail population, they create the 
largest security problem. These members are poten
tially the most dangerous inmates because of their 
'gang code'." 

Santa Clara reported in their response to our inquiry: 

llIncidences involving gang members are too 
frequent to mention, however, starting in 1975 we 
had so much gang related violence we had to immed
iately effect classification procedures to deal with 
this type of activity. Fortunately, we were able 
to avoid killings, but almost every other type of 
violence has occurred. Although we feel we have 
been able to control it, it is something we must 
be constantly aware of • . . . " 

"The problem is extremely serious, and is oue I 
feel the state has an obligation to assist the local 
jurisdictions as so many of these gang members come 
from the prison system • • • ." 

Attached as Appendix F is a Nuestra Familia memo confiscated 

in a San Joaquin Valley jail. This document supports the Monterey 

County Sheriff's statement that while in custody, the gang members 

operate on an organized basis. The document speaks to duty hours 

for N.F. gang members while in custody," security, mandatory 

schooling and rules and procedures while in custody. 
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Staff also reviewed a 1500-word composition that had been 

wri l~ten by a soldier on orders of tIle local 1 nadol'. ~L'he 

soldier had violated orders by falling asleep during the time 

he was to be awake and on watch. 

In tracking the criminal dispositions and placement of 

some individuals in the federal system, McNeil Island, Lompoc, 

and Terre Haute were contacted. At McNe±l, a custody source 

indicated two recent gang-related homicides that were s~ill 

under investigation. Approximately two dozen gang members have 

been identified and are being observed. Inquiries at Lompoc 

and Terre Haute brought a negative response for gang activity. 

Staff did not make more than casual inquiry of the federal system 

so our remarks should be regarded as incomplete. 

The states of Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, Texas, and Arizona 

were contacted for any reportable gang activity. New Mexico did 

not respond. Texas reported no gang problems. The Utan State 

Prison reports one homicide. The warden wrote that a Mexican 

Mafia member was placed in that facility for protective custody 

purposes. Conflict arose between this person and some Black 

inmates. As a result of conflict, a stabbing death occurred in 

the presence of one of the staff members. Convicted, '.1lis man 

was re-committed to prison for an additional term. 

.. ' .. .:.. 

The Arizona State Prison at Florence has experienced diffi

culty with the gangs at their facility. Staff did discuss the 

problem with an official of the Arizona Department of Public Safety, 

Criminal Intelligen0e Section. He described their activities in 

the prison as including drug trafficking and some extortion of 
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inmates. '1lhe general opinion expressed was that gangs of one 

type or another probably exist in every prison in the country. 

There was an acknowledgement that while some Arizona gang members 

bad been in California prisons and gangs, there was no evidence 

of control of the Arizona gangs by the California groups. 

Your staff ~id have an opportunity to review a publication 

from the Arizona Department of Public Safety entitled I1Arizona 

State Prison Gangs,11 printed in August 1977. The document WRS 

labelled conf~1ential but permission was obtained to cite selected 

data. 

The report indicated that ill JanuGry 1975, Arizona officials 

first encolJr.tered a Mexican-American itl..mate gang called La Familia 

and noted their in,Tolvement in selling protection to other inmates 

for money, cigarettes, or other canteen items. They indicate that 

physical force was used to insure payment. They ,'urther report 

;;hat in mid-1975 the group reorganized and changed their name 

to the Mexican Mafia. With this reorganization came an expansion 

of activity into a broadened extortion and protection racket with 

demands being made not only on inmates but thei::-' families. They 

report that some inmaces who did not comply were sexually assaulted 

or sold to other inmates for sexual purposes. 

In an overview statement it is reported that as of the date 

of publication 

rrSix murders, seven assaults with intent to 
murde'r, and two assaults with deadly weapons have 
been positivel;y attributed to this Mexican l'1afia 
group to date, plus numerous incidents involving 
beatings, sexual assaults and rip-offs where 
eviden\,e was insufficient to prosecute; i. e. ,victims 
and witnesses refused to cooperate for fear of death. 
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"Recent events indicate this group is 
devf·loping a ' street capability' to enforce 
their demands, including threats against inmate 
victim's families, and to otherwise facilitate 
their various criminal enterprises outside the 
prison walls~" 

The Arizona experience, to 1'. degree, parallels the growth 

of this group in the California prison S0me years earlier. As 

in California, they are aligned with a white supremacist group 

patterned after the Aryan Brotherhood. 

One interesting feature of the Arizona Mexican Mafia is 

their reported patterning after a paramilitary model. 

Two godfathers and a council of seven guide the organization. 

Also included in the hi~rarchy are captains, lieutenants ruld 

soldiers. 

Finally, the Arizona report discusses the presence of the 

Black Guerilla Family and the white supremacy groups but with 

little detail. This is in contrast to their coverage of the 

Mexican Mafia and is believed to reflect the relative 

seriousness of their problem. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CURRENT APPROACHES TO DEALING WITH THE GANGS 

The California Youth Authority 

The California Youth Authority has detected an increase in 

prison gang involvement by its older wards. This is in contrast 

to trtraditional tr gang problems that involved either northern and 

southern regional factionalism or street gang feuds. A Youth 

Authority spokesman indicates that there is significant recruitment 

occurring, primarily among the Mexican-American population. Recruit

ment is most evident at institutions that handle older wards such 

as the Youth Training School and Preston. Some Aryan Brotherhood 

activity is noted; the Black Guerilla Family seems least involved. 

In 1977, the Youth Authority convened a gang activities task 

force to look at the issues and problems that were being identified 

because of gang activity. The task force attempted to develop 

strategies to deal more effectively with the gangs. A number of 

areas for action were identified by this group. 

1. The task force recognized that an information system was 

needed to assist in the identification of suspected gang members and 

to provide a central repository for data that was being collected on 

the gangs. It was believed that this resource would allow for more 

effective dissemination of information to persons and agencies with 

a need to know. 

2. A communications system was needed to allow a sharing of 

information between institutions, institutions and parole, and 

with outside agencies. 
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3. A key person at each institution was to be designated to 

handle matters relating to gangs. This centralization would 

improve the quality of operations and control over what data was 

gathered and shared. 

4. Appropriate staff training was believed to be necessary. 

This training would include information on the history, nature, 

and scope of the various gangs. 

5. A final step would allow for the development and adoption 

of strategies that might be effective in abating the gang problem. 

Some options to be considered would include 

a. segregation of leaders and members; 

b. combining and mixing of gangs; 

c. education of wards on gang membership; and, 

d. developing programs that offer alternatives to 

membership. 

The Youth Authority has recently established a three-man Law 

Enforcement Communication Team. This group is charged with the 

tasks relating to collection of information, sharing of that infor

mation, and liaison with other agencies involved with the gangs. 

Contact with the team leader early in this study brought verif

ication of recruiting activity in the institutions as measured 

through the monitoring of mail, confiscated documentation such as 

II hit!! lists, and informant data. An opinion expressed, compatible 

with a theme of this report, is that by the time many wards get to 

the Youth Authority they have had considerable exposure to gangs 

from their street experiences. Some eighty different street gangs 

are represented, !or example, at the Youth Training School. 
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One specific example discussed with the team leader was a 

street gang from the Chino area known a.s the 1\ Sirmers" which 

has been a souxce of members for La Nuestra Familia. 

The team will be handling matters involving the gangs in 

Youth Authority institutions and parole. There is no identifiable 

plan at present to afford special supervision of wards while on 

parole. 
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Department of Corrections 

The prison gangs have had their greatest impact on the adult 

system in the Department of Corrections. That agency has con

vened a number of study groups since 1972 to explore ways of 

managing the gangs. There is presently a task force meeting on 

the gang problems; there is no final report on its work to date. 

One area under study by this group is the development of sanc

tions that might be imposed on gang leaders and members when 

problem behavior is encountered. 

Recommendations and issues being considered by Department 

of Corrections' planners include: 

1. Conc~ntration or dispersal of gangs within the prison 

system. 

2. Limiting the number of gang members in a given facility 

to dilute their influence or impact on a facility. 

3. Utilizing the older and more traditional prisons for 

gang housing even when and if new facilities are constructed. 

4. Use of lockup, until parole, for inmates who by 

their assaultive actions show gang membership. 

The Special Services Unit of the Department of Corrections 

plays a major part in that agency's effort to combat gangs. Their 

responsibilities include monitoring of gang activity, development 

of information S01,'1.rces, participation in the Prison Gang Task 

Force, and liaison with law enforcement. The more recently 

formed Law Enforcement Communications Team in the youth Authority 

may be viewed in these areas as being the counterpart of the 
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Special Services Unit. The Special Services Unit operates 

not only within the sphere of the institutions but also with 

adult felons on parole. 

A spokesman for the institutional aspect of the Department 

of Corrections identifies control of narcotics trafficking in 

the prisons as a major part of the gang abatement effort. The 

group that controls narcotics in prison is in a powerful posi

tion. By controllin€:, drugs better, it is hoped that a major 

economic reason for gang membership can be eliminated. This 

approach seems to be promising based on conversations with ex

gang members who, in part, spoke of their having affiliated with 

the gangs in prison in order to make their lives more comfortable. 

One witness indicated that he was able to support his fa~ly 

from prison through the sale of smuggled narcotics. 

Plans to implement this approach include the ac~uisition 

and use of narcotics-sniffing dogs, the use of the EMIT system 

for drug use tests, additional positions in the institution for 

gang liaison work with the Special Services Unit, and better 

control of the inmate visiting process. Until the current 

budgetary process has been completed, it is unclear.' at what 

level these plans will oe implemented. 

In the past few years, the Department of Corrections has 

adopted so~e restrictions on community groups who had been 

visiting and working in the institutions. While there is a 

legitimate need and good effect from cooperation with inmate

oriented groups, a IIwide-opentl policy has serious problems. 
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As in the case of the development of the Symbionese Liberation 

Army, some prison groups have a "Trojan Horse" aspect to them .. 

Both investigators and ex-gang members spoke to the use of 

oUljside grol~ps to further gang interests. It is clear that 

there is a need to balance the possible good effects that may 

result from use of outside resource groups with the security 

threat that may develop. Both sides of the issue will have to 

be constantly monitored and evaluated. As in so many correc

tions questions, staff feels that the public should be aware 

the issue is not simple. 

An educational approach to reducing the effectiveness of 

gang recruitment is being developed at the Oalifornia Mens 

Oolony in San Luis Obispo. The group, known as the Institute 

on Prison Violence, is developing a variety of media approaches 

for use in the prisons and the community. Through the use of 

films, personal presentations, posters, television and radio, 

individuals in the community or in institutions will be in

formed about gangs. The group1s objectives include: 

1. To debunk the glamour of gang membership. 

2. To alert people to the destructive forces and con

sequences of gang memoership. 

3. Presentation of alternatives to gang membership. 

4. Utilization of older inmates to assist with the 

gang problem .. 

5. Involving the community in new gang prevention 

approaches and projects. 
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One fact comes to the forefront in the investigation of 

gang activities and that is that a large proportion of members 

have been imprisoned before and many are under active parole 

supervision. Therefore, the Parole and Community Services 

Division of the Department of Corrections and its counter

part in the Department of the Youth Au+hority are in unique 

positions to provide a measure of community protection. 

The role of a parole agent is to provide a measure of 

support to the person who is newly released from prison. Re

entry, after a lengthy period of incarceration, is difficult 

and requires considerable assistance, whether it be from the 

parole agent or a community agency. Should the newly released 

parolee prove to be criminally oriented, then the peace officer 

powers of the parole agent may be used to provide a measure of 

surveillance and control. 

The Department of Corrections is taking steps to improve 

parole operations through implementation of the "high control" 

concept. This effort is designed to identify potentially vio

lent or the chronic serious offenders who are not generally 

amenable to casework services. Additional supervision and 

surveillance will be directed towards this subgroup. It is 

expected that this will improve detection of crimes by paroled 

offenders and assist in their prosecution. Staff supports this 

approach as providing balance to the parole a..."Yld re-entry process. 

It is noted that the California Probation Parole and Correctional 

Association endorsed this concept in early 1978. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The findings of the staff investigation into the nature 

and scope of prison gang activities are as follows: 

Four major gangs currently function within 
California state prison institutions: the 
Aryan Brotherhood, the Black Guerilla Family, 
the Nuestra Familia, and the Mexican Mafia. 
Within the institutions, the gangs engage in 
narcotics trafficking, pressming and physical 
coercion of inmates and, in one case, promulga
tion of revolutionary political doctrines. 

With the exception of the Aryan Brotherhood, 
gang membership is predominately, but not 
exclusively, along racial or ethnic lines. 
The Aryan Brotherhood maintains an essentially 
racist posture. 

Of these gangs, the Nuestra Familia and 
Mexican Mafia are by far -che most organized 
and active. 

The organizational hierarchy of the Nuestra 
Familia and the Mexican Mafia direct criminal 
activity in communities around the state, in
cluding murder, narcotics traffic, extortion, 
robbery, and other types of crime. 

It is unclear whether the Black Guerilla Family 
and Aryan Brotherhood similarly direct such 
street crime activities in an organized fashion, 
but individuals with records of association 
with these gangs are involved in criminal activ
ities in the community. 

Within the prison institutions and possibly in 
the communities, a loose cooperative alliance 
exists between the Aryan Brotherhood and the 
Mexican Mafia on the one hand and the Black 
Guerilla Family and the Nuestra Familia on the 
other. 

California county jails and out-of-state prisons 
have begun to experience gang-related problems 
within their institutions. 

Recruitment of gang members is occurring among 
young people in the Department of the youth 
Authority and in the community. 
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Law enforcement is experiencing some success in 
the investigation of crimes, arrest and prosecution 
of gang members. The cooperative approach, such as 
that exhibited by the Prison Gang Task Force, should 
be continued. 

The origins of the gangs lie in the community as 
well as the prisons. An effective prevention and 
eradication strategy will require an expanded co
ordination of effort. This effort must be multi
faceted and should include not only the cross
jurisdictional efforts of law enforcement but~ 
at an appropriate level of involvement, the contri
butions of corrections agencies and community groups 
working in the affected neighborhoods. 
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APPENDIXES 



National Advisory 
Committee on 
Criminal Justicl; 
Standards and Goals 

ORGANIZED CRIME APPENDIX A 

Report of 
the Task Force on 
Organized Crime 

Standard 2.4 

Privacy and Freedom 
of Information 
Legislation 

States should review existing and proposed privacy 
and freedom of information legislation to insure that 
'iuch le~jslatitm (l) accommodates the k·gitimatc 
fleeds of iaw enfurcement agencies in thdl' organized 
crime control and police intelligence programs, and 
(2) protects basic individual rights of prh·acy. 

Commentary 

Central to all law entorcement efforts to deal with 
organized crime is the legitimate need to gather 
investigative and intelligence data on the conduct of 
persons and businesses suspected of participation in 
organized criminal activities. (See Chapters 6 and 7.) 
The collection and handline: of such data pose the 
problem of how to balance -the individual's right t.o 
privacy with society's right to be protected from 
criminal conduct. A related consideration is the right 
of access by the public to information about govern
ment activities and their influence on society. 

State and Federal legislation (notably the Privacy 
Act of ] 974, P.L. 93-579, 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552a) 
already attempts to balance these competing social 
values. Legislation pending in some States would, 
jf enacted, shift the balance of these competing 
needs and limit severely the ability of law enforce
ment agencies to provide the protection needed 
against expanding criminal activity. 

t..,,,,, _____________ . _____ _ 

The scope of organized crime activity, in tenns of 
both its diversity and its multijurisdictional nature, 
presents unique problems for luw enforcement agen
CIes. A basic characteristic of American law enforce
ment is local control. This means that a single police 
agency within a State or community has great diffi
culty dealing with an organized criminal operation 
in its own area if that operation is controlled from 
out of State, or if organized crime figures use politi
c.al boundaries to evade or circumvent prosecution. 
Further, criminals' use of banks, companies, or legiti
mare fronts in other State::, prevent a local agency 
from gathering the information needed for successful 
prosecution. Chapter 5 (Regulatory and Administra
tive Agencies) addresses this problem by proposing 
State and Federal I iaison functions. 

The solution is not, however, to relinquish law 
enforcement of these types of cases to the Federal 
Government. Rather, this particular field requires 
the free interchnng€, of information among police· 
agencie:. at Federal, State, and locaJ levels. Moreover, 
the pervasive nature of organized crime activity 
requires that such interchange be maintained with 
licensing and regulatory agencies as well. In addi
tion. members of the public must be informed of the 
threat posed by organized crime's infiltration into 
the private sector. 

In order to investigate organized crime, law en
forcement agencies collect and store intelligence 
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information over long periods of time. The informa
tion is analyzed, tested for reliability, and exchanged 
with other agencies in the process of identifying and 
prosecuting specific criminal acts. 

The potential for abuse of rights of privacy in 
this process exists. This has been demonstrated by 
recent di~cl0sures of questionable Federal intelligence 
activities (see especially the April 1976 report of 
the U.S. Senate Select Committee to Study Govern
mental Operations with Respect to Intelligence 
Activities). The increasing sophistication of surveil
lance techniques also increases the risks of invasion 
of privacy. Also, raw data gathered in the intelli
gence process are often of untested reliability; they 
must, therefore, be secreted until they are verified, 
so that per!'oons are not wrongly linked to organized 
crime. 

The significant problem here is to fashion privacy 
legislation so as to preserve law enforcement's essen
tial need to in'Vestigate crime and ferret out covert 
criminal conspiracies, and, at the same time, protect 
the privacy of the individual. 

Intertwined with the law enforcement-privacy 
dilemma as it relates to organized crime is the right 
of the public to be infom1ed. For example, disclosure 
legislation such as the Federal Freedom of Infor
mation Act (FOIA, P.L. 93-502, 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552) 
authorizes public inspection of broad categories of 
government documents and records. However, both 
freedom o[ information and privacy legislation are 
usually accompanied by specific exemptions for 
criminal law enforcement data. The impact of such 
legislation on the intelligence and investigative func
tions varies with the breadth of those exemptions. 

/>, recent State statute was passed without any 
law enforcement exemption. The law apparently was 
enacted without obtaining advice or concurrence of 
law enforcement officials concerning its scope or its 
lack of an exemption. If the law were allowed to go 
into effect without an exemption added, all law en
forcement files could be examined by the persons 
under investigation; effective organized crime inves
tigation would end. An amendment to the law that 
would remedy this situation was signed by the 
governor. 

Potentially, all privacy and freedom-of-informa
tion legislation could have a threefold impact: 

1. Restricting the actual gathering of information; 
2. Restricting the exchange of data between law 

enforcement agencies, as well as limiting the ability 
to store and transfer the data acquired; and 

3. Allowing inspection of records by those under 
investigation, thereby alerting them to infonnants 
and investigative leads. The criminal suspect would 
then have a chance to destroy evidence, change 
methods of operation, or otherwise circumvent the 
legal process. 
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Although the Federal Freedom of Information 
Act does not apply directly to the States, it can 
have an impact on them when material shared with 
Federal agencies and contained in their files becomes 
the subject of a demand to the storing Federal agency 
for disclosure. Such disclosure could, in turn, guide 
the subject of the file to seek further disclosure from 
the State file (and obtain it if State law permits). 
Obviously, such risk tends to impede the flow of 
information from State agencies to the Federal Gov~ 
ernment, and thereby limits the effectiveness of any 
joint effort to deal with organized crime. 

Federal privacy legislation is generally directed at 
limiting the availability of criminal history data. 20 

This is accomplished by requiring the purging and 
sealing of records, thus restricting the ability to main
tain data. This type of legislation also places limita
tions on the exchange of data between government 
agencies, as well as between those agencies and out
side persons or entities. 

The law enforcement exemptions of the Privacy 
Act seem broader than those of the Freedom of 
Information Act. in tenns of disclosure of crimina! 
investigative and intelligence information (see 5 
U.S.C. 552a(d) (1) and 552a(d){2)). However, 
certain provisions of the latter law (see especially 
Sec. 552a(b) (7)) could well prevent the flow of 
needed information to State agencies. For example. 
if a Federal agt'ncy knows of an organized crime 
move into a State or local area, a strict reading of 
the act would seem to preclude the Federal agency 
from supplying the needed information, even if it 
were willing: to do so. Further, the State agency 
could hardly request information that it did not 
know existed.21 

In summary, the effect of both privacy and 
freedom-of-information legi&l.ation is to reduce the 

~'O The following distinction should be obsr.rved between 
criminal history data (also known as Criminal Offender 
Record Information) and criminal investigative or intelli
gence data: 

• Criminal history information (Le., an individual's "rap 
sheet") essentially consists of arrest and conviction rec
ords, plus correctional and release information. 

• Criminal investigative information is associated with an 
individual or an entity; it has been gathered in the 
course of investigating a specific criminal act and is 
made up of data received from informants, investiga
tions. and surveillance. 

n In her speech at the National Conference on Organized 
Crime held in Washington, D.C., October 1-4, 1975, Mary 
Lawton, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Department of 
Justice, recognized the absence of any provision in the 
Privacy Act ". . . for a Federal agency to volunteer law 
enforcement information to another Federal agency or to 
a State or local agency having enforcement responsibilities."; 
as a possible solution to this problem she pointed out that 
" ... Federal agencies have been urged to include among 
their 'routine uses'-required to be published in the Federal 
Register for public comment-the referral of information 
to appropriate law enforcement agencies and prosecutors." 
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How of information, either by direct restriction or 
by risk of disclosing shared information. Such legis
lation does not totally prevent State-Federal co
operative efforts to deal with organized crime. but 
does require awareness by the participants of the 
rcquirements of these statutes and care in the way 
they cooperate. 

LEAA rules and regulations also bear on criminal 
investigation and recordkeeping. LEAA provides 
funding to assist State and local law enforcement 
agencies throughout the country in a wide variety 
of endeavors, including organized crime investiga
tion. The use of Federai funds, in turn, gives LEAA 
a voice in regulating the recordkeeping and data 
dissemination of those recipient agencies. 

III March 1976, LEAA published revised regula
tions applying to all State and local agencies and 
to individuals collecting, storing, or disseminating 
criminal history information with LEAA funding. 
The basic thrust of the regulations continues to place 
restrictions on the maintenance and exchange of 
criminal history information, but the new revisions 
now provide that both conviction data and pending 
charges may be disseminated without lirnitation&. As 
to nonconviction record information, dissemination 
of such data after December 31, 1977 would be 
a!lo'.\'eu ior :!ny purpose authorized by a [State] 
statute, ordinance, executive order, or court rule, 
decision, or order. The regulations as amended 
permit dissemination to criminal justice and certain 
government agencies; other individuals and agencies 
may ha\'c ac<:ess to the data for certain research, 
evaluation, and sta.tistical purposes. However, re~ 
strictions of confidentiality are placed on such use. 
FinaIiy, the subject of the data ha~ the right to 
inspect the records, which must be accurate and 
complete, and must include information on the dis~ 
position of arrests within 90 days of such disposition. 

A few States have law') pertaining to individual 
privacy that might affect criminal intelligence or 
investigative efforts directly or indirectly. For 
example: 

1. Fifteen States limit the use of poiygraph ex
aminations by government or private employers. 

2. Nine States have expungement or sealing pro
visions with regard to criminal recor:ds and limita
tions on their use. 

3. Five States impose limits on the ability of law 
enforcement agencies to participate in regional or 
national criminal information systems (dealing with 
criminal offender record information). 

4. Several other States impose limits on the ability 
of law enforcement agencies to conduct, or to use 
the results of, wiretapping or other forms of elec
tronic surveillance. 

The judiciary has also played a role in the 
privacy-criminal intelligence dilemma. In California, 

tI..;;#&J(~ am-= 

a State constitutional prOVIsion worded identically 
to the fomth amendment to the United States Con
stitution was interpreted as restricting the right to 
gather financial data from third parties. (See Burrows 
v. Superior Court, 13 Cal. 3d 238; 529 P2d 590; 
118 CaL Rep. 166 (1974): California Constitution 
Article 1, Section 13.) 

At issue in this case was whether a bank could 
turn over copies of account 11Olders' records volun
tarily to police when such records were "owned" 
by the bank. The court found an "expectation of 
privacy" on the part of the depositor that the bank 
would not release such records unless served with 
legal process, or unless the bank itself was a victim 
of the depositor. (Cf. California Bankers Association 
v. Schultz, 416 U.S. 21 (1974) holding essentially 
contrary on fourth amendment grounds.) However, 
in April 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in U.S. 
v. Miller (44 L.W. 4528 April 21, 1976) that the 
customer's expectation of privacy in regard to bank 
records was not justified. (See Standard 5.3.) 

Proposed Legislation and Special Problem Areas 

In recent years, a veritable flood of privacy-related 
legislation has been offered or enacted that covers 
a broad range of records and activities dealing with 
the collection and use of personal data. This legisla
tion considers, for example, bank records, criminal 
justice information, electronic surveillance, and the 
use of polygraph examinations. The basic provisions 
of such legislation that relate to the criminal inves
tigative or intelligence function include: 

1. Requirements for early seaEng or purging of 
information not leading to conviction; 

2. Provision for access of individuals to criminal 
history information collected on them; 

3. Limitations on the intelligence or investigative 
data may be stored; and 

4. Limitations on the dissemination of data. 
Much of both existing and proposed privacy legis

lation is aimed at restricting the flow of criminal his
tory data. This comes at a time when business is 
more than ever the target of illicit infiltration by 
criminal elements. Such legislation, therefore, has a 
significant impact on business, because it deprives 
employers of information on the possible criminal 
activity of present and prospective employees. 

New restrictions on criminal history data prohibit 
release of such data to nongovernment employers. 
The loss of this information, along with legislative 
restrictions on asking employces about arrest records, 
and sealing or expungement statutes. which al10w 
a convicted individual to deny prior arrests or con
victions, make employers more vulnerable to vic
timization. This problem is discussed further in 
Chapter 4. 
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Again, a balance must be sought that insures that 
individuals are not deprived of rights or privileges 
because of incorrect information, and t.hat enables 
law enforcement officials to perform their duties to 
protect society from criminal conduct. The rights 
and responsibilities of business to protect itself and 
its customers from criminal acts also must be 
considered. 

Determining the point at which the individual's 
right of privacy is balanced with the public's need 
to know is difficult. Clearly, persons can be arrested 
without justification and a record developed on them. 
Raw, untested data may be used to deny someone 
employment, a license, or other opportunity. This 
possibility for abuse should be a primary considera
tion when legislating in this area. 

Lastly, the sealing and expunging of records create 
a further problem. Such provisions are intended to 
aid in the rehabilitation of offenders by providing 
them with a "clean slate." This, however, conflicts 
with the right and responsibility of employers to 
know the character of those they are about to hirc
a knowledge that can help prevent infiltration by 
organized crime figures and other personnel and 
financial risks into legitimate businesses. Some legis
lative accommodation beyond the present privacy 
provisions is needed in this area. 

Despite its inability to disclose information within 
files, law entorcement agencies have a duty to inform 
executive agencies, legislative bodies, and the private 
sector of th~ problems in our society created by the 
growth of organized crime. Even if specific names 
and places cannot be given, the citizE'ns' right to be 
informed, at least in general terms, about organ;zed 
crime infiltration is basic to organized crime control 
efforts. 

Knowledge of the extent of organized crime's in
volvement in business, for example, can stimulate 
acti,',n by regulatory agencies. (See Chapter 5.) Such 
ugi!ncies are, at present, somewhat limited in their 
ability to effectively regulate businesses controlled by 
criminal clements, either because they are unaware 
of the infiltration or because of the large number of 
industrie<; into which organized crime has entered. 
A cooperative relationship between law enforcement 
agencies and agencies regulating these industries 
would provide rm effective tool that could both iden
t\fy \!1fiitration _,nd th"iart growth by use of licensing 
l1~d other regulatocy powers. Law enforcem(~nt agen: 
Cles could, for example, exchange data with alcohol 
beverage control boards, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, and local zoning or planning groups. 

In many instances, existing State privacy laws do 
not seem to prevent regulatory agencies from pro-
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viding information to law enforcement agencies at 
the State leveL Federal privacy legisiation, however, 
prohibits some Federal agencies from providing data 
to State and local law enforcement agencies and 
even to Federal iaw officers, at least without giving 
notice to the subject of the data. That notice, though, 
might well serve to thwart an investigation. 

Conclusion 

The problem of organized crime in a free society 
requires that law enforcement agencies have the 
capability to gather and analyze data. The traditional 
reactive approach to crime control is not effective 
when dealing with the scope and nature of organized 
crime. Law enforcement officials also must have the 
capability to retain data in bits and pieces, and the 
right to review the material until they can detennine 
whether or not a given enterprise has a proven 
criminal base. Also, they must have the capability 
to exchange information with other law enforcement 
agencies, regulatory agencies, and the business sec·· 
tor. In the absence of these tools, the diverse and 
sophisticated schemes of organized crime callnot be 
combated. 
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SUPREME POWER STRUCTUREOF LA 
NUESTRA FAMILIA 

..... --r#. ---# 

APPENDIX B 

ARTICLE - I SUPREME COW~DER-GENERAL ••• 

SEC-I: THE NUESTRO GENERAL IS THE. SUPREME POWER IN THE 
ORGA..~IZATION KNOWN AS "LA NUESTRA FAMILIA;" HIS 
POw~RS SHALL HAVE NO LIMIT (WITH'IN ART. I, SEC I, 
II, III) SOLELY HE CAN DECLARE "WAR" FOR THE ENTIRE 
ORGANIZATION AND ONCE IN A "STATE OF WAR" PEACE WILl 
NOT PREVAIL UNTIL THE ANNOUCEMENT FROM NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 

SEC-II: A NUESTRO GENERAL WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE RELEASED OF 
DUTIES P~D RESPONSIBILITIES UPON RECIEVING A DATE OF ONE 
(I) YEAR OR LESS ••• 

SEC-III: A NUESTRO GENERAL WILL BE A SEASONED (EXPERIENCE) 
WARRIOR; THIS QUALIFICATIOK IS ~urnDATORY IN ORDER TO 
HOLD THIS HIGH OFFICE. WHEN THE TIME COMES FOR 
NUESTRO GENERAL TO PICK A SUCCESSOR HE WILL DO SO 
FROM THE RANKS OF COMMANDERS AT HIS DISPOSAL ••• 

SEC-III- IN CASE OF Air EMERGENCY AND A NUESTRO GENERAL IS 
"A": DO\lmED. THE CAPITAN AT THAT PINTA ~\1ILL TAKE OVER AND 

-AUTOMATICALLY DECLARE "WAR" UNTIL THE 1ST CAPITAN CAN 
ASSUME THE RANK OF NUESTRO GENERAL IN THIS EMERGENCY 
THE HOME CAPITAN w-:ILL HAVE NO POWER TO APPOINT OR 
REPLACE ANY OR ALL.POSITIONS IN THE'HIGH CO~ANDOF 
LA NUESTRA FAMILIA ••• 

SEC-IV: NUESTRO GENERAL HAS THE POWER IN A "STATE OF WAR!& 
(CONDITIONS AS REGARDS TO STRUCTURE) TO APPOINT 
CAPITANS; IN PEACE TIME HE WILL RETAIN THE PO\VER TO 
DISCHARGE ANY COMMANDER THAT IS NEGLIGENT IN THE 
FUNCTIONS OF SAID POSITION. HOWEVER HE WILL RELIQUISH 
HIS POw~R TO ~PPOINT CAPITANS AND IF THE FAMILIA (CLAN) 
WHERE THE CAPITAN HAS BEEN DISCHARGED HAS NO RESERVE 
CAPITAN TO TAKE COMMAND. THE CLAN (FAMILIA BODY) OF 
SAID DISPOSE CAPITAN WILL ELECT A SUCCESSOR ••• 

SEC-lV-A: A DISCHARGED COMMANDER WILL LOSE HIS RANK OF CAPITAN 
AND ALL SAID AUTHORITY OF THAT RANK o •• 

SEC-IV B: HEADQUARTERS OF THE NUESTRA FAMILIA WILL ALWArd HE 
WITH THE NUESTRO GENERAL AND WILL MOVE WITH HIM ••• 

SEC-V: 

SECTION V ONLY APPLIES IN PEACE TIME 
I 

NUESTRO GENERAL UPON RECIEVING A COMPLAINT FROM ONE 
OF HIS SOLDADOS THA'r THE AUTHORITY WEICH HE IS UNDER 
IS UNJUSTLY USING THEIR POWERS OVER HIM, DUE 'I'O A 
PERSONAL CONFLICT-HE (NUESTRO GENERAL) WILL APPOINT 
A. COMMITTEE OF NO LESS THAN THREE (3) SOLDADOS FROM 
THAT PARTICULAR CLAN TO INVESTIGATE SAID CHARGES AND 
EACH IS TO r~PORT TO NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 
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SEC VI: NUESTRO GENERAL WILL ALWAYS KEEP IN TOUCH WITH ALL 
FAMILIANO'S LEAVING INTO THE STREETS, UNTIL A BRANCH 
OF LA NUESTRA FAMILIA IS ESTABLISHED ••• 

SEC ,VII: THE NUESTRO GENERAL CAN HAVE A MANY AS TEN (10) ACTIVE 
COMMANDERS AT ONE TIME, HE WILL GRADE THEM AS 1st 2nd 
3rd AND SO FORTH, ACCORDING TO THIER LEADERSHIP ABILITY 
AND OVER ALL FORESIGHT ••• 

SEC 'VIII: THE NUESTRO GENERAL WILL APPOINT A 1st CAPITAN OR 
CO:MMANDER WHO vHLL BE HIS SUCCESSGR: AND'IF THE 
NUESTRO GENERAL BECOMES INCOMMUNICADO: THE 1st 
CAPITAN OF LA NUESTRA FAMILIA WILL HAVE THE RESPONSI
BILITY TO SEE THAT EACH CAPITAN OF SAID ORGANIZATION 
WORKS AND GOVERNS WITH-IN THIS CONSTITUTION ••• 

SEC IX: THE SUCCESSOR ONLY APPLYS AS FAR AS THE 1st CAPTIAN 
IS CONCERNED. THE NUESTRO GENERAL HAS THE RIGHT TO 
SELECT THE 1st CAPITAN ••• , 

-DISCHARGE FROM ALL DUTIES OF NUESTRO GENERAL-

ARITCLE-l" A" " 

SEC-I: NUESTRO GENERAL MAY BE IMPEACHED FROM OFFICE, WHERE IT 
IS THE OPINION OF ALL COMMANDERS HOLDING OFFICE AT THAT 
TIME, THAT HE (NUESTRO GENERAL) IS NOT WORKING IN THE 
BEST INTEREST OF THE ORGANIZATION, THIS CAN BE DONE BY 
A PETITION OR DOCUMENT w"ITH TEE SIGNATURES IN THE 
CAPITANS OWN HANDWRITING ••• 

SEC II: UPON RECIEVING THIS DOCUMENT THE NUESTRO GENERAL WILL 
AUTOl'flATICALLY LOST ALL P01Jv'ER; BUT h"E MAY CHALLENGE THE 
LEGALITY OF THE SIGNATURES IN WHICH CASE A SOLD ADO 
WILL BE APPOINTED BY THE BODY TO wnITE TO THE CAPITANS 
AND VERIFY THE VOTE'S ••• 

SEC III UPON CONFIRMATION, DISCHARGE OF THE NUESTRO GENERAL, 
HE WILL LOSE ALL RANK AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL MOVE INTO 
THAT POSITION ••• 

ARTICLE II: REVISED BY-LAWS AND OBJECTIVES DE LA NUESTRA FAMILIA: 

SEC-I: THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OR GOALS OF THIS ORGANIZATION WILL 
BE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF ITS MEMBERS AND THE BUILDING UP 
OF THE ORGANIZATION ON THE OUTSIDE INTO A STRONG AND 
SELF SUPPORTING FAMILIA ••• 

SEC-II: ALL MEMBERS WILL WORK SOLELY FOR THAT OBJECTIVE AND 
PUT AllL PERSONAL GOALS AND FEELINGS ASIDE UNTIL SAID 
FULLFILLMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED ••• 
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SEC III: A FAMILIANO V\~LL NOT BE RELEASED FROM HIS OBLIGATIONS 
TOWARDS THE ORGANIZATION BECAUSE HE IS BEING RELEASED 
FROM PRISON. BUT WILL BE EXPECTED TO WORK TWICE AS HARD 
TO SEE THAT A FAMILIA IS ESTAPLISHED AND WORK IN HAND 
WITH THE ORGANIZATION ALREADY ESTABLISHED. BEHIND THE 
WALL'S (PRISON) ••• 

SEC. IV: A FAMILIANO WILL REMAIN A FAMILIANO MEMBER UNTIL DEATH 
OR OTHERWISE DISCHARGED FROM THE ORGANIZATION, HE WILL 
ALWAYS BE SUBJECT TO PUT THE INTEREST OF THE ORGANIZATION 
FIRST AND ALWAYS ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE IN PRISON OR OUT ••• 

SEC V: AN AUTOMATIC "DEATH" SENTENCE WILL BE PUT ON A FAMILIANO 
THAT TURNS TRAITOR, COWARD OR DESERTER. UNDER NO OTHER 
CIRCmr.STANCE vlILL A BROTHER F AMI LlANO BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR SPILLING THE BLOOD OF A FELLOW BROTHER FAMILIANO, 
TO DO SO WILL BR CONSIDERED AN ACT OF TREASON ••• 

SEC VI: IN ORDER SO (ART.. II SEC •. V) CAN BE INVOKED; THE 
REGIMENTAL GOVERNING BODY wlLL HOLD A VOTE AMONG 
THEMSELVES AND PASS SENTENCE, MAJORITY RULE. IN CASE 

~OF A TIE VOTE THE DECISION WILL LIE WITH THE CAPITAN, 
HIS DECISION WILL BE FINAL ••• 

SEC VII: ALL PRESENT F AMILIANOS IN SAID ORGANIZATION (NUESTRA 
FAMILIA) WILL ACKNOWLEDGE SAID CONSTITUTION UPON READING 
IT AND WILL BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS ACTIONS IF SAID 
CONSTITUTION IS NOT FOLLOv\~D ••• 

~ III 

ARTICAL III: REGIMENTAL COMMANDER CAPITAN. 

SEC I: A CAPITAL IS THE REGIMENTAL CO~~DER OF LA NUESTRA 
FAMILIA AND HOLDS THE RANK JUST BELOW EL NUESTRO GENERAL. 
THIER (CAPITANS) RESPONSIBIBITIES ARE TO LEAD AND DIRECT 
NUESTRA FAMILIA REGIMENTS UNDER HIS CARE TO SUCCESSFULLY 
ACCOMPLISH THE GOALS SET FORTH IN (ART II, SEC I II) ••• 

SEC II: FOR THIS PURPOSE HE (CAPITAN) SHALL HAVE 'THE CHOICE OF 
SELECTING HIS OWN LT'S AND SHALL HAVE TJ-l"E POWER TO DISMISS 
THEM (LT'S) IF HE (CAPITAN) FEELS THAT THEY ARE NOT 
ACCEPTING OR HANDLING RESPONSIBILTIES OF LEADERSHIP. 
IN PEACE TIME A DISMISSED LT. HAS AN OPTION TO INVOKE c 

(ART. I, SEC. V) ••• 

SEC III: DuE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL, IT MAY BE • 
THAT THIER IIJ1LL BE MORE THAN ONE CAPITAN IN A REGIMENT 
AT ONE TIME, IF A CAPITAN IS TRANSFERRED FROM ONE 
FAMILIA REGIMENT TO ANOTHER .iNHERE THERE IS ALREADY A 
CAPITAN, THE CAPITAN WITH THE HIGHEST RANK WILL 'l'AKE 
COMN"~D AND THE OTHER.S WILL BE IN RESERVES ACCORDING 
TO THIER RANKS ••• 
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SEC IV "A":CAPITAN'S WILL HAVE GRADES OR RATING OF 1st, 2nd, 
3rd AND SO FORTH AS (ART III, SEC. III) CAN BE 
INVOKE; ALSO THE LOw'ER NUIVlEER R.ATING THE GREATER 
THIER. AU'I'HORITY; NO CAPI'I'AN CAN OVER RIDE OR CONTRADICT 
THE ORDERS OF A HIGHER RANKING COMMANDER, WITHOUT DIRECT 
ORDERS FROM EL NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 

SEC IV B: WHENEVER NUESTRO GENERAL BECOME'S INCOMMUNICADO AND 
CANNOT SUPERVISE HIS CAPIT4NS, THE Lst CAPITAN OR COMMANDER 
OF LA NUESTRA FAMILIA vlILLHAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO 
SEE THAT EACH CAPITAN OF SAID ORGANIZATION ~'iORKS AND 
GOVERNS WITH-IN THIS CONSTITUTION ••• 

SEC-IV-C: ALL OTHER CAPITANS IN A REGIMENT OTHER THAN THE GOVERN
ING CAPITAN WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS RESERVES AND wiLL 
ACT AS ADVISORS, ALTHOUGH THEY WILl, NOT HOLD ANY 
POWERS AS TO THE RUNNING OF THE REGIMENT ••• 

SEC V: THERE SHALL NEVER BE MORE THAN TEN (10) CAPITANS IN 
THIS ORGANIZATION (LA NUESTRA FAMILIA) AT ANY ONE 'J.1IME, 
THIS INCLUDES RESERVES, IF THIER ARE ALREADY TEN (10) 

- CAPITAN IN THE ORGANIZATION AND A REGIMENT IS WITHOUT A 
CAPITAN DUE TO (ART. III, SEC III) THE 1st LT. WILL RUN 
THE FAMILIA REGIMENT TEMPORARLY UNTIL A CO~IDER . 
ARRIVES OR THERE IS AN OPENING IN''THE RANKS OF CAPITANS ••• . , , 

SEC VI: THE RESERVE CAPITAN w"'1LL ONLY TAKE POWER IF THE GOVERNING 
. CAPITAN IS DOvv'KED, TRANSFERRED, OR IS DISCHARGED BY EL 

NUESTRO GENERAL. IT WILL BE THE DUTY OJ!' THE GOVERJUNG 
COMMANDER TO TAKE THE RESERVE CAPITANS UNDER HIS GUIDANCE 
AND SHOvl HIM THE INTER.J:";AL FUNCTIONS OF THE REGIMENT, IN 
ORDER SO THAT THE RESERVE CAPITAN WILL BE QUALIFIED TO 
GOVERN. THE REGIMENT IF 'fEE NEED ARISES ••• 

SEC VII: ALL CAPITANS WILL HOLD EQUAL RANK AND THEREFORE ONE 
CANNOT ORDER THE OTHER, EXCEPT UNDER (ART.III SEC. IV 
"B") OR WHERE THE RESERVE CAPITAN IS HINDERING WITH TH::}; 
RULES AND ORDER'S THAT THE GOVERNING CAPITAN HAS SET 
FORTH, FOR THE EFFICIENTLY RUNNING OF LA FAMILIA, IN THAT 
CASE THE RESERVE CAPITAN WILL SIEZE TO INTERFERE OR HE 
WILL BE BROUGHT BEFORE NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 

SEC. VIII: TBE RESERVE CAPITAN HAS ONLY AS MUCH POWER AS THE 
GOVERNING COMMANDER WANTS TO BESTOW ON HIM AND NOT 

SEC-IX: 

MORE. THE FAMILIA BODY SHOULD AT ALL TIMES KNOiAT THE 
STRUCTURE OF THE RESERVE CAPITAN ••• 

IN "WARTIME" THE CAPITAN IS SOLELY ANSWERABLE TO THE 
NUESTRO GENERAL, AND NO FAMILlm~O SOLDADO SHALL QUESTION 
THE ORDERS SET FORTH BY HIM PERSONALLY OR THRU ORE OF 
HIS TENIENTES (L'I'S) TO QUESTION SAID ORDERS COULD BE 
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CONSIDERED A "TREASONAL ACT if AS OUTLINED (ART II 
SEC V) DEPENDING UPON THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE OFFENSE, 
WHICH WILL LIE WITH THE CA~ITAN TO DETERMINE ••• 

SEC-X: IN PEACETIME AS IN "WARTIME" THE CAPITAN IS ANSWERABLE 
TO 1'HE NUESTRO GENERAL, HOWEVER IN PEACETIME, IF A 
(FANITLIANO SOLDADO) FEELS THAT THE POWER OR POWERS OF 
THE STRUCTURE IN HIS REGIMENT IS MIS-USING THEIR 
APPOINTED AUTHORITY AGAISNT HIM DUE TO CONFLICT IN 
PERSONALITYS, HE HAS A RIGHT AS A HONORABLE MEMBER OF 
THIS ORGANIZATION TO APPEAL TO THE SUPREME COMMANDER 
EL NUESTRO GENERAL (ART I, SEC V) ••• 

SEC-XI: THE CAPITAN SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WALFARE AND 
LIVES OF THE SOLDADOS UNDER HIS COMMAND AT ALL TIMES, 
AND THERE SHALL BE NO SUICIDAL MISSIONS ORDERED BY 
THE CAPITAN. A SUICIDAL MISSION SHALL BE TRANSLATED 
AS AN ACT WHERE' THE SOLD ADO HAS NO CHANCE OF SURVIVAL ••• 

--
SEC-XII: THE CAPITAN. \.lJHERE THE NUESTRO GENERAL HAS HIS HEADQUARTERS 

SHALL BE HELD RESPONSIBLE IF ANYTHING SHOULD HAPPEN TO 
.. THE NUESTRO GENERAL. IT WILL BE THE DUTY OF THE CAPITAN 

TO PERSONALLY SEE THAT TWO (2) OF HIS BEST WARRIORS 
SHALL BE WITH THE NUESTRO GENERAL WHENEVER POSSIBLE, 
IF THE NUESTRO GENERAL IS DOWNED, .. THE CAPITAN WILL BE 
STRIPPED OF ALL RANK AFTER THE "STATE OF WAR" IS OVER 
(ART I, SEC IV "All) 

IV 

ARTICLE IV FUNCTIONS AND QUALITIES DE UN TENIENTE. 

SEC-I: 

SEC-II: 

A TENIENTE IS THIRD IN THE POWER LADDER OF LA NUESTRA 
FAMILIA, HE IS UNDER THE CAPITAN, HE'S THE REPRESENATlVE 
OF THE (NUESTRA FAMILIA) AS HE WILL BE IN CONTACT w.LTH 
ALL FAMILIANOS AT ALL TIMES AND THEREFOR HE SHOULD AT 
ALL TIMES SET A GOOD EXAMPLE FOR THE SOLDADOS TO FOLLOW ••• 

RE SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BUILDING OF THE FAMILIA 
ARSENAL, AND SHALL HAVE NO LESS THEN TWO (2) WEAPONS 
PER SOLDADO IN THE REGIMENT... . 

SEC-II "A" :WHlLE IN A "STATE OF WAR" AND THE ARMS QUOTA DROPS 

• 

BELOW THE SPECIFIED REQUIREMENT, IT SHALL BE FIRST PRIORITY 
OF THE TENIENTES (LTS) TO RESTORE IT TO PAR AS OUTLINED 
IN (ART, IV - SEC, II) •• e 

SEC-III: EACH 1~NIENTE SHALL HAVE A CERTAIN NUMBER OF SOLDADOS 
ASSIGN HIM, HE SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIER SCHOOLING, 
BASIC NEEDS AND CONDUCT ••• 
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SEC III "A": WHENEVER ONE OR ALL HIS "SOLDADOS" GO INTO COMBAT 

SEC IV: 

WITH ANY OF THE ENEMIES OF LA NUESTRA FAMILIA, HE 
(LT.) SHALL PRESENT THE, CAPITAN WITH A FULL REPORT 
ON WHAT OCCURRED •• 0 

THE TENIETES SHALL HAVE RATING OF (1st, 2nd 3rd) 
THIS RATING SHALL BE GIVEN TO THEM BY THE CAPITAN 
ACCORDING TO EHlER EXPERIENCE AND LEADERSHIP ABILITYS ••• 

'" SEC V: IT SHALL BE THE DUTIES OF THE TENIENTES TO KEEP A 
RECORD OF ALL KN01i\"EN NM.ffiS AND NUMBERS OF THE ENEMIES 
OF LA NUESTRA FAMILIA, EACH DAY HE SHALL CHECK ALL 
PERSONS BEING TRANSFERRED TO HIS TERRITORY AND CHECK 
AGAINST RECORD BOOK AND MAKE A REPORT TO HIS CAPITAN ••• 

SEC. V "A": ALL TENIENTES SHALL QUESTION ALL NEW FAMILIANOS 
ASSIGNED TO HIM FOR INFORMATION AS TO UNKNO~N ENEMIES 
OF ~A NUESTRA FAMILIA, NEW INFORMATION SHALL GO INTO 
THE RECORD BOOKS, AND WHENEVER ONE OF HIS SOLDADOS IS 
TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER PINTA, A COPY OF THE RECORD 
BOOK SHALL BE SENT vITTH THE SOLDADO. 0 • 

SEC V "B": I SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE TENIENTES TO 
INFORM THE CAPITAN OF THE DEPARTURE OF ONE OF HIS 
SOLDADOS IN ORDER THAT THE FAMIL1A OF THE OTHER 
REGIMENT SHALL BE INFORMED ••• 

V 

ARTICLE V FAMILIANO SOLDADO •• 

SEC. I: 

SEC. II: 

SEC. III: 

ALL REQUEST FOR MEMBERSHIP INTO THIS ORGANIZATION 
SHALL BE MADE TO THE CAPITAN, ANY MEMBER CAN MAKE SUCH 
A REQUEST FOR AN INDIVIDUAL PROVIDING SUCH REQUESTING 
FAMILIANO 1i\~LL ACCEPT THE FULL RESPONSIBILITY OF SAID 
INDIVIDUAL. o. 

FINAL DECISION FOR MEMBERSHIP SHALL NOT BE MADE UNTIL 
THIRTY (30) DAYS HAVE ELASPED FROM SUCH REQUEST, AND 
THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE REGIMENT MUST APPROVE 'I'HE 
REQUEST FOR NEW MEMBERSHIP ••• 

NO APPLICANT WILL BE GRANTED FOR MEMBERSHIP IF HE 
(THE APPLICANT) ~;[[SREPRESENTS HIS QUALIFICATIONS, 
ALSO ONCE A MEMBER AND SOLD ADO AND HE MISREPRESENTS 
HTS ACTIONS IN BATTLE FOR THE BENEFIT OF MAKING HIS 
ACTIONS SEEM MORE VALOR, HE WILL BE SUBJECT TO BE 
DISCIPLINED UNDER (ART. VI SEC. V !'IB") A MINOR 
OFFENSE OR (ART. II SEC. V) EXPELLED FROM THIS 
ORGANIZATION, DEPENDING UPON THE CIRCUMSTANCES AND 
SERIOUSNESS OF THE LIE ••• 
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SEC. IV: MEMBERSHIP OF THIS ORGANIZATION SHALL BE RESTRICTED 
ONLY TO THOSE OF LATIN EXTRACTION; NO MAXIMUM OR 
MINIMUM SHALL BE INVOKED BY THIS CONSTITUTION IN 
SO FAR AS MEMBERSHIP INTO THIS ORGANIZATION IS 
CONCERNED, HOWEVER SUCH LIMITATIONS MAY-BE ESTABLISHED 
BY NUESTRO GENERAL AS DEEMED NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN 
PROPER CONTROL, ALTHOUGH OTHER EXTRACTIONS (RACE) WILL • 
BE CONSIDERED WITH THE CONSENT OF BOTH THE CAPITAN AND 
NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 

ARTICLE VI DISCIPLINE AND CONDUCT. 

SEC. I: 

SEC. II: 

SEC. III: 

SEC IV: 

SEC V: 

SEC. V "A" 

SEC. V "B": 

SEC. VI: 

THE REGIMENTAL CAPITAN SHALL PASS SENTENCE FOR ALL 
MINOR INFRACTIONS OF CONDUCT, IN "WAR TIME" THERE 
WILL BE NO APPEAL TO THE NUESTRO GENERAL ••• 

PUNISHMENT SHALL BE ADMINISTOR BY THE REGIMENTAL 
TENIENTES (ART. IV SEC. III) OR BY THE REGIMENT AS 
A WHOLE, WHEN SO ORDERED BY 1'HE FAMILY CAPITAN ••• 

ALL FAMrLI-ANOS SHALL BE SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
OR IMMEDIATE EXPULSION FROM THIS ORGANIZATION (ART. II, 
SEC V) FOR MISCONDUCT OR BEHAVIOR UNBECOMING A MEMBER, 
SAID CONDITION SHALL PREVAIL WITH REGARDS TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL, TOWARDS ANOTHER ]YlEM)?;ER, THE ORGAN:J::ZATION 
AS A WHOLE OR HI S SUPERIORS •••. 

UNDER NO CONDITION WILL THERE BE ANY FIGTHING BETWEEN 
FAMILIANOS, TO DO SO 1iI1ILL BRING ON DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
AND IF BLOOD IS SPILLED IT WILL RESULT IN THE EXPULSION 
OF ONE OR ALL PARTYS INVOLVED (ART II, SEC V) ••• 

EVERY MEMBER OF THIS DAID ORGANIZATION (NUESTRA FAMILIA) 
WILL ALWAYS SHOW PROPER RESPECT TO A BROTHER FAMILIANO BOT 
IN WORDS AND IN ACTIONS ••• 

NO MEMBER OF THIS SAID ORGANIZATION SHALL PUT MATEREAL 
THINGS, 'WHETHER IT BE DRUGS, MONEY, OR WOMEN (OR PUNKS 
AS RELATES TO THE PINTA) BEFORE THE BEST INTEREST OF 
LA NUESTRA FAMILIA OR A BROTHER FAMILIM~O ••• 

NO FAMILIANO SHALL LIE ABOUT HIS POSITION OR RANK IN 
LA NUESTRA FAMILIA. NOR WHEN DISCUSSING FAMILIA BUSINESS 
TO A SUPERIOR OR TO A BROTHER MEMBER SHALL THERE BE ANY 
LYING OR GIVEN OF FALSE IMPRESSIONS ••• 

IT IS THE SACRED DUTY OF A FAMILIANO GUERRERO TO DO 
BATTLE FOR LA NUESTRA FAMILIA AND NO SOLDADO SHOULD 

'. 

FEEL THAT BECAUSE HE FOUGHT FOR HIS ORGANIZATION THAT 
HE IS ENTITLED TO SPECIAL PRIVILEGES, ALL THAT MATTERS 
IS THAT YOU AS A GUERRERO DE LA NUESTRA FM~LIA ARE 
LIVING UP TO YOUR RESPONSIBILITYS. REMEMBER THAT A TRUE 
GUERRERO DOESNT NEED TO BOAST OF HIS ACHIEVEMENTS ••• 
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SEC. VII: AS OF NOW THE STANDARD ANSWER FOR A F.AMILIANO WHEN 
HE IS ASKBD BY ANY COUNTY, STATE OR FEDERAL AUTHORITYS 
IF (HE) IS OR IF (THERE) IS ANY ORGANIZATION KNOWEN TO 
EXIST IN THE PINTAS THE ANSWER IS NO ••.• 

SEC. VIII: UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS ANY PORTION OFlHIS SAID 
CONSTITUTION TO EE ALTERED WITHOUT A MEETING CONSISTING 
OF EL NUESTRO GENERAL AND ONE THIRD (1/3) OF HIS 
CAPITANS STAFF. NOR SHALL A FAMILIANO PUT THIER OWN 
INTERPRETATIONS UPON SAID CONSTITUTION, IS TO BE 
READ IN ITS ENTIRELY ALL SECTIONS THAT RELATE TO ONE 
CONCEPT ARE TO BE READ AS ONE ••• 

-FIN-

. ...... .. 
". ' 
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SUB-DIVISION OF CONSTITUTION 
"ADAPTATION FOR STREET USE ONLY" 

.Al)P END IX C 

THE BUILDING UP OF THIS ORGANIZA'IIION IN THE OUTSIDE, vITLL BE DONE IN 
THrtEE (3) STEPS. 

ARTICLE. I. 
SEC. I, 

SEC. II, 

SEC. III, 

SEC. IV, 

SEC. V, 

THE FIRST STEP ~VTLL CONSIST OF ESTABLISHING A SELF
,SUPPORTING FAMILIA (REGIMENT), EACH FAMILIA WILL BE 
RUN BY A RANK EQUAL TO A'LT. THIS FAMILIA SHALL HAVE A 
BANK WITH A BASIS OF NOT lESS (1,000) ONE THOUSAND 
DOLLARS AND SHALL HAVE BOUGHT INTO BUSINESS'ES IN PART 
OR WHOLE. 

THE (REGIMENT) OR FAMILIA BANK, WILL BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR ALL FINANCIAL MATTERS THAT OCCUR WITHIN IT'S OWN 
TERRITOR.C (FAMILIA) TOWN OR PERTAINING TO IT'S ovm 
BUSINESS VENTURES, ALSO THE PAY ROLL FOR THE FAMILIA. 
THE ~T. AND THE SOLDADOS, SHALL FALL UNDER IT'S 
JURISDICTION ANY FAMILIANO OF THE FAMILIA-(REGINffiNT) 
WHO DUE TO A MISSION, FINDS HIMSELF IN NEED OF A 
LAWYER, DOCTOR OR BAIL, THE Bfu~K THAT IS SUPPORTING 
THE VENTURE WILL BE OBLIGATED TO FURNISH HIM WITH 
THESE ITEM'S. THE FAMILIA BANK, JUST LIKE THE MAIN 
BANK, vULL BUY INTO LEGAL BUSINESS'S BUT UNLIKE THE 
MAIN BANK IT w"ILL HAVE NO RESTRICTION ABOUT THE 
ILLEGALITY OF SUCH PLACES. ALL THE PROFITS THAT 
DERIVE i S FROM A FAMILIA BUSINESS,VITLL GO INTO THE 
FAMILIA BANK AI'JD FROM IT WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO IT'S 
VERIOUS FUNCTIONS.:! 

.' 

THE FAMILIA LT. SHALL LEAD AND DIRECT THE REGIMENT TO FUL
FIL THE GOALS SET FORTH ON THIS SUB-DIVION OF THE CONSTITUT 
ION ·AND THE CONSTITUTION. HE (LT) SHALL SEE THAT ALL VEN
TURES UNDERTAKEN ARE PLANNEr EFFECIENTLY AND WITH FORESIGHT 
HE (LT) SHALL BE IN CHARGE OF 'lIRE FAMILIA BANK, AND SEE 
THAT IT FUNCTIONS AS DESCRIBED IN (ART. I, SEC. II S.D.) 

FAMILIA SOLDADOS AT FIRST WILL BE EXPECTED TO MAKE 
SACRAFICES IN SO FAR AS WH~N HE COMMITS AN ILLEGAL 
VENTURE ALL THE PROFITS WILL GO INTO THE FAMILIA BANK, 
THIS SHOULD BE UNTIL THE BANK IS STRONG ENOUGH TO BUY 
INTO IT'S FIRST BUSINESS. ONCE THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED 
THE SOLDADOS CAN EITHER BE PAID ON COMMISSION BASIS OR 
BY PAY SCALE, THE DISCRATION 1VTLL BE ON THE FAMILIA (LT) ,. 
UNTIL STEP THREE (3) IS IN EFFECT. 

MANDATORY RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR' ALL FAMILIANOS 
ON ACTIVE SERVICE IN THE STREETS. 
(I). NEITHER RANK OR FILE FMITLIANOS SHALL TAKE 
NARCOTICS OR ANY OTHER HABIT FORMING DRUGS. 
(II). ALL ACTIVE RANK AND FILE FAMILIANOS ,WILL BE EXPECTED 
TO HAVE A LEGAL JOB, EITfi~R vJITHIN THE ORGANIZATION LEGIT
IMATE BUSINESS'ES OR OUTSIDE Tlffi ORGANIZATION. 
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SEC. VI, 

ARTICLE II. 

SEC. I, 

SEC. II, 

SEC. II-A, 

(3). NO HEAVY EXCESS DRINKING, WHILE ON DUTY. 
(4). NO FAMILIANO SHALL UNDERTAKE HIS OWN PERSONAL 
VENTURE WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION FROM HIS SUPERIOR. 

UPON A FAMILIANO REACHING HIS FITYTH BIRTHDAY AND 
HAS GIVEN AT LEAST TWENTY YEARS OF LOYAL AND DEDICATED 
SERVICE, HE SHALL BE GIVEN AN ALTERNATIVE WHETHER HE 
WANTS TO REMAIN IN ACTIv~ SERVICE OR WANTS TO GO 
INTO SIMI-RETIREIVIENT ~ MEANING THAT HE WILL BE PUT 
TO MANAGING ONE OF THE MAIN BANK BUSINESS'ES AND 
WILL HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES. 
HOWEVER IN TIME OF WAR, HE MAY BE CALLED BACK INTO 
ACTIVE SERVICE BY NUESTRO GENERAL. IF SAID FAMILIANO 
HAS'NT GOT THE MENTAL CAPACITY FOR A MANAGEMENT JOB, 
HE WILL BE GIVEN SOME OTHER WORK WITH SOME AUTHORITY, 
WITHIN THE BUSINESS'ES OF THE MAIN BANK& 

THE SECOND STEP WILL BE TO ESTABLISH THE MAIN BANK 
AND THE REGIMENTAL CAPTAIN'S. EACH REGIMENT CAP'rAIN 
WILL HAVE SEVERAL FAMILIA (REGIMENT, UNDER HIM, DEPEND
ING ON THE AMOUNT OF ACTIVE FAMILIA'S UNDER THIS STRUTURE 
AT THE TIME. 

'. ' THE MAIN BANK WILL HAVE THE DUO FUNCTIONS OF BEING A 
RESERVE IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY FOR THE FAMILIA BANKS 
AND ALSO TO BUY INTO LEGITIMATE BUSINESS. THE FIRST 
FUNCTION CONSIST OF HAVING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
SUPPORTING ALL WARS DECLARED BY EL NUESTRO GENERAL. 
ALL EXPENSE'S THAT GO INTO THE ORGANIZATION IN THE 
PRISON SYSTEM. ALL EXPENSE'S FOR A FAMILIANO SENT ON 
MISSION OUTSIDE THE TERRITORY OF HIS HOME FAMILIA, 
UNLESS SAID MISSION IS A MONEY MAKING VENTURE (IN 
WHICH CASE THE HOME FAMILIA OF THAT SOLDADO WILL PAY 
ALL EXPENSE'S). IT WILL BE USED FOR THE PRIMARY 
EXPENSE'S OF BUILDING UP A NEW FAMILIA (REGIMENT) 
AND AS THE SOURCE FOR THE PAYROLL OF THE REGIMENTAL 
CAiTAOMS AMD NUESTRO GENERAL. 

THE SECOND FUNCTION OF THE MAIN BANK, WILL BE TO BUY 
INTO LEGITIMATE BUSINESS'S BUT WILL ALWAYS HAVE ENOUGH 
CASH RESOURCE'S TO MEET ANY 5MERGENCY THAT THE FN~LIAS 
BANK MAY HAVE. ALL BUSINESS BRING UNDER THE JURIDICTION 
OF SAID BANK (MB.) WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY LEGAL AND NO 
ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES WILL BE CONNECTED FROM THESE PRIMISE'S. 
NOR WILL THEY BE USED FOR STORAGE OF ILLEGAL ITEM'S. 
THE PROFITS FROM THESE LEGITIMATE BUSINESS'S, ONE THIRD 
(1/3) WILL GO BACK TO THE MAIN BANK AND THE REST WILL GO 
FOR THE UP DATING OF THESE BUSINESS'S OR TO ESTABLISH 
OTHER BUSINESS'S. 
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SEC. II-B, 

SEC. III, 

ARTICLE. III. 
SEC. I, 

SEC. II, 

SEC. III, 

SEC. IV, 

IN ANY EMERGENCY~ THE MAIN BANK CAN CONFISCATE CASH 
MONEY FROM THE FAMILIAS BANKS, AS NEEDED TO COMBAT 
THE CRISE'S BUT IT WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SAID 
BANK TO REPAY ALL CASH MONEY BACK TO THE FAMILIA BANK. 
THE ONLY EXCEPTION TO THIS RULE OF REIMBURSEMENT IS 
WHEN THE EMERGENCY IS WAR. 

I 

THE REGIMENTAL CAPTAIN AS IN (ART. II, SEC. I S.D.) 
WILL HAVE SEVERAL FAMILIA'S UNDER HIS CARE, HE WILL 
SEE TO IT THAT THEY FUNCTION WITHIN THE FRAME WORK 
OF THIS STRUTURE, HE SHOULD BE THE COMMUNICTION LINK 
BETWEEN THE FAMILIA LT'8, AND NUESTRO GENERAL. HE 
WILL ALSO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRANSFERING OF MONEY 
FROM ONE BANK TO ANOTHER, UPON THE ORDERS OF NUESTRO 
GENERAL. SECURITY FOR THE FAMILIA'S UNDER HIS CARE 
SHALL ALSO FALL UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE REGIMENTAL 
CAPTAIN. 

THE THIRD STEP 'WILL ONLY BE ACTIVIATED WHEN THE 
ORGANIZATION HAS ACCOMPLISHED THE TWO PRIOR STEOS 
(ART. I, SEC. I. S.D.) AND (ART. II, SEC. I, S.D.) 
AND IF THE AUTHORITY IN THE PINTAS (EL NUESTRO GENERAL) 
FELLS THAT THE OUTSIDE COUNTER-RART OF THIS ORGANIZATION 
IS STRONG ENOUGH TO SET UP UNDER THOSE OWN GOVERNMENT 
AND IN WHICH HE. (N 4G.) 'WILL INSTRUCT THE REGIMENTAL 
CAPTAINS TO ACTIVATED STEPS THREE (3). 

ALL THE CAPTAINS OF THIS ENTIRE ORGANIZATION (STREET 
OR PINTA) WILL CAST A VOTE ON ONE OF THE ACTIVE REGIMENT 
CAPTAINS IN ORDER TO PICK A STATEGIC ADVISOR IN CASE 
OF TIE, THE NUESTRO GENERAL WILL CAST THE DECIDING VOTE. 
ONCE THIS APPOINTED HAS BEEN MADE THE ORGANIZATION 'WILL 
BE IN THE THIRD AND F"rNAL STEP OF THE STRUCTURE. 

THIS POSITION OF STRATEGIC ADVISOR WILL ONLY EFFEC THE 
ORGANIZATION OUTSIDE AND HE ~ITLL HAVE NO POWER'S TO 
CHANGE OR ALTER IN PART OR WHOLE, THE CONSTITUTION 
OR IT'S SUB-DIVION. HIS RESPONSIBILITY WILL BE TO 
GUIDE THE ORGANIZATION IN THE STREETS TO ACCOMPLISH A 
SPECIFIED GOALS SET :JOWN BY THE CONSTITUTION AND ALSO 
THAT THE MAIN BANK OPERATES AS SPECIFIED IN THE SUB
DIVION OF THE CON TI TUTION , FOR THIS PURPOSE HE SHALL HAVE 
CONTROL OVER THE MAIN BANK (WITHIN ART. III, SEC. VI.) ••. 

IF THE STRATEGIC ADVISORS IS NOT CAPABLE OF HOLDING 
DOWN THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE POSITION$ EL NUESTRO 
GENERAL WILL ORDER ANOTHER ELECTION TO BE HELD. UPON • 
RECEIVING WORD FROM NUESTRO GENERAL OF RE-ELECTION, THE 
REGIMENTAL CAPTAINS WILL AUTOMATICALLY PLACE THE ENTIRE 
ORGANIZATION FUNCTIONING UNDER (STEP TWO OF THE STRUTURS). 
UNTIL ANOTHER KEEPER OF THE MAIN BANK CAN BE APPOINT, 
IF THERE IS NO DISCIPLINARY CHARGE AGAINST THE OTHER 
STRATEGIC ADVISOR, HE WILL RETAIN HIS RANK OF REGI~lliNTAL 
CAPTAIN AND WILL BE PUT IN THE VACATED (R.C.) POSITION. 
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SEC. V, IF A STRATEGIC ADi-ISOR IS PUT OUT OF COMMUNICATION 
BY ANY LAW AGENCY, AUTOMATIC THE ORGANIZA~ION WILL 
FALL BACK OPERATING UNDER (STEP TWO) OF THE STRUTURE. 
IF SAID INCOMMUNICADO IS FOR A DURATION OF SIX (6) 
MONTHS OR LONGER, HIS POSITION OF S.A.) WILL'BE ANNUALED 
AND ELECTIONS FOR A NEW STRATEGIC ADVISOR WILL BE CALLED. 
THE INCOMMUNICADO ADVISOR WILL RESUME HIS FORMER RANK 
OF (R.C.). ~' 

SEC •. VI, IN ORDER FOR THE STRATEGIC ADVISOR TO WITHDRAW A 
SUM OVER TEN-THOUSAND DALLORS IN ONE LARGE SUM, A 
SECURITY CHECK WILL BE MADE BY THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT 
AND IT'S FINDING WILL BE REPORTED TO EL NUESTRO GENERAL 
OR IF NUESTRO GENERAL IS INCOMUNICADO TO THE (1st) 
CAPTAIN FOR A DECISION. 

SEC. VII, AS ~O (ART. III, SEC. VI) CAN BE ACTIVATED A REGIMENTAL 
CAPTAIN OTHER THEN THE- STRATEGIC ADVISOR WILL MAKE THE 
CLEARANCE CHECK AND REPORT HIS FINDING AS OUT-LINE. 

SEC. VIII, ~ ANY FAMILIANO 'ltlITH COMING INTO THE PENITENTIARY WILL 
AUTOMATICALLY HAVE HIS RANK SUPENDED, UNTIL AN EVALUATION 
CAN BE MADE ON WHETHER HE CAN FUNCTION UNDER THAT RANK 
WITHIN THE PRIS9N SYSTEM. .-

SEC. VIII, B, IN CASE OF A REGIMENTAL CAPTAIN, A COMFIRMATION AS TO 
HIS RANK WILL BE MADE BY THE FIRST (1st) CAPTAIN,OR 
DIRECTLY BY NUESTRO GENERAL. 

SEC. VIII, A, IN CASE OF A LT. VERIFICATION AS TO HIS RANK CAN BE 
MADE BY A CAPTAIN OF THE LA NUESTRA FAMILIA FUNCTIONING 
UNDER THE 'PRISON SYSTEM ORGANIZATION. 

ARTTICLE. IV, 
SEC. I, NUESTRO GENERAL MAY DRAW UP TO 10,000, TEN-THOUSAND 

DOLLARS FROM THE MAIN BANK AT ONE TIME, AFTER THE INITIAL 
WITHDRAW ALL HE (NUESTRO GENERAL) WON'T BE ABLE TO REMOVE 
ANY MORE MONEY UNTIL A SECURITY CHECK IS MADE AS TO 

SEC. II, 

WHERE THE MONEY IS GOING TO AND IF IT"S TO THE BEST 
INTEREST OF THIS ORGANIZATION. 

IN A CASE WHERE NUESTRO GENERAL IS GOING TO NEED ANY 
SUM OVER TEN-THOUSAND ($10,000) DALLORS. AT ANY ONE TIME. 
HE (NUESTRO-GENERAL WILL REQUEST THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT F 
CLEARANCE AT LEAST FIVE WORKING DAYS, BEFORE THE ACTUAL 
WITHRAW ALL IS SCHEDLED TO BE MADE. AT NO TIME IS A SUM 
EQUIVALENT TO HALF THE MONEY IN THE MAIN BANK, IS TO BE 
DRAWEN AT ONE T~ME. 
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SEC. III, 

SEC. IV, 

SEC. v,. 

SEC. VI, 

SEC. VII, 

IF THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT DENYS, NUESTRO GENERAL 
REQUEST FOR ANY AMOUNT OVER TEN-rrHOUSAND (10,000) 
DOLLARS. IN WHICH CASE EL NUESTRO GENERAL HAS THE 
OPTION TO CALL FOR A VOTE FROM ALL THE CAPTAINS 
(INSIDE PRISON OR OUTSIDE) IN THIS ORGANIZATION, 
ON THIS PARTICULAR ISSUE. -

IN ORDER SO (ART. IV, SEC; III S.D.) CAN BE INVOKED 
THE FOLLOWING NUESTRA FAMILIA POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY 

• 

WILL HAVE ONE VOTE EACH., THE (1st) CAPTAIN, THE STRATEGIC 
ADVISOR, THE REGIMENTAL CAPTAINS AND ALL ACTIVE AND 
RESERVE CAPTAINS, IN A DEAD LOCK, EL NUESTRO GENERAL 
WILL HAVE A VOTE. THE RESULTS OF THIS VOTING WILL BE 
FINAL. 

THE SECURITY DEPAR'rMENT WILL BE A BRANCH FROM THE ONE 
ESTABLISHED IN THE PRISON SYSTEM, UNDER THE (1st) 
CAPTAIN. FOR -THE INVOKEMENT OF (ART. IV, SEC.II, S.D.) 
THE ,STRATEGIC ADVISOR WILL RUN A SECURITY CHECK AND 
WILL PRESENT THE FACTS- BEFORE THE SECURITY DEPARTMENT 
(REGIMENT CAPTAIN) FOR A DECISION, IF NO DECISION CAN 
BE REACHED, THE (1st) CAPTAIN WILL BE REACHED AND HIS 
DECISION WILL BE FINAL. 

IT WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STRATEGIC ADVISOR, TO 
SEE THAT A CO~ICATION CHANNEL IS ALWAYS OPEN TO THE 
(Ist) CAPTAIN AND ALSO TO ALL THE CAPTAINS OF THIS 
ORGANIZATION. 

THIS SUB-DIVISION IS PART OF THE CONSTITUTION AND EACH 
FAMILIA UNDER THIS ~ SUB-DIVISION IS AUTOMATIC UNDER THE 
OTHER AND WILL HONOR THE LAWS OF BOTH. 
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Senutor G~orbC A. Zenovi.ch, Chai!.'7.lM of the Sa:1::l.te 8(~lect CO:Ll:nitt~e on 

Children and Youth, and disti.-:!C.Lish.:d m·.::!t:ibers, 

Hay I we leorne you to w.J .Ange :"'es in behulf of the ;)opo.rtr.1ent of CO!".:l:::tU..:.i ty 

Services and the rr:<.:!mb-3rs of the Youth Se:'vices Division. 

r.~y name is NiGUel DU!'an, Chief of the You'th Se::"viceG Division. 

ll.y topic relate3 itself to Yout.", Gang \-iarfare. 

In some areas of Los .~eles a yOQ~ster doesn't seem to have any alternative 

but to belong to the gang in that neighborhood. He is born into it lik,z his 

bNt..l-J.ers and sisters before him and their pa.::ents befo:("e them. The parents see 

nothing wTong in belonc;ing to the garig. ~Ihat else is there? In the same breath 

they tell you that 'they are a3o.inst violence; that there should be brotherhood. 

If you go to a house party ~tere there are elders in att3nd&~ce, the men w~ll 

generally talk about the "good old days. II 'Ute "good old days" consist of experiences 

they had as mewbers of a gang or wha.t they did while they v;ere in the a:'l!ly. 

It is a great way to pa.ss the tiI:1e and break. 'the ice \o,rj .. th someC!1e you just met. 

Many unsuspecting parents nove their far:rily into the area because that area is 

the muy one they can afford to live in. The children go out to play and make 

friends. Conditions of f:.-icndshi:;;> are heaped on them. A YOQ'1,Sster e.nywhere 

from ten years on u;> \~-:i.ll be n:.ade aWa!'e of what is c:>..-pected of him. If the 

conditions are not agreeable he ~ay tell his parents. Tne parents ar~ generally 

disbelieving, calling it "kid stuf'f". Tne cr..i.ldren tight complain a few times to 

the pa!'cnt~3 but when nothi.n,z hc.;J;;!.ms they accedo:! to the cer.:ends of imposed 

autho!"ity or the laws 0:: the st"!'~et. O:1ce caught u,;? in it, they::-.ieht fi..'1d it 

to their li!ting. If tr.:is happens, as n-?\-l c::mve=-ts, th~Y' ::l.:lJ' beco~e ra1ical in 

·t,h0UGht C'.nd action. Th.~~· livE:-, w'ill die, 8!T:l };:ill for their neH cause. The 

B.1.rrl.os/ The Ghetto d.=::::il.."1.:b th.;;i.:- lOYAl1:.Y anJ they give it. hhat els~ is t':-~ere'? 
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vlho' gi \Tea a damn a:-::)L,t you? Yottr p.;;r0:-!':..o. and. your ter:.cn"!rs: The Police? 

Society? ~lhat the hell is that'? !'Cnly f:':lJ cliC!.u? CCIX'E:'.:; whethe!' I live or die. 

Wh~n I'm with rr:y HOJ1>?-boys I am somebody." 

The age level for a youngster- to join 8:ld be accepted as e. gan€; m<:'moer is about 

ten years. He is ready to gt:t out at about eighteen. The media.. ... d.ge at which he 

causes the most trouble and brL"1gs the ~urld down on r.is back at the same time 

is about fifteen-and-a-half. 

If he is unfortunate enough to have joined a violent gang or one with a poor 

reputation, by the time he is eighteen he will have seen Juvenile Hall several times, 

Forestry Camp once or t\,~ce, Youth Autr,ority and maybe even state prison. All 

in the name of that which he holds dea.:!'-his gang. 

In the first paragraph we stated that a yo~~gster is born into a gan~ or, because 

of pressure, joins it. Consider also: 

1. An age where he is clienated by authority. 

~rnen wetre kids we don't lL~e adult i~osition. 

2. You seek your own kind. 

I dorl't 11.'.:;:e school, I'T:l a C:hic.?_>'lo. The fellows l.t.'1dersta.'1d 1fihat I'm talking 

about. 

3. \'!hat else is there to do'? 

There nay be lots of things to do but they cost r-cney or are illegal. Scouting 

and YNCA's Clubs tisht be available but only "squares" go there. 

authority tells you what to do. 

\'!hat goe3 on during the time the fe11o;,s bet to,::ether? 

Besides, adult 

1. They talk a lot about r.o-,;r~ir:f.: that's deep (lr profou:-.:l to othe:r'~ but it's their 

reality. 

2. T'ney rir:i.n.l.t I <i.!'op pills, 8::101,,9 g:rC: .. ::3,:;-:ra::-ely oJenly, vnless they want to sho,v 

dd'i;.nce or that they contr-ol th~ =:e?. 
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3; Ti10Y sociali':~ - !J~.:~t:.; time is c_ll the t:i.:::·::. A feN records a"1d a :f'et" 

c:;irls a.n1 you have a party. 

4. They fight - they \\'ill tell you thay don't look for it but they \-lcn't run . 

from it. If the stuff CO::J93 dov.n; t.hey "-'ill go all out; to the death if 

n~?cessary. 

In spite of a.ll the attention that gangs have rec.eived,. very little has been d·:>ne 

in a consistent ma..""lIlel" to de.u td th the probler:l. 

Gangs have proliferated from the 20 I s to the 70 IS. They seem to hit peak periods 

every ten years or so. Right now we are at a peak wnich has lasted for three 

years. 

Why are you~~ gangs so attractive to the young? Especially in Los Angeles County? 

The fact is that the reason for joining gangs is universal': Those same rea.sons 

I lis ted in prior paragraphs. - Can that be :3trange to anyone in this room 

regardless of where they cone from or their color or econonic circumstances? 
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The COlmty 0 f Los P ... '1Celes h.:l~ ~Je\'er<ll j';)licjJi.:, u,,;tmcieo. They report homicides 

o?s b • .!ins ve.ry high thLl YfJJ..1.'. Sone '+:) hnvtl been r~:.i)or'ted by the news mediC!. 

as being "gang" related. I believe th.:1t i t i~ closer to 60. 

But beyond the 60 cure.ers there are htm':red:3 of cases of maimings due to the 

ferocity Hith which 'they are \o~lling to eo at c: .. ch other for their cause. 

The follot.an.,«; is an account from just one jurisdiction out of a possible 150. 

'rhis action took place o":er a period of tVJO months. There were only two murders 

but. please listen to the following cases of bodily a!Jsault: 

2 - murders 

9 - knifings 

6 - fist fights 

2 - assaults with baseball bats 

19 - shootings 

1 - holdup with gun 

6 - :robbe~ies 

1 - grand auto theft 

1 - assault with pipes and chains 

1 - :ra~e 

1 - assault \I/i th a brick 

1 - assault with a bottle 

Where possible the gang as the assailant or vic~.i.IJ ~\'as named in the report. 

!lIttltiply t.his activity b~r th", cthl:r pcHce jurisdictio::.s and you get an idea of 

the ir._':l<:ni.ity of this p~ob:!.e:: - ev.:n l;.::lt' is too m'J.,~h! 'l'ile end result of all 

these assaults is thn.t i t rar~ly le2.'leS -:'he vict::m Hhole. T!1e victim may nevel:" 

be th~ <;"I..":':e asai:'l, r.1eanint3 tr:.:Jt he :r.::..y 1:13 p::J:~lyzeci for life, left blind, or 

BF.:rond t;":-.t. h':i) rer:lilins scarred for life 

inHardly. 
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He rr.i£,;ht d-=cide on retaliution. If thioG occurs he may leave behind a trail 

of victim!.> • .. 
The follo","ing is a t:!ocposite example of wha:' I oean: 

John.'1Y Goodguy attends a wedding ShOHeI' party. During the course of 

the party some urd.mli.ted guests shO\ .. up. 'rhey disrupt the pa.-ty. 

Johnny is beaten for opposing them. As they leave they fling a 

challenge J "We' ra from the BrOt'lIl Bloods, you lmow where He hang out. 

If you think you're bad, drop by." 

Johnny who has had his gu.ts spilled and his manhood stepped on 

remembers. He checks in with a few of his partners. That weekend 

they cruise the Brown Blood. turf. They spot \mat looks like a house 

party and you.Tlg people dressed in the unifom. of the day. They slow 

the car do\m, roll dotm the window a..'1d Jo~mny pokes out C'. shotglm 

and fires. 

When the repo::rters ask the police on the scer.8 for an explanation 

they are told that it I S another in a series of confrontations bet!.reen 

the Bro~~ Bloods and the Royals. 

Thi s time the Royals have gone too far. The count this n.i.ght is one 

fifteen year old boy dead and t\~"O girls seriously :i.njured. 'l"he reporter 

a::;~cs the policeman how he knol-rs it Ha.S the ROY2.lS. The policeman anS\'lers 

th:lt the croVld heard them shout it out as they drove off. Wi 11 it be 

difficult to trace the assailants? .Not at all. 

Later \ihen th8se your...:; n:en are appr'ehended a:-.d questioned they f~el 

no ::,eal re:norse. They do feel sadness: -teat of being caU6ht up in 

". o .• 

"Go.-j I h.:l.te bcic,3; i:1 ~ . ..:anc!" ":/;~ll Hli.~· ·:::'or.'t you. £,p.t 0'\.:.1.: of it?" 
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6. 

,,- J.. I".u ... 

Th~~' com 't, afford it. It 

C ,.·, T' 

"'-.J 

J b · t' j Recent .:r a caGe ,:,').5 e.Lr..i; r::..e in 

y' ...... is if my foL:"'s 

Hho:n th"::~' had never seen before but celieV2d t;:) ce rival gang members. 

Du!'il",.,g ·the court proceec.~.gs oenbers of thlJ ga.'1<.~ v:hicl:. h.::ld oet'ln shot at ca:ne 

inside the co'..J.rt rooi.! disrupting the proceedir.c;;s by ope:1.1:y challensing the 

defendants a.'1d anyone i.'1 the court room v:ho rcight be friendly to tl:e:.n. Tne 

disru~tion boiled out int.o the wai tir~ !-.all. 'rrne yO\.::~h., includins girls, Here 

in a. 'VIild mood. Hot even ~che presence of sev:!r.?l pclic~ officers, prob3.tion 

officers a.'1d group wori:ers slot,'ed thG::; down. C'l~ in t:-.e pa!'ldng lot more 

youth were ,'iaiting in a;.:~ush in case t::-.e cou:t d~:er:::i2_"1ts \·.'ere allowed out. 

The Juc.ge suspended their bail i:md Pu.C t:-.en in p!'o:~e~"civc custod~·. 

Let me read a quote by Ibn Bloomberg, a nexsco.ster in Philadelplua,. Penns:rlva.:.'1ia, 

featured in an article) "street; Gangs 'TUrn fron Ru:r.'oles to \'lanton CrIDe", \olhich 

appeared in th·:: Jul;y- 7, 1975 issue of U.S. "Ki11i!13 has 

been a ~.;ay of life a':lonz; tp·j s city's youth ganEis for years. Last year 43 

youngsters were slain and so~e 250 seriously injured. T~~s has been about tha 

eJ'll"'.ual 2.'.'8rage since 1969." He states t!1at ::lost 0: t::'e violent ga.ngs are Blac::.t 

and those l'.il1ed or .... ·ou!1ded are Btad:. He contim.:.es, "I::' \>le had been seeing 

have to l,~::,a~e'.i it. It: would h2.ve bc p.:1 stoppe'i.·' 

-'-' 

superfi~ial cal"~er? 
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7. 
AHELIO:=!.ATlm: CI-' 'i'iB PROBL;-':;·[ 

By no·,..; nost people feel that ~elio:,ation of the proble!':l c:;:oeated by gang 

mec:be::,s is all they can hope fo:::'. 

'fhey see no eradication of it. But those \'lho Cal1I1ot see the eradication 

n~e those ~ho are not close to the eaIlS and what causes it • 

.Another p3.per, another committee t-tishing to deal with eradication, indeed a 

commi trnent to it) 'fN"Ould allow me to explore this further. 

For now I present the following as a means for amelioration: 

1. No new legislation is necessary. The negative acti\~ty happened yesterday 

and is happening today. Legislation for ailiwiation is three years away if 

at all. Dust off what legislation is available nm ... end use it intellieently. 

2. In the Cotmty of Los Angeles some 50 of the 78 incorporated cities have 

gant; p:::'obler:uJ. This should be recognized and t-lorf. begun an th~m whether 

'the:r .use city, county, state or federal ftmding. 

3. In the u."'li.ncorporated ureas the County Board of Supervisors should 

take the lead. They can impact on the probl~ by recognizing existing 

youth se!~ng agencies 'fN~th the capacity to do the job and subsidize 

them. 

4. If indeed this hearing a..."ld ot:tf;r hearings which h3.ve gone on before a!ld 

those which will come after are held becm.:..se a collective SOI:leone feels 

the gang as a p:::'ablem has reached epidemic proportions, then I 'W"Ould urge, 

-" 
each time I a.'7. allo\oJeri to spca':-:., that actio~t~:e the place of ha.'1.d 

'.·;:-in<.:ing. I maintain that p't"o~ra.";1 pla.rminb shu'lid tc':'::e pla'.!e in the 

C!:'e:>. of ne(~d .Ii"h th~ ~o-c3.lle-:' "nee,~y" in on tha pl3lli"1ing. Furvher, 
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His wages arc poor, demands on his t:ir:Je excessive .:I.d e;':pectati()ns for 

r~3uJ.t·s UIl..!"0:J.1. These conditions c.re 1mQ\oT!1 so do not attract r..ic.:;hly 

qualifiec trainable people. - " 

My obsorvations, over a span of 20 ye?rs in the youth serving busir.esq a-:-e tha~ 

plan.11i.n6 p1:'ograms are safe. Program i .. rr,:'ementation is dangerous. Has anyone e'tjel~ 

gotten killed, punched in the mouth or fired. for mLl1tini; a II'.i~take puttir..b t06ether 

an organiz~tional chart? ~nrile the p1:'06ram iIT.plem~ntors, from the supervisor 

to the street worker, have knO\'/TI the feeling of !,·:eak. knees, loose guts and 

broken jaHs. A few have been buried and many rr;ore are called fools. k:1alioration 

of the gang wa.rfa.~e problem in the County of Los Angeles can happen. I i·;ould say 

the follo...n.n.g must ta}:e place: 

1. Sleeted offici..lls at local, state and federal levels \-lho kno',ol WS .An€;eles 

County, must admit th2.t it has reached epidemic proportions. 

" c. Co:-:~-::it to Voi'1:'itin6 thei:::- Hillin,sness to cooperate lOO;~ then • l. 
ap~o~n", 

a respcnsi.ble person to carr:,., out that cor.:mi tr-ent. 

3· ;. ... "'l i:-.::lediate evaluatio:l. of all private a..'1d public a~encie:;; who ar~ 

reoeiving funds to do youth services or delir:.quency preventio:n: 

1.) Thc..t the~r revenue source be ter::ri.na"Ced if :flagran.t discrepencies 

are found. 

2. ) Tha. t they be helped to brinb their p:·ogra.::: up to standard. 

3.) Tha~ they be ra~ej publicly if tl:ey eJ..l"e above s:'a...'ldard. 

4. 'I'hat the "Department of Co:nmu.'1it:,-- Developr:.:mt" if it COf:,e3 into existence 

i:1 Los A."'l.;cles COLl.'1ty be &i 'len th·~ respon.sibili ty for oversee in.; the 

- . 
coordi.n:.;;ion cf tr:e:;e abCZlCi€3 in vie;, of the fae C tl-.~y receiva G:::TJ~ 
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I hav-e found that at the COcr:lu...J.ity level there iz cO:l.stant failure to effect 

positive change in YO'.l~h behav:Lour and if there is ehange it doeo not ret.J.ain 

constant. 

Generally it is not the fault of the pr08rall or the pla..'1 of implementation. 

1~e fault seems to lie in the improper llse of personnel. 

rm~rope:ly trained staff ~~d administrative mismanaber-a'1t are the biggest reasons 

for the failure of most programs. viho gets the blame? The Co!U!:ItlIli ty. vlho gets 

'- the onus heaped on The CO!iEuni ty. 

I only lmoW' of two err~i ties that sent their team of v;Q:!;'lcers ti'..rough intensive 

basic training before allowing them to go out into the streets. The City of 

Bald.·lin Pa!'k and Cleland House Corrt:l.unity Center. Both had their tra.ining this 

year so there is no evaluation at this point. ',fe submit thet no a:rr.rry sends 

an inductee into a shooting scene before basic training; then \l1hy should we 

send in our street \,orker's, indeed anyone who is going to deal \o."i th the problems 

of (:l .. • .. lOthar human be:i.!'.g without proper prepare,tion? 

r wonder if this cocr..it-tee is aware that there are no legal restrictions en 

who C~~ 1'e a con::::runj.ty \o.'Orker, or that any funded agency can operate without· 

a license? The minute they receive a grant they are operational. Hiring 

restrictions are minimal. 

If legislation is needed for anything it ,.;auld be to oversee the licensing and/or 

creden tialing of ~'Ould be co::mJ.ni ty \o:orlcers. The Police have the best approacho 

A ciVilian, after intensive prior scrutiny, iD 3e:lt to an acad~i.IY. The end result 

is a Police Officer .. ;ho kr.o'tl3 who h'?! is, \·rho he l-io1"1;:s for, what h..i .. s job is. 
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10. 

There is no real r.loney b2ins s?;;mt en b'=fore-the-fac t p!"ograms. "E~ltablish€'d" 

af'ter C\'l.~e agencies are tl:re [:opher !i01en dO;'trl l.·,hich ::10.-::' of the t.lone¥ is !)ou.red. --

JU.9tific~tion for these e;~endi turer. 0..:'/; st",ti.stically uph,~ld. .Alas, .. je it'. th-~ 

field of delinquency prel:~!:.tion ca .. ', , t prove statistic:llly t..1,at .,:e saved anyone. 

Even thouoh I produce ~·O:.leone who tall "te3t.ify in my l::ehalf, they can be "shot 

do\'m." hec;:luse there I s natt-J,n;:; empirica.l to substantiate' their clai."l1 that I ':t·,as 

the big savir~ factor. 

Still, those of you .. .-he have the power should Keep the faith. Be "'lilling to 

support the use of substantial sums of money for delinquency p~evention but go 

all the -.,,-ay \·rith your convictions. Pln.ce it in the l:ands of govel:"D!Uental 

departments who are mandated to do that, not ·~th cambers of the juvenile justice 

system. Their frame of reference is different t~~ ours. 

In Conclusion: 

Le·t m-e reiterate tru"\.t 1.) Youthful ga..'1g ner:J.bers, t·;he't·her posi tj_ve or nagative 
, 

i.'1. their actions, were made tbat way, they w.:re not bo:::-n tha.t 'Wa.y. \'[e probably 

will not eliminate the ga.'1'; because vie have nothil16 better to offer the indiv'idual 

who gravitates towards it. 2.) As lonz as it remains a ninority issue it v~ll 

not be resolved. 3.) Ne,';spaper accounts, whether factual or not, cover only 

the tip of the iceberg. There are oany murders per yea::' but ;..'Or8e are the 

But we can ovel'-come, slai'! down or alleviate the condition by applyi..'1g COl:!Presses 

to our affected bodies until the doctor arrives, c.i.agnoses the illness and prescribe~ .... 

the medidne. Or did he do tint already? Only ~:e, the p:lt.ient, ha're resisted the 
.. 

\ 

oedicine, d.s.r.i~ to re::c.illn terminal in our thiI1_'k:.i:1g cmd acting! 

- ...... -.. ~" .. --......... . 
----.~ ........ ,.--.-_ ........ _ ............. -_.-, ... - .. --~ ...... --"".,..,.".-.. --.. -... ~ ... -
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f.'OREhDRD 

This parx-~r \~U; p:n:p..1red to give one an account of r:<.;.st .IDS l\ngclcc;

t .. 1araviila ganq-tu...--rios as the~,' ',1Crc and as they exist trrlav. .1\lro, it 

is intended to gi.ve the reader a r~rsrcctivc m the seriOU5ilCfin of ganq·

harrio violenoo in rast I.n~ .l\ngcles .. the involv~t of. parolees and 

pr0h3.tioners in the qanq-r.arrio I and lastlv a eXF.rrun.it'l organization 

approach for v..o:ck.inq \·,ith ga.'1g-barrios. 

\-Jhile writing this paper, refcrenre is rrade as to the parole agent 

or probation officer assumin;:r another role, that of a CCI'1T!l.lllity orqar.i7..er. 

hlth:mgh the cOllramity organization role rray 1'->0. difficult to assume, its 

effect appears to influence the direction a ganq-harrio takes and, con.se

quently, in \</hat type of activity the individual ~ participates. 

I 'MJuld like to thank I'hltp.r D . .'~ller, "ho discussm at lengths, 

his c.}xllcricncns in l3oston wit..~ 10\\~r class gunqs. His jnvaluable ~r' 

ST.lCctilJ'e on the cnntellporary ganq situation todav will loner he ~.r(xl 

hy this writer. !\lso, I WJw.d lik~ to thanJ: ~lc'\l"ina '~arrruez Hho diligently 

reviE..'t;m this re;x)rt, (" . .annie I:3f>~1 of the Youth Authorit" Planning Section, 

\',n:) v.or}:ed with Ire ex1:cn..sively to canplete this re~X)rt, and lastly, the 

california Youth Auth:>ri ty and Director !\llen ~. BreP.C.1, "m madp. it 

possible for rre to attend the Center for Criminal .Justice at ilarvard 

University (\-.hlch incltrled rcsC'.arch in the area of violent qang~) . 
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'lhls reJX)rt concerns the role a field parole; age.l1t, or field pro1:a

lion officer, :in a special treatITent unit, could assume in a b:irrio 

a::mrunity such as East Los Angeles, which has had a large Qucano J?q')u

lation, and which traditionally has rad many fighting gang-tarrios. 

(The tenn gan]-bal.'Tio refers to a hY!=Othetical l::oundary \vh.ich the 

gang ffiE!Tlbers regard as their "turf".) 

East Los Angel~..s hils ~m knOlm for it..:; notorious fighting barrios. 

Pew perS:.1nS, if any, KnCJ.ol Wfle.l1 these gang-barrios began. yet, thase 

gang-bll:rios have caused rrruch hnIn to the carrnunity a~ll as to indi

viduals. The Los Angeles Cbunty Pl-obatiOn. program :kna.m as group guid

ance .in the early 60' s appears to have been the la.st p.1blic agency 

effort to v.ork with gan:r-b:u:rios in los Angeles. It is to be noted 

that the group guidano= program md little, if any, contact with the 

Maravilla gang-barrios which date rock to The 'IWf>.nties. The group 

guidanre program conrentrated its effort CNcr a vast area and :incltrled 

black gang groups as well as Chicano gang-barrios. Same of the gang

barrios \\Orked with \-Jere the follCM7.ing: White Fence, Macy, Alpi.~, 

and M3.teo. The White Fence group \'as the nearest to the Maravilla area, 

lo~ a traditional adversary of tJB.ravilla gangs. 'Iherefore, the older 

gang-barrios such as r:l I-b~1Q l'laz:a, Varrio Nuevo, ~1arianna Mara, C..eraghty

Inna, IDpez ~a, lomita ~a, IDte Mara, and newer gangs such as :l'rr'i

zona ~1a.r.a, Iii !bCK, Varrio King Cobras, La Terc:)2ra have had little, if 

any, contact \orith 9X"0up ",orkers or gang \\Orkers wOOsc prirra~y oonoorn 

is to \".urk with the gang-barrio. 
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One of the clifficult:.ics encountered hy the ~)ffi'Olc agent in the rurrio 

ocm:nunity is that re h~s to \\Or}: not only ''lit.h a DamIce "71""0 nay resent 

him '1.? ell! authority figure, hu't with the parolee's gang-b3.rrio stLl-.culture, 

his peer group, and , .. .rith the l'l13l1y negative factors "nich reinforce the 

su}::culture patt.el'11S or \-·n? of life. It ms hcen difficult, if at all 

possible, to effc..->cti vel y influcn02, i:ndify, or rP.l1ahili tate the parolct"' 

gang rrantcr in his o.-m turf or barrio. Ther:)p. hard-core gang rrer'l!:ers are 

constantly eeing arrested, convicted, and returned to institutions ally 

to 00 released a sJ:'Drt time later to their resps"Ctive ccmnunities and 

again take an active part in their gan;:r-barrios. 

In sul::cul ture gang norms the parolee returning fI'Olll t'1e /I tougher" 

type institutions such as D. V.I. (Deuel Vocational Institute), Preston 

and Paso Rcl:>les (l1Oil closed) is looked upcn as really having attained 

status. '.L'he younger gang mernrers will ackncwleCBe the paro~_ee 1 s achieve-

ment as if he had graduated from a prest~igious uni verriity. The gang 

rran..r:,ers thus reinfOI:cc the sul:cul ture of the qanq-hc'1.rrio and the gang-

barrio satisfies the paroleE!s I (recognition, status, etc.) psycln1o:1ical 

reeds. 

5inoo the gang-barrio rratll:;er usually will he ~rhat confined to 

his gang-barrios 1 hY[lOthetical rotm(iar.J, his relationship with the other 

rnanl:ers is fre::rucnt and re...--urrent, which rrakes for a close intense rela-

tionship (closely-knit) (;roup, the.refore, .in order to influence, m:xlify, 

or rohabilit.atc t.~c parolee (gang-oorrio rrani'":€r). the agent Tmlst \\Ork \Y.lth 

th~ entire group. In SClT'e cases ev('..T\ trough the parolee ,·.:ould like to 

follo.v t..~ pc"lrOle agents 1 crlvice (which has ccrnc ab::>ut through a one-to-

one counseling relationshi~) in the office or in the torre), the sul:::;culture, 

ga.I~-barrio, pressure is too ITUlch for the yotmg man to rontend with or 
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hc.:1r. In 5()l";'C cases, after pro:]ramninq the youth for S11CC0S~, the ;>a....""o1~ 

agcnt leaves thc"'cl.lltural inland, barrio, or q~Gtto, and doc::m't t.a}~() 

into consineration the irrrnensc t?ressures on th0 parolpc lV1vi'1g to r;tay 

i..-1 the barrio and b.:<lr the pressure of his }x'0.r groui) and ga'1q-·~li3.rrio 

subcul tun: . 

Thereforc, if a ~rogram is initiated. tha': \vill have rreanillg for the 

parolee, gang-lx'1rrio rrember, in his ()v.'l1 }:a.rrio (nciqhl:orh:x:d), t~1..! prot'. .. :1-· 

bility of effcctiv'ely heleJing- h.i.rrI help h.ir1self I is relati'lK'~Y hirJner. 

Fra.1 l1'/ cX;'''CI'icncc I I u:mld further state thRt ~)i?histicclted tccJmiC:;U0.<j 

of C'('X;'ir.1Ul1ity on]aJUzation (:in t.l-J.o r::c1st T DS }\rY.:1"C'!lcn St'tt.i'1q) scan to he 

r:urc offcct..ive in dcal.inq ",it'1 probleM!; of gnnq-barrio violC11O? ann qanq" 

barrio dcliIXfUcncy than rorc trcriitional caset.or}: co1..I:1sf?linq ~t.'I-odR i:1 

a ccr:T:1unity ;.;uch as Last Los Anqele.s ....... "..ar,willa. 

'!\ <jUestion that is often ilSJ~~. ir; ",my must e.c~ aqent rndify his 

traditional a:1?roac-h. and l\Grk \..rith the p1I01ee' s :')(' ..... ~rs \·ncn they rray not. 

be on i>aru1e and not the rc.sponsihilitv of t..'e llgency? To anS\'ler t~t 

C{uestion one should think al::.out who 'P:'1ys the price" of not effectively 

dOlng sarething a}x)ut the parolee IS ganq-rerrio. To fu..."i:hp.r aI1S\ver this 

question, in an 18-rronth perioot..hc Last los Angeles Shcxiffs rejX)rt£..>d 

31 killifY]s as Ci result of gang vio1enre and conflicts. Five of the 

v ictirn.s \\.~re ("...ali fornia Youth AllthJri ty parolees. 
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r1aravilla <Spa.i'1ish for "miracle") is an area of a~)rrox:irra tal y 

8 1/4 SCJI.lill"c miles in the East Los Angeles arf'..<l. It is a lo.·r-cost 

rousing area charact.erizt..'"<i l:Yy project-type rousing units \·,if1i·.:::h "..ere 

buil t during the Sea)nd ~':brld h'ar as t.errq:orary rou:!>ing. 

Although the original area designatc...cl as r1aravilla ,-a~ ab::)Ut 1/2 

a square mile, the hy-rnthetical l:cundary fran a gang-·bJ.rrio, sur.culture, 

i::erspective is awroxirnate1y 8025 square miles at this t.iJ"e. ~1aravilla, 

originally (in The Thirties) , Nas tl1C Chicano r.arrio \oInf'n tl)e &0.<.1. 

south of 3rd St...""Cet (see Map, exhibit 2) was prcdaninMtl'l Nhitc, l\nqlo-

Saxon, Protestant in al::out 1940. 

Gc1ngs ivhich have energed frc:r.l t.'1e area are lmONn by marl:ings in 

the gang 1 s terri tory denoting the name of thP. gang follO\r.m by the 

infartolS "'1aravilla", or "!'-1ara" (s.'1Ort for ~1aravi1la) or just an "rr 

with boJO ~nrt rorizontal line" on each side (see e.:d1iliit I). ~-1aravilla 

gangs have traditionally used the 'hra label to let ot~ers Jr.nCM! t~t. they 

are affiliated wi.th the oldest and Trost feared ga.'1g"h.1.rrios in Los 

l\nqelcs. Older ~1ara gangs in the 40 1 5 such as Foro, EI II~IO, La. y,ern, 

La. ~lariarma, earned a reputation for fighting and retaliation that is 

still respected today by other gangs in the LO'.:; r.nqdes arP..a. 

S<:rr\: of the older gang-hJ.rrio i:'.G:U:crs intcrvi~'m in r.ast Los 

l\ngc18s ~ipOke ru:out To,] thP- ~B.ravilla gang-mrrio!; lnd r;ct the service

rren (ru.inly sailors) during the Zootsuit riots in tJ"c: earl~' :r.orties. 1 

On thi:, suhject a vetcrano* fran Foru "ara, naI'Il{;(l r.rnic, statp.d that 

IGr';ff't-I,i, T)~~t:.r' • C'" T.1 1\. ' , ..... ... ... _. J..AXI. ~ L IV., :I,:'I"(!r~can.,;. Eoston; Houghton-rti.fflin, 1948. 
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EXHIBIT I: TYPICAL GANG MARKINGS IN THE EAST LOS 
ANGELES AREA 

Lote 
-M-

El 
Hoyo 
-M-

A-M 

La 
-MM-

Lil 
Valley 

VKK 

La 
Lopez 

-M-

La 
Lomita 

Mara 

P.F .. 

Lote 
Mara 

Cutdowns 
Hoyo 
Mara 

Arizona 
-M-

La 
Marianna 

Mara 

L-V 
-R-

Varrio 
King Kobras 

r-1idgets 
Loce 
Mara 

Cutdowns 
H-M 

La 
Arizona 

-M-

Cherries 
MM 

rrermites 
de 

Little Valley 

KK 

- I.... - M. -

H-M Locos 

Lil 
Arizona 

-M-

HOyo 
-Maravilla-

Santos 
Marianna 

Mara 

LITTLE 
VALLEY 

-0-

I 

Pequenos 
Varrio 

King Kobras 

La Lopez Mara L-M La 
Rock Mara 

LM 

La 
Tercera 

-0-

I 
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White ~'1-F 
Fence 

-R-
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1ST 
Flats 

Juarez 
Mara 
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on on:! particular day, over five hu.'"ldrcd g&lCj-lnrrio mem~s fran all 

differen.t ga.'1g-harrios qathered to fight with the sailors. He continul:."'<.l 

saying that altlough feu:1s w~n ahays going on heh~en the different 

gaI'BS, the outsiders (sailors) bro~Jht the gangs t.c~(-:!ther (\'/hile convev

ing this information I could see row proud the veterano v,as al:out t.hat 

experience. NOlo] a tntck driver and a family ma..'1, he rer'ff.'lhcrs the inci-

dent as the r:dd:Ue class kid recalls tJ1C \'Jinning of a foothlll game) . 

\1f."1Cn the sailors arrived, ilb.:>ut eight or ten taxis full, the a\ •. t'!5:JIt'If! 

sight of ro many ganq-barrio i1Er.1.bcrs annecl \Y'ith chaiI1s, guns, }:nives 

and clubs vas too muc..i1 for the sailors and they lc'ft under a sl~r of 

.rod:s. 

GANG B'\RRIO 

A barrio may be defined as a neighborr.ood. \·hich is h2avily popu-

la.ted by OUcanos or ~1e.xican-i\rrericans. I.a.J inccme harrios a.ro ofm.'"} 

refel:roo to as a ghetto by the majority group. It appears t'1at, in 

large cities t.lJ.roug:xmt the southwest, there are areas desiqnatcd as 

the ! p...:dcan or Ollcano area. or l:arrio, and which t.lJ.e residents them-

selves refer to as the tarrio. 

'I'he ga,n;-barrio is seen as a stt!:cu1.ture \'lithin another culture, 

the lCMcr eronanic ~1exican -American group. The ga.'1~1-ra.tTio sulx:ulture 

is one \vru.ch rr1phasizes lilCU1liness (nac.lJ.i;::;r-o), :onor, hravery and "lJ.uevos" 

«Juts). l\lth:mgh the gang-barrio is not t.lJ.P. S:~ as thE" conflict gang 

as described hy ClCJ\\ard and 0hlin2 , nuny of the values of the conflict 

<]a.'1g arc &~red hy other rranl:ers of t.he gang-barrio. In rrost cases thA 

') 

"'Richard Cl.ov:rard and Llo'l(l Ohlin, :Jelinrnp.nC'r 
Illinois: Free Press, 1960. - • 

and Cpportuni tl', r.:u.cago , 
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gang-barrio is fro.med upcn by the majority of the adult residents, yet, 

many of the values ill the ~-b3.rrio are supported by t.he culture of 

the lower: class ~sexi.can-An'erican.3 

'Ihe tenn "gang-barrio" will also be used to refer to a type of 

youth group within the Chicano o:m11U.11ity which has been in existenre 

for decades. Most gang rrenbers a..-e part of the gang because they share 

c:x::rrm:m values and behavior patterns. r1any of the YOW'lg rren I came in 

a::mtact with had had brothers or ob'1cr close relatives in the gang-

barrio. In one family three out of four brothers had b=en manbers of 

the El Hoyo i:'1.ara gang-b3.rrio. The brothers ran:;ed fran age 22 (19"12) 

to 38. All had been on parole or probation at ore time or aoother. 

Also, it a~s that the 10.-.'eI'~lass Chicano ..xmm.nrities 5e!:Ve as t.l"lE:.: 

"birth-plare" of the gang-ban-ios4 (Maravilla is soch a place) . 

Criteria for defi.ni.ng a "gang" have l::ee.n delineated by a nunber 

of ....arks -- includ.ing Cloward and Ohlil"'., Klein, Slnrt, but 't-Jal ter B. 

Miller's defmition base:l on five major characteristics ~s to be 

best applicable to the ga."1g-b3.rrio. ~se characteristics are: 

reClU:rent congregation (extra-residential, self-definffi inclusion-

exclusion criteria, continuity of affiliation): territorial basis 

(rustanax:y frequentation locales, custcrrary ranging areas, resi&:mtial-

proxim:i.ty recruit:rrent basis) i age basis (age limit affiliation, sub

grou!=, delineation by age); versatile activity repertoire (illegal 

a:tivities, cxte.'1ded periods of "casual interaction, hanging out", 

3Buford E. Far.:..is and \\'illiam Hale, ~Exican-hn2!rican Cmflict C'x'lI1gs, 
ObseD:P-tions and Theoretical ImplicaB.D~·San AntcniO, Texas-;-
Westley Community center, 1962. 

4Parris and Hale, ~ cit., p. 5. 
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recreational-athletic activities) and intra-unit differentiation by 

<lutlnrity, roles, cliques and prestige. 5 

Different ag61cies give different statistics in reg~rds to gang 

activity. ~1y 90urces ".'ere major la\v ~.nforcerrent agencies in Lns l'l.l"1geles. 

IDs Angeles city ga..'1.gs nt.w.1I::cr 171, of Hhich 125 q<ln(js ",>ere Chicano 

or Mcxican-Arrcrican; 4 G gangs ,-Jere nlad: qangs. In reqaros to Dlad: 

gangs, they all but disappeared entirely after the. lilatts riot, rut 

recently in OOUthvlcst Los l\r"Agcies, Black gan:;s have agaiil hec:c:Im active 

and violent. 6 

In the u!Unoorr..orated part of Los l\nge1es---"'1ainly t.he area east 

of the city l.ini.b--there are appro.."{:unat0~y 50 qan:rs, all Chicano qang-

tarrios. 

'i'b.e ~1aravilla area of the unincoI(X>rated county has seven active 

gi'l..11qS and the area adja<-"eI1t to it has another seven. It is amazing 

that the are<l in v:hich t.hese gangs arc found is no larger than 8 1/4 

sr[UarC niles (see e:xhibi t 2) • 

This information \vas obtained through a fip.ld int0.rviC"!IN \<lit.h a 

founder of the I<ern ~-1a.ra gang-harrio \-;hof',c narre is Ch3.rlie. :1y concern 

'\~al ter D. 'tiller f l'Ir1t;rican Youth rangs-Past arrl :!"'re:,.,~nt, to appear in 
Blurnl".:erg 1\., 1\ Reader in Crir.t.irr>loqy, random Ibu.c;e-YUiOpf 1974. 

Gr~CJ, II., Violence and ',:'error hy S'treet r-.an:Js, 'l.Y. Tirres, f1a'l24, 1973. 
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was to lea.rn the genesis of the gang-bEa-rio. O1arlie stated tJ"lat i..'1 

1941 Maravilla ~s a rural type corrmmi ty wi.th rolling l"oills and ll)ts 

of vacant land. Brooklyn and r'\:)rd Streets (see ID1;'.Ip) 'Were the center 

of the !'1exiC<.111 barrio. 'rile pecple ~vere ge.l'lerally poor, rousing was 

.inadequate and life was generally Ver'J simple. Spanish ,..;as used hy 

everyor.e. O1arlle felt that his gang was a mere street oorne.r group 

at the beginning. Only through ronflict '\'lith a gang-lxlrrio kno,1Il as 

El Hoyo Mara did they l:.:;;eo::rre a fighting gang. The gang-barrio I£S 

actually named by other gangs. Since they (Charlie's associates) fre-

quently gathered around Y.ern Avenue in Ela-r1aravilla, other g~s 

refe:rred to them as the guys from Kern. Consequently, ,..tl.en cr.:lri.flict 

arose with another grC1.lp the] named thcrnselves I.a Kern !bra or the 

Kern Gang fran ~1aravilla, and a neH gang emerged. CharliE'! oonfirrred 

the presenre of other gangs in Maravilla such as La. Ford Mara, 

Marianna tara and E1 Hoyo Mara, gang-tarrios \,nich tad been established 

long before his Kern Mara. gang in 1941. Many autlDrities never paid 

rrroch attention to Chicano gang-l::arrios tmtil the Z.ootsui t Riots in the 

Fbrties, which made it the "in thing" to study the Chicano ga.'1g-barrios. 

But as Cl1arlie and many other veteranos stated, sene of the Maravilla 

gaD:]-barrios were araJIrl in the late ~·1f'>...nties. 

Charlie is row a local ru.s.l.nessman and had lots of tales to tell 

rne about ilIa Kern Mara" but my abjea'"~ve was to establish the genesis 

of tbat particular gan:; barrio (1941) . 

II" \VINO AND IA E'ORD .HARA 

Wino is an alCOl'1olic 'Who resides in tie Varavilla area and, alt.1nugh . 
51 years old, ccntinues to associate "'lith. a street oomer group of 
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vetcranos .. '.f'he~ veteranos are an older group of rren v.1Y.J frequent 

the Brooklyn and ~1ednjJ~ street corners in ·mavillCl, fast Ins l,;ngcles. 

In regards t..n t-l1e fonnation of the Ford 1 tara gang--h'lrrio, t'lino 

stated th,l.t at the age of eleven (11)26) he began Cl.ssoci;:tting Hit.~ th~ 

then-callcd "130'.15 Frcn FOlrl". Uino 1tJaS tom in 1915 and ~c states elat 

the ford J:errio \,US in c=dstence at tlli1t t.ir:le. In t.~e late Thirties 

,the Ford l::oys rE~ferrcd to the:i1: group as Ford "k'1ra. 

t'nule condocting t.~is intcrvic\l, another veter.:mo aJ-out 38 years 

Did insisteci that tl-.e Ford :1a.ra ganq"}Alrrio H:1S 1:11e tol~""0.:;t ganq 

that varti.cular gan:;-Larrio had been for h.in, then he sadly admitted 

'[,DW it had finally dissolved: with t11at l."'CI'1ilrJ tU5 H')rld ar'i~arec.1 to 

1~(l"1 tJK!8e acc.nunts and m:my othc'!rs, \'18 can Sc1.-Fel" ~-a" tlvlt '1llT'c1.' 

villa 'Jang-1:arrios, aile) their :,ubcul turc f have ~n in the Ln.5t I..os 

,'\ngelcs a.rea for c.1....~ades. rrhe:r.:nfore lit is '1ot unu.cma.1. to road COl'\T"('>..nts 

such a.c; those of ~1a,la::.m Klein to t.'c fact that kids in the h:lrrios am 

<ll.r.1ost :ir.mcdiatcly e."<:1OSea to sub::.:ulture Jx::h:wior nattArru::;, that reall:/ 

are not able to rroJ~e an indepeI'lCbnt dcci::;ion and, therefore, suCClJI:'\l-'i to 

tJ1c 5uXulturcs' such as those of t..~ gang·-rorrios at a ve...---y early age. 7 

7~1alcolm \'1. rQein, street Ganqs .:md Street Oorker~, I:nglcw::xx1 Cliffs, 
~~e.., JersC'j: Prentice lIall, !~71, L). 238-264. 
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Fran my recollections of living in Past IDs i\ngcles, t.~0. '\aravilla 

gang--barrios mve had few enCX)Unten'l, if any, with roh:.1J'ilitation or 

social agencies winse pr.imal:.y efforts \\Quld be' to '\Ork with hard-core 

gang rranbers. 

Al th:),ll;Jh f'II&.;Y efforts are being in~lemented in r.ast Los l\ngeles 

(:1aravilla), traditionally, social ''':¥Jp..ncies in the harrio appear to 

look for the "gocrl Y.irls" t.o involve in their programs and tp.nd to 

exclude and ignore the gang ITelribers. Dr. i'Ialoolr:\ Klein and the Los 

Angeles County Prohation Depart:mmt I s group guidance staff did s:>re 

v.urk with the ErA gangs (nort.~ern and rotItl1west L.l\.) but nove.r reachec~ 

t.r.e ~,'laravilla gangs ,·ro are the oldest. JUcin I s efforts ~.re related to 

rec1ucin;] the cohesivene.ss of the gang (Clover gang I ~rtheast L.l\.) 

group and acco.rdi.r¥J tb that stu1y he succeeded in creatjng a gap "'hich 

for that t:i.Iro i.'1hibited recruitrrP..nt of younqer gang IlC'nl:erE':. 8 Yet, 

despite his effort.c; the la\'/ enforcern:mt agency in the C10VPx area rerorl:e<1 

that the CIO<Jer C'.an<J is still active t.od.ay al1d the ages of tht~ gang zran

bers are between 15 and 25. 

Thus the au'avilla ga,.-q-l:arrios have flourished and subsided in an 

envi.ronment free of social services din.."'Cted sr:ecifically at theI""I. 

SUrprisinglyenou:Jh, large f ootorious,. gang-tarrios, such a~ FOrd 'ma, 

waned until it ceased to exist in 19G2, indicatinq that other factors 

are involved in thc cessation of gang activity besides interventicn or 

rc<ll.'Cing cohesiveness. 

8Klein 1971 OPe cit., i). 123. 
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n 
in the past. Yablonsky stressed fantasy Md illusion:, J in '"lis C1u~)tcr 

cntitloo, "The Drngons Inva:lc'·. flaltcr 'iil18r, l m !>tudi.P.il 1]u.J.gc; h 

the Boston area (lnte GO's) re:;ort.c:<'l. t.:Lat no ''O\icic1.(,:; o.xurrr.r1 "ithi!1 

a. three-year L >eriod aDong tlle 30t) r.tcr:ihcrr; stulic;c1 i."lJ1(! t'y, fOl..lrt'"lCJ1 <];:1..'1<]" 

involved. !:'ulc lJ.riting t.lJ.is paper. I had an Or);)()r+:W1it~' to discuss 

the gang-harrio situation ,'r.it.~ Dr. ':illcr and h0. statN] t '1at thnrr. 'us 

(n of t.lJ.e s·tudies to SUPl)Jrt trus '·:0.5 the Roston r;tud~'. But in t'l(~ 

70's ganqs in the large urban O"'.J1tcr ('10'1 York, C:Ueaqo, etc.) nrc 

definitely violent!lO 

!i:'m:' authorities on gangs :1aVC stated tr.at rnst acts of violenro 

are cxuggerat.ec'l. to th(' lJOint of fantasy. The ganq-l--arrio situation in 

East L.A. (~'laravilla) a[llX!ars to have rom of this illuoorv ty}X! of 

phcn07leI1on. (',an;] rna:1he.rs will exagqeratn El1') ineidC'nt to thr point of 

fa.ntasy (non-gang ~.rs do t11e sarrc t'"lin~1)' nut for tlJ.n rrost part, 

'1aravilla g.:m:;-rerrios are definitely violent! Thin violence is 

expressed in terms of rc~JOrted deaths and vicioun assaults Onifing!>, 

heatings and sh:x>tings inclu::1ed). ':'he read£:>.r can determine '~1ether th(' 

facts reinforce my opinion. By notinq on the r.B.p (eY~'1ibit 2) , the gangs 

involvcU e(l!1 tc found in an area of 8.25 r,('flJ.a.rc mile;,. 'J.":1c looal 1atN 

cnforcanent agenC'J (r.a.st L.A.-!1aravilla) rcrorted thilt in an 18-r:1Onth 

9Hiller 1974 9.'>. cit. I p. 26. 

lO~ti.ller 1974 ~. cit., p. 26. 

-------------------------~----------
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perioo, fran June 1971 to ~r 1972, th('.r€! wpre 31 deaths ~·rl1ic'1 can 

t~ directly relat£rl to gang-barrio conflict. 

In relation to the l"anicides, if we ~ gal1<] deaths in East 

Los i\ngeles to gang deaths m Philadelphia, \118 sc..~ tha.t Philadel:)rtia 

had 42 gang deaths during the 12 nonths of 1971 (pq:mlation: 2,OOO,non 

or .17 deaths per 100,000 persons) and th3.t f'dClSt L.l\. had 32 gang deatrts 

during an 18 rront.l-J. period (population~ 103,000 or 1. 7 den.ths per 100 ,000) 

giving East Los lutgeles a rate rou:Jhly 10 tirres trat of Philadelphia a.~ 

a whole. 

In addition to the h:::rnicide fiqures, th~ L.A. County Shp.xiffs 

Depa,rtnent reported 01 fe1cny assa.ults hy gang-barrios tenl'c~ Jan~: 

and July of 1971, and 108 between Jemuary and July of 1972. 

It is shocking t..o rote t.rat Fast Los Ange.les, \lith a population of 

100,000, acoounts for al.rrc6t as nany gal¥] deaths per year as the city of 

Philcrlelphia with a population of 2,000, OOO--considered by many to have 

the mst serious qang h:r.ticide problem in the country. 11 

A.s othor scoolars have previouCjl~' suggested, the gang usually is 

carposed of hard-core and fringe l"rCItlbers (: til ler , Y-iein, Yablonsky all 

agree). It should 1~ noted .in Fast L.l\. tlaravilla, the 14 active gang;, 

repreSE"nt perhaps 3, S()O !X:>.Ison.c;, inclu:ling adults Md jmrcni.les: }n\·p.ver I 

of these 3,500 pen.;onc:;, ar:pro. ... d..rfutcly 400 may he h1.:rd-corc. 'I'he 14 

active gangs in East. L.A. ~villa are as follQl.-IS: 

111(ing, H., "Violence and 'l?...rror hy Stre.:~t. ("..angs" in Philadelpl-J.ia, 
:~E.'¥l York 7ines, ~1ay 24, 1973. 
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l4il Arizc.na 

COOppers 

East Side los 

Geraghty 

Juarez 

I.a Ibck 

Fo!m.Xl alx>ut 1960. Named after defunct 

Ari7.<na Cats. 

Snall gang establishing itself in a 1.101-

typical ga'1g neighborhood. Beqan in 

arout 1970. An auxiliary of a ~'1est Side 

gan;J known as the Choppers. 

Small gang trying to survive attacks fran 

Li ttle Valmy. Has had members srx:>'C and 

assaulted. &out t.hree year5 old. 

Established gang-barrio. FOlll"lOOd mid 20 IS. 

Has about 7 age groups (divisioos) or 'Iclicas". 

Q1e of the largest barrios in Fast L.A. L:m~ 

tradition of violence. A real status group 

for gang jolIers. 

Older gang I remains in the hills over1ook.in:T 

East LA Maravilla. Arch rival of El Hoya Mara. 

Now C3.1led Geraghty-Lena. 

Gang fo~ in 1957. Small but allies itself 

with larger Hoyo Mara to fight Geraghty-lana 

its arch rival. 

NeoJer gang which started a.rnut 1969 in the 

original Maravilla area, right under the nose 

of the larger gang kno,..m as Lanita ~1ara. 

GrONing fast. M:>st J:'O,;.:mbers are in their 

e:trly and mid teens. 
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1:,11 Valley 

lote 

lomita 

Marianna 

frcergcrl after dyinj out in 1965 and tryir;:; to 

re-establish its reputation. ~bst rra;-mbe:lrs L'1 

early, middle--a fevl in late--tcens. Involved 

in vicious murders of rival K:iJ1g Ko'::lra gang 

I'fa1"Vers. Nnbi valent about the Federacion de 

Barrios Unioos.12 

Older gaj'1g established in the 40' s. I\no.Jl1 for 

dru:1 ~ctions and nCM as a self help group 

trying to "c:arb3. t" drugs in their gang-l.:arrio. 

A rrenber of the Pederacion de Barrios Unidos. 

Gang barrio foI!l'ed in 1954. P.as four divisions, 

a very tightly knit group. Has been involved 

in many l'rurrbles ll with Lcmita r-1ara, lopez 

"Iara and Barianna Mara. 

Gang oriented in 1954. Has several divisions. 

r,,1~lY I'iBibe.rs lean heaVy into drugs (OhliJl's 

~ti.st thoory apprers to apply very well 

in this case).13 Has fought with Iote Mara 

over a decade: toth ro.rr:i.os are nanbers of the 

F'ederacion de Barrios Unidos. 

Old gang established in the 30' s. Aln'OSt 

vanished in early 60's. Dying'out i1ariachis 

-------._------
U Federation of United Neighl::x:>r1ncrl, actually gang-tarries cx.'lil'lin:J tcgethar 

to voice their ooncerns, gang-rerrio a:mflict. 

13C1cward and Win 1960, ope cit~, p. 178-186. 
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~iara rranhers joined and l'"evitalizctl l1arianna. 

Has had a continl.lOUS feu:! \'lith 7'rizona ~'la.ra 

and killings have resulted. Has several 

eli visions. Older veteranos trving to \·.ork 

closely \rith Fcderacion de Darrios Unidos. 

In 1972 rc.lltcd a sr-all hlildinq to .use as a 

oocial recreation center. "one,! has C~ 

ah:>ut through car ,vash~ an ~l:ends. 

Varrio Nuevo Old gang out of unincor:?Orated area of Ea.st 

L.A. rlanbers establishing gang in a rniOClle 

class area of : 1ontel:cl 10 , calif. An arch 

rival of the ~'1hi te Fence gang, also a ci t'l 

gang. Sev<:ral h::>rnicides rave resulted due 

to gang ronflict (not inclooed in romicide 

sta.tistics) . 

Varrio Klnq I<ohra l~ewer gan9 estahlished in 19G8. r1any are C'fl\ 

parolr::!es . IIave r.ee.n the reci?i0.nts of sm'cgun 

nrurders, recently, by their arch rival, Little 

Valley. r1ewp.r P.'Ier.1bcr of thP. F'ed.cracion de 

l3arrios Unidos. 

P1IDII.:8 A:ID G\:.r-;-R\P .. '"UO rrr::mrn DEATIIS ~'7!II(1r Rl.f>fJIJrr:n f':«}'~ rJ\!'lr;-Bl\..'1.~IO 

CX:NFI,ICI' KID VI0Lr!1CE 

Fran r-r:J ex-~:xrricnce also, a si~ficant numh0.r of r.y". parolees are or 

have been sang rrenhers. ?he Youth ,\ut}x>rity has unrler its juriscllctions 

a substantial nunbcr of t1!eir :tDUl1g n:m fran t1!e h3.rrios of f.:ast IJOS /\ngcles. 
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th(~ory of DE1Sic psycoolcqical nealS, tho '1ang-'hardo oUer~ tl-te gang 

rrer;ilicr stiltus, reexXjni tion., acti vi t;7, and cpportu,l1i ty to he:> hE\Ut1 r 

opportuluties to display his TI'.r1.chisro (!'".d!1l~), in esscn~ I his psycro-· 

lOJical needs are fulfilled. 

In an environrrent ""here education is llY" ... :mingless, the gang-barrio 

fulfills the yotm~T rran I s needs. Cciia S. Heller in l06G "''rotc, "DUriJlg 

his nine ~'ears of intermittent sch:Joling, Cllaco has cne fact il:ip:ressed 

an him. The ooly group that has ITeiln.ing for him is his ~ighlx>r1-.ood 

group. It is not the seIne1, where t.'1e. "Arreric-:m" tcach(>..rs tell 11m 

ahout a \<X)rld in ,·,hich he has no rc.."'\1 part •.. Rut in t.l"10. miqhr:orhJod 

gang is the :,tuff of living as he )::nOt.;s it. ,·15 For t'1e YOl'i:'1" man :in 

the harrio the situation has not cran.qcd. Therefore, ""hetl)£">..r t.~e 

irdivic1ual is a parolG0. or not, th(> ga'1lJ-rerrio offer;, a Ii -F;c of adven-

ture cmc'i E.e_al m;:;aninl]. Yet ,this gang-;-.firrio life. in rrany instanoos, 

cheats the gang-barriQ rrenber of a long and productive li -Fe. ',;he 

followii1g is data covering the l"omicid.es rrentioned earlier (27 of 31 

gang-related killings \..t1ich jncltrle atter~ed l-anicides arrl vicious 

assaul t.c;). The lY..ader should consider the violent act.c; ,·1hi.ch s:xnc of 

the gaT.lg-harrio ~.rs must display tD J-P. accepted m the harc1'-core 

group and also the tragedy of t~is process: 

14 IIeller 1966 92,- cit .• , p. 56. Ihjd., p. 45-56. 

15 C I' C.j..~ 'cka -I l' . . Q .l.a ., ....... pl1.l. ' J.e .LC\t'! "exJ..can-.1\rrerlcan Yout.'1, Forgotten Youth at 
the Crosr.roadc;. ~Jc'w Yorr., ?.ancbn House, 1960, p. 57. 
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1. ~ victim \'«lS soot once in the chest by the suspect. The s.1-x:>oting 

\V\aS an outgrovTth of juven~_le gang activity. "':'he specific gangs 

involVL~ a.r8 the Arizona ~'1ara and the r-tariarma ~ura gang of which 

t:1e suspect is a rrernlx:r. Suspect I'UG arrested at. thr. t:i.rre of t.'le 

sl'XX>tinq on chaxge of assaulJ.6 \·,it.'l intent to c:x:mnit murder. This 

c.l-)arge v.JaS later arrended to rnurdPI follC7Ninq the victim I s death 

2. Victim dil3d as a result of multiple sta'1 H)unOS to thr~ CJ'1est arrl 

al::x:1orw...n inflicted by the subject during a gang fight. The tho 

East L.n. gangs involved were the Arizma t-'1ara ganq and the Zl 

Ho,/o r1a.ra gang. The victim \..as fran Arizona ard the suspect fran 

El lk~. ~e _ sus;eect was alro a CYA ~lee ,17 

3. The victim \.;us st..anding in the parkinq lot in front of his re.si-

dc~nre located in the Maravilln Honsing Project and V.as struck in 

the chest with a .22 caliber bullet fin .. rl fr.an across the street. 

'l';te 'b,..Q East L.l\. gangs involved \oJ'ere the t-1a.ri:uma gang and the 

i'tri,;a.'la gang. T.1e victim did not OO100g to anv gang. Suspe....""t is 

in custod1' at East L.A. following his arrest on 7/20/71. 

4. 'I'he victim was dead i.! the street at location after being shot 

seven times in the ~d and torro. The suS?:ct is in cust.c:Xly 

charged \vit!1 ~f'....r 1 a\oJait:in:J preliminar.y hearing in P.ast L.A. 

,"1uniciL"Jal Court. 'l'hc fast L.A. juvenile g~l~ involved are the 

-----------
16 Case #1. Vict .. .i..m \·;as a Cal~fornia Youth Auth:)ri ty parolee. 

17 Suspect \oJaS a CYA parolee. 
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Geraghty gang al1d the \vpi tefence gang .18 

5. The vict:i...11 was attacked hy possibly tl1ree lIDknavn male Caucasian.'3 

of Latin descent and was stabt.'€!C1 f'i1.x t.:i.Ires In the chest and b...o 

t.irres in the back.. He died on the front porch of the resic.lenoe 

at the location. On July 20, 1971, a :cejection on suspect ,.,as 

receival fran East L.A. Deputy District Attorney. Suspect \-BS 

released fran custcxly. 'n'..e victim \\as identifiErl as a rrernber of 

the "IDpeZ I. t-ara gaTI<:f. 

6. The victim was srot J:ran a p:lssing vE"'JU.cle vhllp. standing i. '1 front 

of his home by suspeL'ts anred ,·!ith a shotgun. The victim alt.."1ough 

not a gang member, associated with m::rnbers of the !mia.nna ;.i3.ra. 

gang. It is believed 1:."'e murder ocx::urred as a result of a lO1g 

tenu feud beU<lePJ1 tl1e Arizona and ~ianna gangs .19 

7. Tht-; seventh gangland muroer vas a::mnitted ,.men victim was shot 

numerous t.ir:les l,d.t.l"l a .22 caliber '\r.:teapa1 in Salazar Park, East 

L.A. Follo;ving the shootirl-j, tlle fleeinc] ::'U5.rJeCtS yclle-J slogans 

referring to ·t.~e "Little Valley" gaJlg. SUbsequent investigation 

revealed that the vicbm 'Was affiliated "''lith the F..c.l.st IJ.i\.. King 

Cbbra ga.'1g. 

8. 'l'he victim was found bleeding al:out the:: fac(~ and hend L.'1 L.A. C.ity 

on JtJ.re 20, 1971. rIe "!,,us t.ransI?Orted t.o a oospital \l1?re he 

rar":l.izled in a. cana tcsc st.ate until his death on .Tul y 12, 1971. 

Investigation by L.l',. Police f:Cpartment lfollcnr>€Ck D2tcctives failed 

-_ .. _----------------. -~ 
18 Susr-ect \\'as a C:ll\. parolee. 

19 Suspect W<::l.s a c'D\ parolee. 
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to reveal the muse or l<X<1.tion of the assault. until De....~r B, 

1971. At that tim their investigation revealed tl10. assault of 

t~t: victim h'2lS I,XJSsibly ccrnnitted by juveniles and apparently too}: 

place in t.he ~lravilla lbusing Project in Fast L.A. on June 20, 
, 

1971. Ha::ri.cidc Bur\~au has accepted responsibility for the full 

investigation. l'.J.t.~ugh suspects are not ident.ifiErl, it is 

believed th:i.s r:n.r...""C1er v..as rrobahly a:::mnitted by rneml-~s of t'l1e 

.2\rizona gang; rrost of "'-'har. live in the ~'1aravilla Housing Project. 

9. Victim and a friend \vere \·;alking on the sidewalk at location and 

\~Bre fired on '.'lith a .22 auta".\3.tic rifle by tw:::> male latins fran 

a passin.g vehicle. Victhn \<.as pronouncai dead at location and 

tile friend vas \\ourrled arrl recovered. VictiI"l1 was identified as 

a rreruber of the Little Valley ga'1q and '>'.rag a witness to a 217 p. c. 

(assault with intent to ccmnit murder) or. ~ov~r 12, 1971. lIe 

was the victim of a 187 p.c. (murder) on January 9 .. 1972. Victim 

..... as on Qrristmas leave fran the U ,8 .M.C. and v.es previously associ-

ated \-lith rranbcrs of tile Little Valley gang. 

10. Victim \YaS shot with a shotgun hy three latin suspects fran a pass-

i...'1C] vehicle. M East L.A. detective tmit observed the sllOOting 

and vlf"'..nt into pursuit of the suspect t s vehicle, assisted by patrol 

tmit. D.lring the ?tJIsuit, the detective and ?atrol units \~re 

fin-"'<l ll[.lOn by unidentified male sus!JCCts; i.'1 a second vehicle. 

':\"'D rounds struck the detective unit and one round stnlck the patrol 

tmit. NJ department personnel \~re hit. 'l'he vehicle and 0...0 adult 

l1'u.le Latin suS'~..s and one male LJ.t.in juvenile suspect20 ~re 

20Victim was a CYA parolee. 
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arrested fo110Ning e1e pursuit. Vict:i.r1 dim at IJ.1\. County USC 

r,~cal Center on D.::!CEr.il:x>..r 26, 1971. The three arrestees are 

either ~.rs or associates of the East 1,.1\. Little ~Ja1ley gang. 

Victim \oJaS a member of the East L.A. El IIoyo ~1ara gang. 

11. Victi.":l staggered through the front door of Ix-doy' s bar stating 

in Spanish that he had teen shot b",ice. He died one oour later 

at a local l"Dspital. l:b suspect identified at this t.lr.Ic. It is 

believed the victim was killed by East L.A. gang rrenbers during a 

robbery. 

12. Victim and friends were standing near location and were fired 

upon f!'Cl;u suspects in a passing vehicle. Victim 'Vas struck in 

the chest and died. One of his friends was wounded .in the leg. 

No suspects are identified. Investigation reveals the victim am 

friends ,,*,.re menbers of the Bassett gang fran the City of I.a 

Puente (Industry station Area) anj the suspe<:..ts are msnbers of 

the Last L.A. Ne.-J Breed car r~ub. 

13. Victim an:l 'b,o;o rrale latin juveniles \\ere in a fignt in the street 

wit.'l five male adult latin suspects. The victim \'8S stabOOd :in 

the he:1d and one of his friends 'VJaS stabbed in the b:xiy. 'I'l-e 

third \<as unharmed. Victim died in the h::>spi tal six oours later. 

His l-\Ounded friend is expected to recover. One suspect is identi

fied but not L"1 custo::ly. 'Iro rcrnai..ning four s~ts are still 

unicentified. Victims are rranhers of the Little Valley gang. All 

suspects are believe:i tn be :~ationals. 

14.. The victim and suspect were engaged in a fight that had heen previ

ously planned. 
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gang. It is unkno.m if vict.iJ:1 I'laS a garlC)' m::r:J::E'..r. 

16. Victim s:,ot hy party crasners : lOSsib1~r frOT\ t.hr: fu::izcna ga."1g. 

Victim \'las affiliated with the ,Juarez gang but t:1ert: is no indica'-

tion that ganLJ rivalry was the nntive for t.'le murder.. 

17. Vict..irrl, taIled, shot during robrl8ry of l-is rrarl'et ty.1 TJ:l 10& gang 

18. Victim, transwnt, yille-4 hy f:'..Gven'tl Y'l1I3UlY!rs of L~c Arizona gang 

h/ r:x;ating. On this sarre date rmother i)erson 'B~ stabbed and 

pel1TB.n2Yltly !,Jaralyzcd hy t~e sane gaDCf and susr~t.(:;. 

19. Victims killed hv victim of rol'k...ry v.rhile ro}j-lin'1 ITlClrxet at loca'-

tion. victims associated \lith lDnez gang. 

20. Victiln beaten to death by }:icking and hittinq witl; rocks. Very 

1i ttle JJ1formation and no vIi tnesses. Suspects stole victir:l ' s 

VG"licle. Possible gang activity. 

21.. 'Jictln, f!Y>..rrber of Ki1'1CJ Ko!:)ras/ killed during knife fight ",lith 

several Lil Valley members. O.A. reject on seveT'. snspects due 

... .... . t tin' f' ht 21 \ .. 0 V~Ct:.1.r.'\ S ar g ~g. . J' 

22. Victim stabbed t.y SUS?8ct during argtm?.nt. Sus;:xx:t is possilile 

l'!'al1ber. of Lil Valley gang. 

23. Victim VlaS soot and killed by La. Tbc1.: gang m(~nh0.rs Iv;n Ne:t."e trying 

to shoot Arizona gang rrernbers at a !1arty. ~ rictirn ',:as affiliated 

\.,itl1 t..h0. Lomita gang. This incident , . .,ill :,roba.1-'lv ;mJduoe ITem 

gang oeti vi ty . 

-------
21V" ,....",..,.. 1 ~c urn Has a '-.I...'"\. paro ee. 
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24. rbnber of La fock qanq, sh::>t and kilJP.d by m3lt'Jcrs of t~e Ir.rnita 

gang, prcbably in retaliation for the murder of .'\ngcl 01ivaR • 

• turder cctTlplaint obtained en suspect. , 

25. Victim reaten and stabted to death by ffiiO:m:,erS of thp. :p..xican '1afia. 

2G. victirl llU'i'lbcr of Ll BO'jO gang stab~ to dp.ath hy unI::nown Lil Vallev 

gang tT1E!'1hcr. 

27. Vict:irn run rom am l:illed hy auto after particiTXlting in gang 

fight. Unkna.-m gams. 

P.iter read:ing t.1.0. precedi . .l1g datil f being a eyr. ~-:>aroleC! isn't the 

criterion for heine.; active in the qa.'1g. I.n r.ost caSE'S, t,"le reverse is 

true; the parolee has beP...n a Iranbp.r of the gang-harrio m:nt:1S or years 

before a:mn.ibTent to a correGuonal. facility. The crucial issue to 

considE:>..r is \vl1at can be done for the gang-barrio 1'1'el:'Jx;r or paI:olee 

gang-i.arrio nEf!1ber in his o..,rn envi:COI"l!'"eJ1t T"mch in rrost cases lacks 

the Jr.iruJ of constructive support (gaxl schools, intact family structure, 

recreation, jcbs am general O'.:.)f,X)rtunity) essential to develO'J,ing a 

ru:althy personality? I have learI'Y.'rl that casGl,nrk counseling appears 

to have little eff~-t en the :>arolee or gang-b:irrio rretlbcr "'hen he is 

in the coopany of the gang-barrio JTa:ll:x-...rs. One sttrl:, }:nom as the 

Car.bridge-S~rville :n.'Ojcct strl?ssed t.l1e cas~<ork OO\.ll1.SGlinq rretl"Od 

to reduce delinquent activities in the area. The ootll1seling \'.B.S given 

to d grou~ of boys considered potential delinrtuents. 'nle results ~"le.rC 

inconclusive in that there v.B.S littla difference in l1elirquenc'l rates 

r.)Cb,..;een the exmtrol and experimental grcup.22 Therefore, .1..'1 a barrio 

22m·,ard Po.vers and Helen Hitllla.n, .'ill E;{perirnent .1..'1 the Preve.ntcn of 
Celi.nII.leIlCY: Nev,York, COlurnbiaPress( 1CJ51. p. 57-77. 
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envirorrrent~ ccmnunity orga'1.ization techniques may have more effe<.:t on 

the partit."U..lar gang-barrio. 

ASSU:1.I~ A DIFFICULT, ~ EFF'EC.'TIVE fnLE: C'ClvTMUNITY ORGANI7,:m:; OF 
GA.f>&-BARRIOS 

Developing a relationshiE. In my case the relationship has exi.stErl 

because not only do I live in the East L.A. area. ~-il cane into contact 

with many qang--barrio I1'STIbers, rut my cx:x..-upation as do parole agent 

brought me into intimate contact with q~-barrio rranbers on my case

load. To give the reader an in:iicatlOn of parolee qanq-barrio ties, 

fran a case load of 10 in East L.A., alrrost 60% were gang-barrio rracl:ers 

or affiliated \'ll.th gang-barrios. 

As a parole agent, I felt that social car'...ev.Drk as a tool to c~e 

or at least m:xlify negative l:::>ef-.avior didn't affect the parolee, gang-

barrio mern.ber in his barrio ccmmmity and that another approach was 

needed. Ptavl.ng lived ..in the barrio area I was expose:l to &.e barrio 

subculture at an early age am learned h::M the parolee, gang-b3.rrio 

rranber appE='Ared to want to please his peer group at any cost. 

I have often. been askErl the question of heM I was able to observe 

gang-b:rr.r.io behavior am ~ ~ is that in rrost cases I kl'lE!w a 

"vetcrano" who introduced me ~.:o the younger members, or the veterano 

was still active to the extent that my mere presence with him was 

E?_nough for the other rnanbers to see me as O.K. If the veteran) has a 

reputation for physical 'combat (that virtue is generally respected in 

any gaJ'B-barrio) I one can rest assured that no one will question one's 

presence or activity. The ~ figures in the gan:1-tarrios are ~ 
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APPENDIX F 

ANY CAF?{\iAL LEr~\/I!JG 3"A WILL AU TO/~'?frTJCALLY MA r~~ 
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